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Abstract
We provide a general and modular criterion for the termination of simply-typed λ -calculus extended
with function symbols defined by user-defined rewrite rules. Following a work of Hughes, Pareto and
Sabry for functions defined with a fixpoint operator and pattern-matching, several criteria use typing
rules for bounding the height of arguments in function calls. In this paper, we extend this approach
to rewriting-based function definitions and more general user-defined notions of size.
1 Introduction
In this paper, we are interested in the termination of Church’s simply-typed λ -calculus
(Church, 1940) extendedwith function symbols defined by user-defined rewrite rules (Dershowitz & Jouannaud, 1990;
TeReSe, 2003) like the ones of Figure 1. Our results could be used to check the termination
of typed functional programs (e.g. in OCaml (OCaml, 2017) or Haskell (Haskell, 2017)),
rewriting-based programs (e.g. in Maude (Maude, 2015)), or function definitions in proof
assistants (e.g. Coq (Coq, 2017), Agda (Agda, 2017), Dedukti (Dedukti, 2018)). By termi-
nation, we mean the strong normalization property, that is, the absence of infinite rewrite
sequences t0 → t1 → . . . The mere existence of a normal form is a weaker property called
weak normalization. Termination is an important property in program verification.
The rewrite system of Figure 1 defines the substraction and division functions on the
sort N of natural numbers in unary notation, i.e. with the constructors 0 : N for zero and
s : N⇒ N for the successor function. A way to prove the termination of this system is to
show that, in two successive functions calls, arguments are strictly decreasing wrt some
well-founded order. A natural order, based on the inductive nature of N, is to compare the
height of terms. More precisely, let the size of a terminating term t of sort N be the number
of s symbols at the top of the normal form of t (this rewrite system is weakly orthogonal
and thus confluent (van Oostrom, 1994)). While the termination of sub (i.e. the absence
of infinite reductions starting from a term of the form sub t u with t and u in normal
form) is not very difficult to establish (the size of the first argument is strictly decreasing
in recursive calls), proving the termination of div requires the observation that sub is not
size-increasing, that is, the size of (sub t u) is less than or equal to the size of t.
The idea of sized types, introduced by Hughes, Pareto and Sabry in (Hughes et al., 1996)
for fixpoint-based function definitions, is to consider an abstract interpretation of this
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Fig. 1. Rewrite system defining substraction and division on natural numbers
sub x 0 → x
sub 0 y → 0
sub (s x) (s y) → sub x y
div 0 (s y) → 0
div (s x) (s y) → s (div (sub x y) (s y))
notion of size into an algebra of symbolic size expressions, and turn the usual typing rules
of simply-typed λ -calculus into deduction rules on the size of terms. This allows one to
automatically deduce some information on the size of terms, and thus prove termination by
checking that, for instance, the size of some given argument decreases in every recursive
call. Hence, termination is reduced to checking typing and abstract size decreasingness.
In our example, this amounts to saying: the 2nd rule of div does not jeopardize termina-
tion since, assuming that x is instantiated by a term t of abstract size α , and y is instantiated
by a term u of abstract size β , then div (s t) (s u) terminates because its first argument is
of size α + 1 while, in the recursive call div (sub t u) (s u), the first argument has a size
smaller than or equal to α .
The goal of this work is to automate this kind of inductive reasoning, and check the
information given by the user (here, the fact that sub is not size-increasing). However,
when considering type constructors taking functions as arguments (e.g. Sellink’s model of
µCRL (Sellink, 1993), Howard’s constructive ordinals in Example 5), the size of a term
is generally not a finite natural number but a transfinite ordinal number. However, abstract
size expressions can also handle transfinite sizes.
Before explaining our contributions and detailing the outline of the paper, we give
hereafter a short survey on the use of ordinals for proving termination since this is at the
heart of our work though, in the end, we provide an ordinal-free termination criterion.
1.1 Ordinal-based termination
A natural (and trivially complete) method for proving the termination of a relation→ con-
sists in considering a well-founded domain (D,<D), e.g. some ordinal (h,<h), assigning a
“size” ‖t‖∈D to every term t, and checking that every rewrite step (including β -reduction)
makes the “size” strictly decrease: ‖t‖>D ‖u‖ whenever t→ u.
In theory, it is enough to take D = ω (the first infinite ordinal) when the rewrite rela-
tion is finitely branching. However, after Gödel’s incompleteness theorem (Gödel, 1931),
defining ‖ ‖ and proving that ‖t‖ >D ‖u‖ whenever t → u, may require the use of much
bigger ordinals. For instance, the termination of cut-elimination in Peano arithmetic (PA)
requires induction up to the ordinal ε0 = ωω
. .
.
but PA cannot prove the well-foundedness
of ε0 itself (Gentzen, 1935). Yet, there is a function ‖ ‖ from the terms of Gödel’s sys-
tem T (Gödel, 1958) (which extends PA) to ω such that ‖t‖ >D ‖u‖ whenever t → u
(Weiermann, 1998).
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An equivalent approach is finding a well-founded relation containing→. For instance,
Dershowitz’s recursive path ordering (RPO) (Dershowitz, 1979b; Dershowitz, 1982) or its
extension to the higher-order case by Jouannaud and Rubio (Jouannaud & Rubio, 1999;
Jouannaud & Rubio, 2007; Blanqui et al., 2015). But, in this paper, we will focus on the
explicit use of size functions. For a connection between RPO and ordinals, see for instance
(Dershowitz & Okada, 1988).
Early examples of this approach are given by Ackermann’s proof of termination of
second-order primitive recursive arithmetic functions using h = ωω
ω
(Ackermann, 1925),
Gentzen’s proof of termination of cut elimination in Peano arithmetic using h= ε0 (Gentzen, 1935;
Howard, 1970;Wilken & Weiermann, 2012), Turing’s proof of weak normalization of Church’s
simply-typed λ -calculus (Turing, 1942), and Howard’s proof of termination of his system
V (an extension of Gödel’s system T with an inductive type for representing ordinals)
using Bachmann’s ordinal (Howard, 1972). This approach developed into a whole area of
research for measuring the logical strength of axiomatic theories, involving ever growing
ordinals, that can hardly be automated. See for instance (Rathjen, 2006) for some recent
survey. Instead, Monin and Simonot developed an algorithm for trying to find size assign-
ments in h= ωω (Monin & Simonot, 2001).
But, up to now, there has been no ordinal analysis for powerful theories like second-order
arithmetic: the termination of cut elimination in such theories is based on another approach
introduced by Girard (Girard, 1972; Girard et al., 1988), which consists in interpreting
types by so-called computability predicates and typing by the membership relation.
In the first-order case, i.e. when there is no rule with abstraction or applied variables,
size-decreasingness can be slightly relaxed by conducting a finer analysis of the possible
sequences of function calls. This led to the notions of dependency pair in the theory of first-
order rewrite systems (Arts, 1996; Arts & Giesl, 2000; Hirokawa & Middeldorp, 2005; Giesl et al., 2006),
and size-change principle for first-order functional programs (Lee et al., 2001). These two
notions are thoroughly compared in (Thiemann & Giesl, 2005). In both cases, it is suffi-
cient to define a measure on the class of terms which are arguments of a function call
only. Various extensions to the higher-order case have been developed (Sakai et al., 2001;
Wahlstedt, 2007; Jones & Bohr, 2008; Kusakari et al., 2009; Kop, 2011), but no general
unifying theory yet.
The present paper is not concerned with this problem but with defining a practical notion
of size for simply-typed λ -terms inhabiting inductively defined types.
Note by the way that the derivational complexity of a rewrite system, i.e. the function
mapping every term t to the maximum number of successive rewrite steps one can do from
t (Hofbauer & Lautemann, 1989), does not seem to be related, at least in a simple way, to
the ordinal necessary to prove its termination: there are rewrite systems whose termination
can be proved by induction up to ω only and yet have huge derivational complexities
(Moser, 2014), unless perhaps one bounds the growth rate of the size of terms (measured
here as the number of symbols) (Schmitz, 2014). The notion of runtime complexity, i.e.
the function mapping every n ∈N to the maximum number of successive rewrite steps one
can do from a term whose subterms are in normal form and whose size is smaller than n,
seems to provide a better (Turing related) complexity model (Avanzini & Moser, 2010).
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1.2 Model-based termination
In (Manna & Ness, 1970), Manna and Ness proposed to interpret every term whose free
variables are x1, . . . ,xn by a function from En to E, where (E,<E) is a well-founded
domain. That is, D is the set of all the functions from some power of E to E and <D is
the pointwise extension of <E, i.e. f : En → E <D g : En → E if, for all x1, . . . ,xn ∈ E,
f (x1, . . . ,xn)<E g(x1, . . . ,xn).
In the first-order case, this can be done in a structured way by interpreting every function
symbol f of arity n by a function fE : En → E and every term by composing the interpre-
tations of its symbols, e.g. ‖f (gx)‖ is the function mapping x to fE(gE(x)). If moreover
these interpretation functions are monotone in each argument, then checking that rewriting
is size-decreasing can be reduced to checking that every rule is size-decreasing.
A natural domain for (E,<E) is of course (N,<N). In this case, both monotony and
size-decreasingness can be reduced to absolute positivity. Indeed,
f (x1, . . . ,xp)> g(x1, . . . ,xq) is equivalent to f (x1, . . . ,xp)− g(x1, . . . ,xq)− 1≥ 0
andmonotony is equivalent to checking that, for all i, f (. . . ,xi+1, . . .)− f (. . . ,xi, . . .)−1≥
0. By restricting the class of functions, e.g. to polynomials of bounded degree, one can de-
velop heuristics for trying to automatically find monotone polynomial interpretation func-
tionsmaking rules size-decrease (Cherifa & Lescanne, 1987; Lucas, 2005; Contejean et al., 2005;
Fuhs et al., 2007). Unfortunately, polynomial absolute positivity is undecidable onN since
it is equivalent to the solvability of Diophantine equations (Proposition 6.2.11 in (TeReSe, 2003)),
which is undecidable (Matiyasevich, 1970; Matiyasevich, 1993). Yet, these tools get useful
results in practice by restricting degrees and coefficients to small values, e.g. 2.
A similar approach can be developed for dense sets like Q+ or R+ by ordering them
with the (not well-founded!) usual orderings on Q+ and R+ if one assumes moreover that
the functions fE are strictly extensive (i.e. fE(x1, . . . ,xn)> xi for all i) (Dershowitz, 1979a),
or with the well-founded relation <δ where, for some fixed δ > 0, x <δ y if x+ δ ≤
y (Lucas, 2005; Fuhs et al., 2008). In the case of R+, polynomial absolute positivity is
decidable but of exponential complexity (Tarski, 1948; Collins, 1975). Useful heuristics
have however been studied (Hong & Jakuš, 1998).
These approaches have also been successfully extended to linear functions on domains
like E = Bn (vectors of dimension n) or E = Bn×n (square matrices of dimension n)
(Endrullis et al., 2008; Courtieu et al., 2010), where B is a well-founded domain.
Instead of polynomial functions, Cichon´ considered the class of Hardy functions (Hardy, 1904)
indexed by ordinals smaller than ε0 (Cichon´ & Touzet, 1996). The properties of Hardy
functions (composition is addition of indices, etc.) can be used to reduce the search of
appropriate Hardy functions to solving inequalities on ordinals.
Manna and Ness’ approach has also been extended to the higher-order case.
In (Gandy, 1980b), Gandy remarks that terms of the λ I-calculus (i.e. when, in every
abstraction λxt, x freely occurs at least once in t) can be interpreted in the set of hereditary
strictly monotone functions on some well-founded set (E,<E), that is, a closed term of
base type B is interpreted in the set [[B]] = E, a closed term of type T ⇒U is interpreted
by a monotone function from [[T ]] to [[U ]], and f : [[T ⇒U ]] <[[T⇒U]] g : [[T ⇒U ]] if, for
all x ∈ [[T ]], f (x) <[[U]] g(x) (note that, in contrast with the first-order case, x itself may
be a function). Then, by taking E = N and extending the λ -calculus with constants 0 : o,
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s : o⇒ o and + : o⇒ o⇒ o for each base type o, he defines a size function that makes
β -reduction size-decrease and provide an upper bound to the number of rewrite steps. An
exact upper bound was later computed by de Vrijer in (de Vrijer, 1987).
Gandy’s approachwas later extended by van de Pol (van de Pol, 1993; van de Pol, 1996)
and Kahrs (Kahrs, 1995) to arbitrary higher-order rewriting à la Nipkow (Nipkow, 1991;
Mayr & Nipkow, 1998), that is, to rewriting on terms in β -normalη-long formwith higher-
order pattern-matching (Miller, 1991). But this approach has been implemented only re-
cently (Fuhs & Kop, 2012).
Interestingly, van de Pol also showed that, in the simply-typed λ -calculus, Gandy’s ap-
proach can be seen as a refinement of Girard’s proof of termination based on computability
predicates (van de Pol, 1995; van de Pol, 1996).
Finally, a general categorical framework has been developed by Hamana (Hamana, 2006),
that is complete wrt. the termination of binding term rewrite systems, a formalism based on
Fiore, Plotkin and Turi’s binding algebra (Fiore et al., 1999) and close to a typed version
of Klop’s combinatory reduction systems (Klop et al., 1993).
To the best of our knowledge, nobody seems to have studied the relations between
Howard’s approach based on ordinals (Howard, 1970; Wilken & Weiermann, 2012) and
Gandy’s approach based on interpretations (Gandy, 1980b; de Vrijer, 1987; van de Pol, 1996).
Note also that the existence of a quasi-interpretation, i.e. ‖t‖≥D ‖u‖whenever t→ u, not
only may give useful information on the complexity of a rewrite system (Bonfante et al., 2011)
but, sometimes, may also simplify the search of a termination proof. Indeed, Zantema
proved in (Zantema, 1995) that the termination of a first-order rewrite system R is equiv-
alent to the termination of lab(R)∪>D, where lab(R) are all the variants of R obtained
by annotating function symbols by the interpretation of their arguments, a transformation
called semantic labeling. Although usually infinite, the obtained labeled system may be
simpler to prove terminating, and some heuristics have been developed to use this technique
in automated termination tools (Middeldorp et al., 1996; Koprowski & Zantema, 2006; Sternagel & Middeldorp, 2008).
This result was later extended to the higher-order case by Hamana (Hamana, 2007).
1.3 Termination based on typing with size annotations
Finally, there is another approach based on the semantics of inductive types, that has
been developed for functions defined with a fixpoint combinator and pattern-matching
(Burstall et al., 1980).
The semantics of an inductive type B, [[B]], is usually defined, following Hessenberg’s
theorem (Hessenberg, 1909), Knaster and Tarski’s theorem (Knaster & Tarski, 1928) or
Tarski’s theorem (Tarski, 1955), as the smallest fixpoint of a monotone function HB on
some complete lattice. Moreover, followingKuratowski (Kuratowski, 1922; Cousot & Cousot, 1979),
such a fixpoint can be reached by transfinite iteration of HB from the smallest element of
the lattice⊥. Hence, every element t ∈ [[B]] can be given as size the smallest ordinal a such
that t ∈S Ba , where S
B
a is the set obtained after a transfinite iterations of H
B from ⊥. In
particular, terms of a first-order data type like the type of Peano integers, lists, binary trees,
. . . always have a size smaller than ω .
Mendler used this notion of size to prove the termination of an extension of Gödel’s
system T (Gödel, 1958) and Howard’s system V (Howard, 1972) to functionals defined by
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recursion on higher-order inductive types, i.e. types with constructors taking functions as
arguments (Mendler, 1987; Mendler, 1991), in which case the size of a term can be bigger
than ω .
In (Hughes et al., 1996; Pareto, 2000), Hughes, Pareto and Sabry proposed to internalize
this notion of size by extending the type system with, for each data type B, new type
constants B0, B1, . . .B∞ = B for typing the terms of type B of size smaller than or equal to
0, 1, . . . , ∞ respectively, and the subtyping relation induced by the fact that a term of size at
most a is also of size at most b whenever a≤N b or b=∞. More generally, to provide some
information on how a function behaves wrt. sizes, they consider as size annotations not only
0,1, . . . but any first-order term built from the function symbols 0 for zero, s for successor
and + for addition, and arbitrary size variables α,β , . . ., that is the language of Presburger
arithmetic (Presburger, 1929). So, for instance, the usual list constructor cons gets the type
N⇒ Lα ⇒ Lsα , and the usualmap function on lists can be typed by (N⇒N)⇒ Lα ⇒ Lα ,
where α is a free size variable that can be instantiated by any size expression in a way
similar to type instantiation in ML-like programming languages (Milner, 1978).
Hughes, Pareto and Sabry do not actually prove the termination of their calculus but pro-
vide a domain-theoretic model (Scott, 1972). However, following Plotkin (Plotkin, 1977),
a closed term of first-order data type terminates iff its interpretation is not ⊥. The first
termination proof for arbitrary terms seems to have been given by Amadio and Coupet-
Grimal in (Amadio & Coupet-Grimal, 1997; Amadio & Coupet-Grimal, 1998), who inde-
pendently developed a system similar to the one of Hughes, Pareto and Sabry, inspired
by Giménez’s work on the use of typing annotations for termination and productivity
(Giménez, 1996). Giménez himself later proposed a similar system in (Giménez, 1998)
but provided no termination proof. Note that Plotkin’s result was later extended to higher-
order types and rewriting-based function definitions by Berger, and Coquand and Spiwack
in (Berger, 2005; Coquand & Spiwack, 2007; Berger, 2008).
Size annotations are an abstraction of the semantic notion of size that one can use to
prove properties on the actual size of terms like termination (size-decreasingness) or the
fact that a function is not size-increasing (e.g. map), which can in turn be used in a termi-
nation proof (Walther, 1988; Giesl, 1997). Following (Cousot, 1997), it could certainly be
described as an actual abstract interpretation.
Hence, termination can be reduced to checking that a term has some given type in the
system with size-annotated type constants and subtyping induced by the ordering on size
annotations, the usual typing rules being indeed valid deduction rules wrt. the size of terms
(e.g. if t : Na ⇒ Nb and u : Na, then tu : Nb).
But, in such a system, a term can have infinitely many different types because of size
instantiation or because of subtyping. As already mentioned, size instantiation is similar
to type instantiation in Hindley-Milner’s type system (Hindley, 1969; Milner, 1978) where
the set of types of a term has a smallest element wrt. the instantiation ordering if it is not
empty (Huet, 1976). In this case, there is a complete type-checking algorithm for (t,T )
which consists of checking that T is an instance of the smallest type of t (Hindley, 1969).
Unfortunately, with subtyping, there is no smallest type wrt. the instantiation ordering (e.g.
λxx has type α ⇒ α for all α , and type B⇒ C if B < C, but B⇒ C is not an instance
of α ⇒ α), or subtyping composed with instantiation (e.g. λ fλx f ( f x)) has type (α ⇒
α)⇒ (α ⇒ α) for all α , and type (B⇒ C)⇒ (B⇒ C) if B< C, but no instance of (α ⇒
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α)⇒ (α ⇒ α) is a subtype of (B⇒ C)⇒ (B⇒ C)) (Fuh & Mishra, 1990). To recover a
notion of smallest type and completeness, all the works we know on type inference with
subtyping extend the notion of type to include subtyping constraints.
We will not follow this approach though. One reason is that we consider Church-style
λ -terms (i.e. with type-annotated abstractions) instead of Curry-style λ -terms and, in this
case, as we will prove it, there is a smallest type wrt. to subtyping composed with instan-
tiation when size expressions are only built from variables, the successor symbol and an
arbitrary number of constants (the “successor” size algebra). Note moreover that, although
structural (function types and base types are incomparable), subtyping is not well-founded
in this case since, for instance, Nα ⇒ N > Nsα ⇒ N > .. . However, if we disregard
how size annotations are related to the semantics of inductive types, our work has impor-
tant connections with more general extensions of Hindley-Milner’s type system with sub-
types (Mitchell, 1984; Fuh & Mishra, 1990; Pottier, 2001), indexed types (Zenger, 1997),
DML(C) (Xi, 2002), HM(X) (Sulzmann, 2000), or generalized algebraic data types (GADTs)
(Xi et al., 2003; Cheney, 2003), which are all a restricted form of dependent types (de Bruijn, 1970;
Martin-Löf, 1975).
Hughes, Pareto and Sabry’s approach was later extended to higher-order data types
(Barthe et al., 2004), polymorphic types (Abel, 2004; Barthe et al., 2005; Abel, 2006; Abel, 2008),
rewriting-based function definitions in the calculus of constructions (Blanqui, 2004; Blanqui, 2005a),
conditional rewriting (Blanqui & Riba, 2006), product types (Barthe et al., 2008), and fixpoint-
based function definitions in the calculus of constructions (Barthe et al., 2006; Grégoire & Sacchini, 2010;
Sacchini, 2011).
It should be noted that, in contrast with the ordinal-based approach, not all terms are
given a size, but only those of base type. Moreover, although ordinals are used to define
the size of terms, no ordinal is actually used in the termination criterion since one con-
siders an abstraction of them. Indeed, when comparing two terms, one does not need to
actually know their size: it is enough to differentiate between their size. Hence, transfinite
computations can be reduced to finite ones.
Finally, Roux and the author proved in (Blanqui & Roux, 2009) that size annotations
provide a quasi-model, and thus can be used in a semantic labeling. Terms whose type
is annotated by ∞ (unknown size) are interpreted by using a technique introduced by
Hirokawa and Middeldorp in (Hirokawa & Middeldorp, 2006). Interestingly, semantic la-
beling allows one to deal with function definitions using matching on defined symbols, like
in a rule for associativity (e.g. (x+ y)+ z→ x+(y+ z)), while termination criteria based
on types with size annotations are restricted to matching on constructor symbols.
Current implementations of termination checkers based on typing with size annota-
tions include ATS (Xi, 2003; ATS, 2018), MiniAgda (Abel, 2010; MiniAgda, 2014), Agda
(Agda, 2017), cicminus (Sacchini, 2011; cicminus, 2015) or HOT (HOT, 2012). Most of
these tools assume given the annotated types of function symbols (e.g. to know whether
the size of a function is bounded by the size of one of its arguments). Heuristics for infer-
ring the annotations of function symbols have been proposed in (Telford & Turner, 2000;
Chin & Khoo, 2001). They are both based on abstract interpretation techniques (Cousot, 1996).
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1.4 Contributions
1. The first contribution of the present paper is to give a rigorous and detailed account,
for the simply-typedλ -calculus, of the approach and results sketched in (Blanqui, 2004;
Blanqui, 2005a), hence providing the first complete account of the extension of Hughes,
Pareto and Sabry’s approach to rewriting-based function definitions (Dershowitz & Jouannaud, 1990;
TeReSe, 2003).
2. In all the works on size-annotated types, the size algebra is fixed. In those consid-
ering first-order data types only, the size algebra is usually the language of Pres-
burger arithmetic, the first-order theory of which is decidable (Presburger, 1929;
Fischer & Rabin, 1974). In those considering higher-order data types, the successor
symbol s is usually the only symbol allowed, except in (Barthe et al., 2008) which
allows addition too. Yet, there are various examples showing that, within a richer size
algebra, more functions can be proved terminating since types are more precise.
The second contribution of the present paper is to provide a type-checking algorithm
for a general formulation of Hughes, Pareto and Sabry’s calculus parametrized, for
size annotations, by a quasi-ordered first-order term algebra (A,≤A) interpreted in
ordinals. In particular, we prove that this algorithm is complete whenever size func-
tion symbols are monotone, the existential fragment of (A,≤A) is decidable and every
satisfiable set of size constraints admits a smallest solution.
3. In all the previous works, the notion of size is also fixed: the size of t is the height of
the set-theoretical tree representation of the normal form of t (an abstraction being
represented as an infinite set of trees).
The third contribution of the paper is to enable users to define their own notion of size
by annotating the types of constructors. These annotations generate a stratification of
the interpretation of inductive types. We prove that one can build such a stratification
in the domain of Girard’s computability predicates (Girard, 1972; Girard et al., 1988)
when annotations form monotone and extensive functions.
4. The fourth contribution is the proof that, in the successor algebra, the satisfiability of
a finite set of constraints is decidable in polynomial time, and every satisfiable finite
set of constraints has a smallest solution computable in polynomial time too.
In contrast with (Blanqui, 2004; Blanqui, 2005a), the present paper:
• includes a short survey on the use of ordinals in termination proofs;
• develops a stratification-based notion of size for inhabitants of inductive types;
• introduces the notion of constructor size function;
• shows how to define a stratification from constructor size functions that are monotone
and strictly extensive on recursive arguments;
• proves the existence and polynomial complexity of the computation of a smallest
solution for a solvable set of constraints in the successor algebra, using max-plus
algebra techniques instead of pure linear algebra techniques.
1.5 Organization of the paper
In Section 2, we recall the definitions of types, terms and rewriting, and the interpretation
of types as computability predicates. In Section 3, we introduce the notions of stratification,
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size and constructor size functions, and prove properties on the size of computable terms.
In Section 4, we present the termination criterion. The main ingredient of the termination
criterion is a type system with subtyping, parametrized by a quasi-ordered first-order term
algebra for abstract size expressions. It also requires that annotations of arguments are
minimal in some sense. In Section 5, we provide a sufficient syntactic condition for the
minimality property to be satisfied when the size is defined as the height. In Section 6, we
provide various examples of the expressive power of our termination criterion. In Section
7, we provide a complete algorithm for checking subject-reduction and size-decreasingness
under some general assumptions on the size algebra. In Section 8, we show how subtyping
problems can be reduced to ordering problems in the size algebra. Finally, in Section 9,
we prove that the simplest possible algebra, the successor algebra, satisfies the required
conditions for the type-checking algorithm to be complete.
2 Types, terms and computability
In this section, we define the set of terms that we consider (Church’s simply-typed λ -
calculus with constants (Church, 1940)), the operational semantics (the combination of β -
reduction and user-defined rewrite rules (Dershowitz & Jouannaud, 1990; TeReSe, 2003)),
and the notion of computability used to prove termination.
Given a set E , we denote by E∗ the set of words or sequences over E (i.e. the free monoid
containingE), the empty word by ε , the concatenation of words by juxtaposition, the length
of a word w by |w|. We also use ~e to denote a (possibly empty) sequence e1, . . . ,e|~e| of
elements of E .
Given a partial function f : A→ B, a∈ A and b∈ B, let [a : b, f ] be the function mapping
a to b and every x ∈ dom( f )−{a} to f (x).
We recall that, if X is a bounded set of ordinals, i.e. when there is b such that x ≤ b for
all x ∈ X , then the least upper bound of X , written supX , exists. In particular, sup /0= 0.
2.1 Types
Following Church, we assume given a non-empty countable set S of sorts B, C, . . . and
define the set T of (simple) types as follows:
• sorts are types;
• if T andU are types, then T ⇒U is a type.
Implication associates to the right. So, T ⇒ U ⇒ V is the same as T ⇒ (U ⇒ V ).
Moreover, ~T ⇒U is the same as T1 ⇒ T2 ⇒ . . .⇒ Tn ⇒U where n= |~T |.
The arity of a type T , ar(T ), is defined as follows: ar(B) = 0 and ar(T ⇒U)= 1+ar(U).
2.2 Terms
Given disjoint countable sets V, C and F, for variables, constructors and function symbols
respectively, we define the set of pre-terms as follows:
• variables, constructors and function symbols are pre-terms;
• if x is a variable, T a type and u a pre-term, then λxTu is a pre-term;
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Fig. 2. Typing rules
(s,T ) ∈ Θ∪Γ
Γ ⊢ s : T
Γ ⊢ t :U ⇒V Γ ⊢ u :U
Γ ⊢ tu :V
[x :U,Γ] ⊢ v :V
Γ ⊢ λxUv :U ⇒V
• if t and u are pre-terms, then tu is a pre-term.
Application associates to the left. So, tuv is the same as (tu)v. Moreover, t~u is the same
as (. . . ((tu1)u2) . . .un−1)un where n= |~u|.
As usual, the set of terms L is obtained by quotienting pre-terms by α-equivalence, i.e.
renaming of bound variables, assuming that V is infinite (Curry & Feys, 1958).
As usual, positions in a tree (type or term) are denoted by words on positive integers.
Word concatenation is denoted by juxtaposition and the empty word by ε . Given a tree t
and a position p in t, let t|p be the subtree of t at position p, and Pos(u, t) be the set of
positions p in t such that t|p = u.
A substitution θ is a map from variables to terms whose domain dom(θ ) = {x ∈ V |
θ (x) 6= x} is finite. In the following, any finite map θ from variables to terms is implicitly
extended into the substitution θ ∪{(x,x) | x /∈ dom(θ )}. Let FV(θ ) =
⋃
{FV(θ (x)) | x ∈
dom(θ )}. The application of a substitution θ to a term t is written tθ . We have xθ = θ (x),
(tu)θ = (tθ )(uθ ) and (λxTu)θ = λxT (uθ ) if x /∈ dom(θ )∪FV(θ ), which can always be
achieved by α-equivalence.
2.3 Typing
We assume given a map Θ assigning a type to every symbol s ∈C∪F, and will sometimes
write s : T instead of (s,T ) ∈ Θ or Θ(s) = T .
A typing environment is a finite map Γ from variables to types. The usual deduction rules
assigning a type to a term in a typing environment are recalled in Figure 2. As mentioned
at the beginning of the section, [x : U,Γ] is the function mapping x to U and every y ∈
dom(Γ)−{x} to Γ(y).
Given a symbol s, let rs = ar(Θ(s)) be the maximum number of terms s can be applied
to. For all s, there are types T1, . . . ,Trs and a sort B such that Θ(s) = T1 ⇒ . . .⇒ Trs ⇒ B.
Given B ∈ S, let CB = {(c,~t,~T ) | c ∈C,c : ~T ⇒ B, |~t |= |~T |} be the set of tuples (c,~t,~T )
such that c is maximally applied in c~t and ~T are the types declared for the arguments of c
(but ti does not need to be of type Ti).
2.4 Rewriting
Given a relation on terms R, let R(t) = {t ′ ∈ L | tRt ′} be the set of immediate reducts of
a term t, R∗ be the reflexive and transitive closure of R, and R−1 be its inverse (xR−1y
if yRx). R is finitely branching if, for all t, R(t) is finite. It is monotone (or congruent,
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stable by context, compatible with the structure of terms) if tuRt ′u, utRut ′ and λxU tRλxU t ′
whenever tRt ′. It is stable (by substitution) if tθRt ′θ whenever tRt ′. Given two relations R
and S, let RS (or R ◦ S) be their composition (tRSv if there is u such that tRu and uSv). A
relation R is locally confluent if R−1R⊆ R∗(R−1)∗, and confluent if (R−1)∗R∗ ⊆ R∗(R−1)∗.
The relation of β -rewriting→β is the smallest monotone relation containing all the pairs
((λxU t)u, t{(x,u)}).
A rewrite rule is a pair of terms (l,r), written l→ r, such that there are f ∈ F,~l, ∆ and
T such that l = f~l, FV(r)⊆ FV(l), ∆ ⊢ l : T and, (SR) for all Γ andU , Γ ⊢ r :U whenever
Γ ⊢ l :U .
Given a set R of rewrite rules, let→R denote the smallest monotone and stable relation
containing R. The condition (SR) implies that →R preserves typing: if Γ ⊢ t : U and
t→R u, then Γ ⊢ u :U (subject-reduction property). Note that it is satisfied if, for instance,
l contains no abstraction and no subterm of the form xt (Barbanera et al., 1997).
All over the paper, we assume given a set R of rewrite rules and let SN be the set of
terms strongly normalizing wrt.:
→=→β ∪→R
We will assume that→ is finitely branching, which is in particular the case if R is finite.
Given B and t, let CB→∗(t) = {(c,~t,~T ) ∈ C
B | t→∗ c~t} be the set of triples (c,~t,~T ) such
that t reduces to c~t, c is maximally applied in c~t, and ~T are the types of the arguments of c.
Given a relation R, let~x Rprod~y if |~x|= |~y| and there is i such that xiRyi and, for all j 6= i,
x j = y j. Given n relations R1, . . . ,Rn, let ~x (R1, . . . ,Rn)lex ~y if |~x| ≥ n, |~y| ≥ n and there
is i such that xiRi yi and, for all j < i, x j = y j. Rprod and (R1, . . . ,Rn)lex are well-founded
whenever R,R1, . . . ,Rn so are.
2.5 Computability
Following Tait (Tait, 1967), Girard (Girard, 1972; Girard et al., 1988), Mendler (Mendler, 1987),
Okada (Okada, 1989), Breazu-Tannen and Gallier (Breazu-Tannen & Gallier, 1989), and
Jouannaud and Okada (Jouannaud & Okada, 1991; Blanqui et al., 2002), . . . termination
of a rewrite relation on simply-typed λ -terms can be obtained by interpreting types by
computability predicates and checking that function symbols are computable, that is, map
computable terms to computable terms.
However, to handle matching on constructors taking functions as arguments (or match-
ing on function symbols), one needs to modify Girard’s definition of computability. In
the following, we recall the definition that we will use and some of its basic properties,
and refer the reader to (Blanqui, 2016; Riba, 2009) for more details on the theory of com-
putability predicates with rewriting.
Definition 1 (Computability predicates) A term t is neutral if it is of the form x~v, (λxt)u~v
or f~t with |~t| ≥ sup{|~l| | ∃r, f~l → r ∈R}1. A computability predicate is a set of terms S
satisfying the following properties:
1 The supremum exists since, by assumption, for all f~l→ r ∈R, f~l is typable and thus |~l| ≤ rf .
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• S ⊆ SN;
• →(S )⊆S ;
• if t is neutral and→(t)⊆S , then t ∈S .
Let P be the set of all the computability predicates. An element of a computability predicate
is said to be computable.
In our definition of neutral terms, not every redex is neutral as it is the case in Gi-
rard’s definition. However, the following key property is preserved: application preserves
neutrality, that is, if t is neutral, then tu is neutral too. This definition also works with
polymorphic and dependent types. It only excludes infinite rewrite systems where the
number of arguments to which a function symbol is applied is unbounded (at the top of
rule left-hand sides only, not in every term).
Computability predicates enjoy the following properties:
• the set V of variables is included in every computability predicate;
• given a computability predicate S , (λxUv)u ∈S iff v{(x,u)} ∈S and u ∈ SN;
• P is a complete lattice wrt. inclusion.
The greatest lower bound of a set Q ⊆ P is
⋂
Q if Q 6= /0, and SN (the greatest element
of P) otherwise. Note however that the lowest upper bound of Q, written lub(Q), is not
necessarily the union. For instance, with the non-confluent system R = {f→ a, f → b}, if
P(X ) denotes the smallest computability predicate containing X , then P({a})∪P({b})
is not a computability predicate since it does not contain f. There are a number of cases
where the union of two computability predicates is known to be a computability predicate,
but this is for a different notion of neutral term:
• In (Riba, 2007; Riba, 2008), Riba proves that his set of computability predicates is
stable by union if R is an orthogonal constructor rewrite system.
• In (Werner, 1994) (Lemma 4.14 p. 96), Werner proves that his set of computability
predicates is stable by well-ordered union.
Luckily, Werner’s proof does not depend on the definition of neutral terms:
Lemma 1 If→ is finitely branching and Q is a non-empty set of computability predicates
well-ordered wrt. inclusion, then
⋃
Q is a computability predicate.
Proof.
• Let t ∈
⋃
Q. Then, there is S ∈Q such that t ∈S . Since S ⊆ SN, we have t ∈ SN.
• Let t ∈
⋃
Q and u such that t → u. Then, there is S ∈ Q such that t ∈ S . Since
→ (S )⊆S , we have u ∈S and thus u ∈Q.
• Let t be a neutral term such that→ (t) ⊆
⋃
Q. If→ (t) = /0, then t belongs to every
element of Q. Therefore, t ∈
⋃
Q. Otherwise, since→ is finitely branching, we have
→ (t) = {t1, . . . , tn} with n ≥ 1. For every i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, there is Si ∈ Q such that
ti ∈Si. SinceQ is well-ordered wrt. inclusion, there is k ∈ {1, . . . ,n} such that Sk is
the biggest element of {S1, . . . ,Sn} wrt. inclusion. Hence,→ (t)⊆Sk and t ∈Sk.
Therefore, t ∈
⋃
Q. 
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The interpretation of arrow types is defined as usual, in order to ensure the termination
of β -reduction:
Definition 2 (Interpretation of arrow types) A (partial) interpretation of sorts, that is, a
(partial) function I : S→℘(L) (powerset of L), is extended into a (partial) interpretation
of types I˜ : T→℘(L) as follows:
• I˜(B) = I(B);
• I˜(U ⇒V ) = I˜(U)⇒˜I˜(V ) where U ⇒˜V = {t ∈ L | ∀u ∈U , tu ∈ V }.
Note that I˜(T ) is defined whenever I is defined on every sort occurring in T , and I˜(T ) =
J˜(T ) whenever I and J are defined and equal on every sort occurring in T .
Note also that U ⇒ V is a computability predicate whenever U and V so are. Hence,
I˜(T ) is a computability predicate whenever I(B) so is for every sort B occurring in T .
For interpreting sorts, one could take the computability predicate SN. But this interpre-
tation does not allow one to prove the computability of functions defined by induction on
types with constructors taking functions as arguments.
Moreover, a computable termmay have non-computable subterms. Consider for instance
c : (B⇒ C)⇒ B, f : B⇒ (B⇒ C), R = {f(c x)→ x} and t = λxBfxx. Then, assuming
that I(B) = SN, we have (c t) ∈ I(B), but t /∈ I(B) ⇒ I(C) since t(c t) /∈ SN because
t(c t)→β f(c t)(c t)→R t(c t). It is however possible to enforce that a direct subterm of
type T of a computable term of sort B is computable if B occurs in T at positive positions
only (Mendler, 1987):
Definition 3 (Positive and negative positions in a type) The subsets of positive (s = +)
and negative (s=−) positions in a type T , Poss(T ), are defined as follows:
• Poss(B) = {ε | s=+},
• Poss(U ⇒V ) = {1p | p ∈ Pos−s(U)}∪{2p | p ∈ Poss(V )},
where −−=+ and −+=−.
Note that the sets of positive and negative positions of a type are disjoint. However, in
a type, a sort can have both positive and negative occurrences. For instance, Pos+(B,B⇒
B) = {2} and Pos−(B,B⇒ B) = {1}.
Definition 4 (Accessible arguments) We assume given a well-founded ordering on sorts
<S. The i-th argument of a constructor c : ~T ⇒ B is:
• recursive if Pos(B,Ti) 6= /0;
• accessible if Ti is positive wrt. B, that is:
— every sort occurring in Ti is smaller than or equal to B:
for all C, Pos(C,T ) = /0 or C≤S B, where ≤S is the reflexive closure of <S;
— B occurs only positively in Ti: Pos(B,Ti)⊆ Pos+(Ti).
In the following, we will assume wlog2 that there are 0≤ pc ≤ qc such that:
2 Arguments can be permuted if needed.
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• the arguments 1 to pc are accessible and recursive,
• the arguments pc+ 1 to qc are accessible and not recursive:
Θ(c) = T1 ⇒ . . .⇒ Tpc︸ ︷︷ ︸
rec. acc. args
⇒ Tpc+1 ⇒ . . .⇒ Tqc︸ ︷︷ ︸
non-rec. acc. args
⇒ Tqc+1 ⇒ . . .⇒ Trc︸ ︷︷ ︸
non-acc. args
⇒ B
For instance, for the sort N of natural numbers with the constructors 0 : N and s :
N ⇒ N (successor) (Peano, 1889), we can take p0 = q0 = 0 and ps = qs = 1 since N
occurs only positively in N. Similarly, for the sort O of Howard’s constructive ordinals
with the constructors zero : O, succ : O⇒ O (successor) and lim : (N⇒O)⇒ O (limit)
(Howard, 1972), we can take pzero = qzero = 0, psucc = qsucc = 1 since O occurs only
positively in O, and plim = qlim = 1 since O occurs only positively in N⇒ O if one takes
N <S O. Now, for the sort L of lists of natural numbers with the constructors nil : L and
cons : L⇒ N⇒ L, we can take pcons = 1 and qcons = 2 if one takes N<S L.
Non-accessible arguments are usually forbidden by requiring all the arguments to be
positive, or even strictly positive3 as it is the case in the Coq proof assistant (Coquand & Paulin-Mohring, 1988).
Here, we do not forbid non-positive arguments and do not require arguments to be strictly
positive. Hence, one can have a sort D with the constructors app : D ⇒ D ⇒ D and
lam : (D⇒ D)⇒ D, for which we must have plam = qlam = 0 since the first argument
of lam is not positive. However, the termination conditions will enforce that, although one
can use in a rule left-hand side (lam x) as a pattern, x cannot be used in the corresponding
rule right-hand side: in a rule, constructors with non-positive arguments can be pattern-
matched in the left-hand side, but only their positive arguments can be used by themselves
in the right-hand side.
For the sake of simplicity, we consider an ordering instead of a quasi-ordering, although
a quasi-ordering might a priori be necessary for dealing with mutually defined inductive
types (e.g. the types of trees and forests with the constructors empty : F, add : F⇒ T⇒
F and node : F ⇒ T). The results described in this paper can however still be applied
if one identifies mutually defined inductive types, because a term typable with mutually
defined inductive types is a fortiori typable in the type system where they are identified.
This abstraction is correct but not necessarily complete since more terms get typable when
two types are identified (e.g. add empty empty is typable if T= F).
Since <S is well-founded, we can define an interpretation I for every sort by well-
founded induction on it as follows. Let B be a sort and assume that I is defined for every
sort smaller than B. Then, let I(B) be the least fixpoint of the monotone function HB on
the complete lattice℘(L) such that:
HB(X ) = {t ∈ SN | ∀(c,~t,~T ) ∈ CB→∗(t),∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,q
c}, tk ∈ ˜[B : X ,I](Tk)}.
where ˜[B : X ,I] is introduced in Definition 2.
That such a least fixpoint exists follows from Knaster and Tarski’s fixpoint theorem
(Knaster & Tarski, 1928; Tarski, 1955) and the following fact:
3 The i-th argument of c is strictly positive if Pos(B,Ti) = /0, or Ti = ~U ⇒ B and Pos(B, ~U) = /0.
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Proposition 1 ((Blanqui, 2005b)) Let B be a sort, I be an interpretation for every sort
smaller than B, and T be a type positive wrt. B. Then, ˜[B : X ,I](T ) is monotone wrt. X .
Moreover, one can easily check that HB(X ) is a computability predicate whenever X
so is. Hence, for every type T , I˜(T ) is a computability predicate.
In the following, for the sake of simplicity, we will not mention I anymore and simply
write t ∈ T instead of t ∈ I˜(T ), and t ∈ [B : X ]T instead of t ∈ ˜[B : X ,I](T ).
3 Size of computable terms
In this section, we study a general way of attributing an ordinal size to computable terms of
base type by defining, for each sort, a stratification of computable terms of this sort using
a size function for each constructor, and assuming that→ is finitely branching.
By Hartogs’ theorem (Hartogs, 1915), there is an ordinal the elements of which cannot
be injected into℘(L), where L is the set of terms (note that this theorem does not require
the axiom of choice). Let h be the smallest such ordinal. Since V is countably infinite and
C and F are countable, h is the successor cardinal of |℘(L)|= 2ω (Hrbacek & Jech, 1999).
3.1 Stratifications
Definition 5 (Stratification of a sort) Given a family (Sa)a<h of computability predi-
cates, let Sh = lub{Sa | a< h}.
A stratification of a computability predicateS is a monotone sequence of computability
predicates (Sa)a<h included in S and converging to S , that is, such that Sh = S .
A stratification of a type T is a stratification of I˜(T ).
Given a stratification S , the size of an element t ∈ Sh, written oS (t), is the smallest
ordinal a< h such that t ∈Sa.
A stratification is continuous if, for all limit ordinals 0< a< h,Sa = lub({Sb | b< a}).
Because→ is finitely branching, we immediately remark:
Lemma 2 For all continuous stratifications S and limit ordinal 0< a≤ h, we have Sa =⋃
({Sb | b< a}).
Proof. By definition, S is monotone. So, for all a ≤ h, {Sb | b < a} is well-ordered
wrt. inclusion. Since→ is finitely branching, the conclusion follows from Lemma 1. 
We now prove some properties of oS (t):
Lemma 3 Let S be a stratification and t ∈Sh.
• If t→ t ′, then t ′ ∈Sh and oS (t)≥ oS (t ′).
• If S is continuous, then either oS (t) = 0 or oS (t) = b+ 1 for some ordinal b.
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Proof.
• Since SoS (t) is stable by reduction, t
′ ∈SoS (t). Therefore, oS (t
′)≤ oS (t).
• Assume that oS (t) is a limit ordinal a > 0. Since S is continuous, we have Sa =⋃
({Sb | b < a}). Therefore, t ∈Sb for some b< a. Contradiction. 
By Proposition 1, [B :X ](T ) is monotonewrt.X whenever T is positive wrt. B. Hence,
any stratification S of B provides a way to define a stratification of T :
Definition 6 (Stratification of a positive type) Given a stratification S of a sort B and a
type T positive wrt. B, let [B : S ](T ) denote the stratification T of T obtained by taking
Ta = [B : Sa](T ).
Note that [B : S ]T is not continuous in general (see Example 1 below).
Lemma 4 IfS is a stratification ofB, v∈ ~U⇒B and Pos(B, ~U)= /0, then o[B:S ](~U⇒B)(v)=
sup{oS (v~u) |~u ∈ ~U}.
Proof. Let a = o[B:S ](~U⇒B)(v) and b = sup{oS (v~u) | ~u ∈ ~U}. By definition of a, we
have v∈ ~U ⇒Sa. So, for all~u ∈ ~U , v~u ∈Sa and oS (v~u)≤ a. Thus, b≤ a. We now prove
that a≤ b. To this end, it suffices to prove that v ∈ ~U ⇒Sb. Let~u ∈ ~U . By definition of b,
oS (v~u)≤ b. So, v~u ∈Sb. 
A continuous stratification of a sort B can be obtained by the transfinite iteration of HB
from the smallest computability predicate⊥ (Kuratowski, 1922; Cousot & Cousot, 1979):
• DB0 =⊥;
• DBa+1 =H
B(DBa );
• DBa = lub({D
B
b | b< a}) if a is an infinite limit ordinal.
The fact that DB is monotone follows from the facts that DB0 ⊆D
B
1 andH
B is monotone
(Cousot & Cousot, 1979). Now, by definition of h, DB is not injective. Therefore, there
are c < d < h such that DBc = D
B
d . Since D
B is monotone, DBc = D
B
c+1 = D
B
d = D
B
h = B
(Rubin & Rubin, 1963).
We call this stratification the default stratification. It is the one used in all the previous
works on sized types, except in (Abel, 2012) where, after (Sprenger & Dam, 2003), Abel
uses a stratification having better properties, namely S Ba = lub({H
B(S Bb ) | b< a}).
The size wrt. the default stratification of a term t is the set-theoretical height of the
tree representation of t when abstractions are interpreted as set-theoretical functions. If
no constructor of B has accessible functional arguments and→ is finitely branching, then
every element of B has a size smaller than ω . Hence, when considering first-order data
types only (e.g. natural numbers, lists, binary trees) and a finitely branching rewrite relation
→, one can in fact take h= ω .
On the other hand, when one wants to consider constructors with accessible functional
arguments, then one can get terms of size bigger than ω :
Example 1 Take the sort O of Howard’s constructive ordinals mentioned in the previous
section and let inj : N⇒ O be the usual injection from N to O defined by the rules inj 0→
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zero and inj (s x)→ succ (inj x). Let us prove that oDO(lim inj) = ω + 1. By definition,
oDO(lim inj) is the smallest ordinal a such that lim inj ∈ D
O
a . By definition of D , a =
oS (inj)+ 1 where S = [O : DO](N⇒ O). By Lemma 4, oS (inj) = sup{oDO(inj t) | t ∈
N}. Now, a term of the form (inj t) can only reduce to a term of the form (inj u), zero
or (succ u). Hence, o
DO
(inj t) < ω . Finally, one can easily prove that, for all n < ω ,
o
DO
(inj(sn0)) = n+1. Therefore, oS (inj) = ω and oDO(lim inj) = ω +1. Moreover,S is
not continuous since inj ∈Sω −
⋃
{Sn | n< ω}. 
One can also get terms of size bigger than ω by considering infinitely branching and
non-confluent rewrite relations: with R = {f → si0 | i ∈ N}, one gets o
DN
(f) = ω + 1.
3.2 Stratifications based on constructor size functions
We now introduce a general way of defining a stratification:
Definition 7 (Constructor size function) A size function for c : ~T ⇒ B is given by:
• a function Σc : hq
c
→ h for computing the size of a term of the form c~t from the sizes
of its accessible arguments;
• for every non-recursive accessible argument k ∈ {pc + 1, . . . ,qc}, a sort Bck <S B
occurring in Tk, only positively, and with respect to which we will measure the size
of the k-th argument of c (in the following, we let Bck = B if k ∈ {1, . . . ,p
c}).
In practice, there is usually no choice for Bck. For having a choice, the order of Tk must
be greater than or equal to 2. For instance, if Tk = (C⇒ D)⇒ E, then one can choose
between C and E if both are different from D.
On the other hand, there are many possible choices for Σc. For instance, consider the type
T of labeled binary trees with the constructors leaf : B⇒ T and node : T⇒ T⇒ B⇒ T,
where B <S T is a sort for labels. We can take pleaf = 0, qleaf = 1, pnode = 2, qnode = 3,
Σleaf(a) = 0 and Σnode(a,b,c) = a+ b+ 1, so that the size of a tree is not its height as in
the default stratification but the number of its nodes.
Interestingly, Σc may depend on all accessible arguments, including the non-recursive
ones. For instance, one can measure the size of a pair of natural numbers by the sum of their
sizes: given a type P for pairs of natural numbers with the constructor pair : N⇒ N⇒ P,
one can take ppair = 0, qpair = 2, Bpair1 = B
pair
2 = N and Σ
pair(a,b) = a+b.
Finally, Σc can be defined by combining of size of recursive and non-recursive argu-
ments. For instance, the size of a list of natural numbers can be defined as the sum of the
sizes of its components. With this notion of size, a list with only one big element can be
greater than a list with many small elements.
Definition 8 (Stratification defined by size functions) Assume that→ is finitely branch-
ing. Given a size function Σc for every constructor c, we define a continuous stratification
S B for every sortB by induction on>S as follows, where, given (c,~t,~T )∈CB→∗(t), oS c(~t)
denotes the sequence oS c,1(t1), . . . , oS c,n(tn) with n= q
c and S c,ka = [Bck :S
Bck
a ]Tk, that is,
oS c,k(tk) is the size of tk in Tk wrt. B
c
k (which is B if k ∈ {1, . . . ,p
c}):
• S B0 is the set of terms t ∈ SN such that, for all (c,~t,~T ) ∈ C
B
→∗(t):
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— pc = 0 (i.e. c has no recursive argument),
— ∀k ∈ {pc+ 1, . . . ,qc}, tk ∈ Tk,
— Σc(oS c(~t))≤ 0.
• S Ba+1 is the set of terms t ∈ SN such that, for all (c,~t,~T ) ∈ C
B
→∗(t):
— ∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,pc}, tk ∈ [B : S Ba ]Tk
— ∀k ∈ {pc+ 1, . . . ,qc}, tk ∈ Tk
— Σc(oS c(~t))≤ a+ 1.
• S Ba = lub({S
B
b | b< a}) if a is an infinite limit ordinal.
Note that S is well-defined because:
• in the case of S B0 :
— pc = 0 and thus, for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,qc}, oS c,k(tk) = o[Bc
k
:S B
c
k ]Tk
(tk) is well-defined
since tk ∈ Tk and Bck <S B.
• in the case of S Ba+1:
— ∀k ≤ pc, o
S c,k(tk) = o[B:S B]Tk (tk) is well-defined and ≤ a since tk ∈ [B : S
B
a ]Tk;
— ∀k ∈ {pc+ 1, . . . ,qc}, o
S c,k(tk) is well-defined since tk ∈ Tk and B
c
k <S B.
The definition of S B is similar to the definition of the default stratification except that
the size functions Σc are used to enforce lower bounds on the size of terms. Hence, if
one takes for every Σc the constant function equal to 0, then one almost gets the default
stratification. To get the default stratification one has to slightly change the definition of
S B by taking S B0 = ⊥. The current definition has the advantage that both variables
and nullary constructors whose size function is 0 have size 0. Hence, if one takes Σ0 =
Σs(a) = 0, then oS N(s
ix) = o
S N
(si0) = i while, in the default stratification, o
DN
(six) = i
and o
DN
(si0) = i+ 1 (nullary constructors do not belong to ⊥).
We now check that S B is indeed a stratification of B.
Lemma 5 For every sort B and ordinal a< h, S Ba ⊆ B.
Proof. We proceed by induction on <S and a.
• Let t ∈ S B0 . Then, t ∈ SN. Let now (c,~t,~T ) ∈ C
B
→∗(t) and k ∈ {1, . . . ,q
c}. Then,
pc = 0 and tk ∈ Tk. Hence, t ∈ B since B=HB(B).
• Let t ∈S Ba+1. Then, t ∈ SN. Let now (c,~t,~T ) ∈ C
B
→∗(t) and k ∈ {1, . . . ,q
c}. If k ≤
pc, then tk ∈ [B : S Ba ]Tk. By induction hypothesis, S
B
a ⊆ B. Since B occurs only
positively in Tk, Proposition 1 gives [B : S Ba ]Tk ⊆ [B : B]Tk = Tk. Therefore, tk ∈ Tk.
Now, if k ∈ {pc+ 1, . . . ,qc}, then tk ∈ Tk too. Therefore, t ∈ B since B=HB(B).
• Let a be an infinite limit ordinal. Then, S Ba = lub{S
B
b | b< a}. For every b< a, by
induction hypothesis, S Bb ⊆ B. Therefore, S
B
a ⊆ B. 
Lemma 6 For every sort B and ordinal a< h, S Ba is a computability predicate.
Proof. We proceed by induction on<S and a. If a is an infinite limit ordinal, then S Ba is
a computability predicate by definition of lub since, by induction hypothesis, for all b< a,
S Ba is a computability predicate.
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We are left with the cases of 0 and successor ordinals. Given a predicate P on triples
(c,~t,~T ), let SNB(P) = {t ∈ SN | CB→∗(t) ⊆ P}. We have S
B
0 = SN
B(P0) for some predi-
cate P0, and S Ba+1 = SN
B(Pa+1) for some predicate Pa+1. However, for all predicates P,
SNB(P) is a computability predicate:
• SNB(P)⊆ SN by definition.
• If t ∈ SNB(P) and t→ t ′, then t ′ ∈ SNB(P) since t ′ ∈ SN and CB→∗(t
′)⊆ CB→∗(t).
• Assume now that t is neutral and→ (t)⊆ SNB(P). Then, t ∈ SN. Assume moreover
that (c,~t,~T ) ∈ CB→∗(t). Since t is neutral, there is t
′ such that t → t ′ and (c,~t,~T ) ∈
CB→∗(t
′). Therefore, (c,~t,~T ) ∈ P and t ∈ SNB(P). 
Lemma 7 For every sort B, S B is monotone.
Proof. We prove that, for all (a,b,c), if b ≤ c ≤ a, then (1) S Bb ⊆S
B
c , hence S
B|a is
monotone, (2) S Bc ⊆S
B
a , and (3) S
B
a ⊆S
B
a+1, by induction on a. There are 3 cases:
• a= 0. Then, b= c= 0 and (1) and (2) hold trivially. We now prove (3). Let t ∈S B0 .
We prove that t ∈S B1 :
— t ∈ SN since, by definition, S B0 ⊆ SN.
Let now (c,~t,~T ) ∈ CB→∗(t).
— We have to prove that, for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,pc}, tk ∈ [B : S B0 ]Tk. Since t ∈S
B
0 , we
have pc = 0. Therefore, the property holds since there is no k ∈ {1, . . . ,pc}.
— We have to prove that, for all k ∈ {pc+1, . . . ,qc}, tk ∈ Tk. This holds since t ∈S B0 .
— Finally, we have to prove that Σc(oS c(~t)) ≤ 1. This holds since t ∈S B0 and thus
Σc(oS c(~t))≤ 0.
• a= a′+ 1.
1. If c ≤ a′ then (1) holds by induction hypothesis (1) on (a′,b,c). Otherwise c =
a′+1. If b= c, then (1) holds trivially. Otherwise b≤ a′ and (1) holds by induction
hypothesis (1) and (3) on (a′,b,a′), and transitivity of ≤.
2. If c≤ a′ then (2) holds by induction hypothesis (2) and (3) on (a′,b,c), and transi-
tivity of ≤. Otherwise (2) holds trivially.
3. Let t ∈S B
a′+1. We prove that t ∈S
B
a′+2:
— t ∈ SN since, by definition, S B
a′+1 ⊆ SN.
Let now (c,~t,~T ) ∈ CB→∗(t) and k ∈ {1, . . . ,q
c}.
— Assume that k ≤ pc. Since t ∈S B
a′+1, we have tk ∈ [B : S
B
a′
]Tk. Therefore, tk ∈
[B :S B
a′+1]Tk since B occurs only positively in Tk and S
B
a′
⊆S B
a′+1 by induction
hypothesis (3) on (a′,a′,a′).
— Assume that k > pc. Then, tk ∈ Tk since t ∈S Ba′+1.
— Since t ∈S B
a′+1, we have Σ
c(oS c(~t))≤ a
′+ 1. Therefore, Σc(oS c(~t))≤ a′+ 2.
• a is an infinite limit ordinal. Then, S Ba = lub{S
B
b | b< a}.
1. If c< a, then (1) follows by induction hypothesis (1) on (c,b,c). Otherwise, c= a.
If b= c then (1) holds trivially. Otherwise, b< c and (1) holds by definition of lub.
2. (2) holds by definition of lub.
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3. Let t ∈S Ba . We have to prove that t ∈S
B
a+1.
After (1), S B|a is monotone. Therefore, by Lemma 1, S Ba =
⋃
{S Bb | b< a} and
t ∈S B for some b < a. Now, since a is a limit ordinal, b+ 1 < a. Therefore, by
induction hypothesis (2) on (b+1,b,b),S Bb ⊆S
B
b+1 and t ∈S
B
b+1. We now prove
that t ∈S Ba+1:
— t ∈ SN since S Bb is a computability predicate.
Let now (c,~t,~T ) ∈ CB→∗(t) and k ∈ {1, . . . ,q
c}.
— Assume that k ≤ pc. Since t ∈S Bb+1, we have tk ∈ [B : S
B
b ]Tk. Therefore, tk ∈
[B : S Ba ]Tk since B occurs only positively in Tk and S
B
b ⊆S
B
a .
— Assume that k > pc. Then, tk ∈ Tk since t ∈S Bb+1.
— Since t ∈S Bb+1, we have Σ
c(oS c(~t))≤ b+ 1. Therefore, Σc(oS c(~t))≤ a+ 1.
Lemma 8 For every sort B, S Bh = B.
Proof. By Lemma 5,S Ba ⊆B. Now, sinceB=D
B
h ,whereD
B is the default stratification,
it suffices to prove that, for all a, DBa ⊆ S
B
h , that is, for all a, there is b < h such that
DBa ⊆S
B
b . We proceed by induction on <S and a.
• DB0 =⊥⊆S
B
0 .
• Let a be an infinite limit ordinal smaller than h. By induction hypothesis, for all
b< a, DBb ⊆S
B
h . Therefore, D
B
a = lub{D
B
b | b< a} ⊆S
B
h .
• Let now a+ 1< h. By induction hypothesis, DBa ⊆S
B
h .
Since h is a successor cardinal, it is regular, that is, it is equal to its cofinality. And
since it is uncountable, it is ω-complete, that is, every countable subset of h has a
least upper bound in h.
Let c= sup(X) where X = {o
S B
(t) | t ∈DBa }. Since |X | ≤ |D
B
a | ≤ |L| ≤ ω , we have
c< h and DBa ⊆S
B
c .
Let now d = sup(X ∪Y ) where Y is the set of the ordinals Σc(oS c(~t)) such that
there are t ∈ DBa and (c,~t,~T ) ∈ C
B
→∗(t). Since |Y | ≤ ω (D
B
a ⊆ SN and→ is finitely
branching), we have sup(Y )< h and thus d< h. Since h is a limit ordinal, d+1< h.
We now prove that DBa+1 ⊆S
B
d+1. Let t ∈ D
B
a+1. Then, t ∈ SN. Let now (c,~t,~T ) ∈
CB→∗(t) and k∈ {1, . . . ,q
c}. If k> pc, then tk ∈ Tk. Otherwise, tk ∈ [B :DBa ]Tk. SinceB
occurs only positively in Tk, we have [B :DBa ]Tk ⊆ [B :S
B
c ]Tk. Since c≤ d andS
B is
monotone by Lemma 7, we have [B : S Bc ]Tk ⊆ [B : S
B
d ]Tk. Finally, Σ
c(oS c(~t))≤ d.
Therefore, t ∈S Bd+1. 
This ends the proof that S B is a stratification of B. We now see some of its properties:
Lemma 9
• t ∈S B0 iff t ∈ B and, for all (c,~t,~T ) ∈ C
B
→∗(t), Σ
c(oS c(~t)) = pc = 0.
• t ∈ S Ba+1 iff t ∈ B and, for all (c,~t,~T ) ∈ C
B
→∗(t), Σ
c(oS c(~t)) ≤ a+ 1 and, for all
k ∈ {1, . . . ,pc}, oS c,k(tk)≤ a.
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Proof.
• Immediate.
• Assume that t ∈S Ba+1. Then, t ∈ B. Assume moreover that (c,~t,~T ) ∈C
B
→∗(t). Then,
Σc(oS c(~t)) ≤ a+ 1 and, for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,pc}, tk ∈ [B : S Ba ]Tk = S
c,k
a . Hence,
oS c,k(tk)≤ a. Conversely, if oS c,k(tk)≤ a, then tk ∈ [B : S
B
a ]Tk. 
Lemma 10 If (c,~t,~T ) ∈ CB and c~t ∈ B, then:
• oS B(c~t)≥ Σ
c(oS c(~t)).
• o
S B
(c~t)> oS c,k(tk) for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,p
c}.
Proof. Let a= oS B(c~t). SinceS
B is continuous, by Lemma 3, either a= 0 or a= b+1
for some b.
• If a = 0, then c~t ∈ S B0 and Σ
c(oS c(~t)) ≤ a by definition of S B0 . Otherwise, c~t ∈
S Bb+1 and Σ
c(oS c(~t))≤ a by definition of S Bb+1.
• If a = 0, then c~t ∈S B0 and p
c = 0. So, there is no k ∈ {1, . . . ,pc}. Otherwise, c~t ∈
S Bb+1 and tk ∈ [B : S
B
b ]Tk. Thus, oS c,k(tk)≤ b< a. 
Lemma 11 If t ∈ B, then o
S B
(t) = δ sup(R∪S∪T) where:
• δa= a+ 1 if a is an infinite limit ordinal, and δa= a otherwise;
• R= {o
S B
(t ′) | t→ t ′};
• S= {oS c,k(tk)+ 1 | (c,~t,~T ) ∈ C
B, t = c~t, k ∈ {1, . . . ,pc}};
• T = {Σc(oS c(~t)) | (c,~t,~T ) ∈ CB, t = c~t}.
Proof. Let a= sup(R∪S∪T) and b= o
S B
(t).
We first prove that b ≥ δa. Let t ′ such that t → t ′. Then, b ≥ o
S B
(t ′) by Lemma 3.
Assume now that (c,~t,~T ) ∈ CB and t = c~t. By Lemma 10, b ≥ Σc(oS c(~t)) and, for all
k ∈ {1, . . . ,pc}, b> oS c,k(tk). Therefore, b≥ a.
Since S B is continuous, b cannot be an infinite limit ordinal. So, if a is an infinite limit
ordinal, then b> a and b≥ a+ 1= δa. Otherwise, δa= a and b≥ δa.
Now, to have b≤ δa, we prove that t ∈S Bδa using Lemma 9:
• Case δa= 0. Then, a= 0. Let (c,~t,~T ) ∈ CB→∗(t).
— Case t = c~t. Then, S = /0, pc = 0 and Σc(oS c(~t)) = 0. Therefore, t ∈S B0 .
— Case t→ t ′→∗ c~t. Then, o
S B
(t ′) = 0. So, pc = 0, Σc(oS c(~t)) = 0 and t ∈S B0 .
• Case δa= a′+ 1. Let (c,~t,~T ) ∈ CB→∗(t).
— Case t= c~t. First, Σc(oS c(~t))≤ sup(T )≤ a≤ δa= a′+1. Second, if k∈{1, . . . ,pc},
then o
S c,k(tk) < oS c,k(tk)+ 1 ≤ sup(S) ≤ a ≤ δa. Therefore, oS c,k(tk) ≤ a
′ and
t ∈Sδa.
— Case t → t ′→∗ c~t. First, Σc(oS c(~t)) ≤ a′+ 1 since, by Lemma 10, Σc(oS c(~t)) ≤
o
S B
(c~t) and, by Lemma 3, o
S B
(c~t) ≤ o
S B
(t ′) ≤ sup(S) ≤ a ≤ δa. Second, if
k ∈ {1, . . . ,pc}, then o
S c,k(tk)≤ a
′ since, by Lemma 10, o
S c,k(tk)< oS B(c~t) and,
by Lemma 3, o
S B
(c~t)≤ o
S B
(t ′)≤ sup(R)≤ a≤ δa= a′+ 1. So, t ∈Sδa. 
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Note that taking Σc(~a) ≤ sup{ak+ 1 | k ∈ {1, . . . ,pc}} gives the same notion of size as
taking Σc(~a) = 0. On the other hand, if Σc(~a)≥ sup{ak+1 | k ∈ {1, . . . ,pc}}, then Σc gives
the size of irreducible terms of the form c~t:
Corollary 1 Assume that Σc is strictly extensive wrt. recursive arguments (i.e. ak < Σc(~a)
if k ∈ {1, . . . ,pc}) and Σc(~a) is never an infinite limit ordinal. Then, for all (c,~t,~T ) ∈ CB
such that c~t ∈ B and c~t is irreducible, we have o
S B
(c~t) = Σc(oS c(~t)).
Proof. Since c~t is irreducible, R= /0. Let a= Σc(oS c(~t)). Since a> oS c,k(tk) whenever
k ∈ {1, . . . ,pc}, o
S B
(c~t) = δa. Since a is not an infinite limit, δa= a. 
Corollary 2 Assume that Σc is monotone wrt. every argument, strictly extensive wrt.
recursive arguments and never returns an infinite limit ordinal. Then, for all (c,~t,~T ) ∈ CB
with c~t ∈ B, we have oS B(c~t) = Σ
c(oS c(~t)).
Proof. We proceed by induction on~t with←prod as well-founded relation. Assume that
c~t→ u. Then, there are~u such that u= c~u and~t→prod ~u. Hence, oS c(~u)≤prod oS c(~t) and,
by induction hypothesis, o
S B
(c~u) = Σc(oS c(~u)). So, oS B(c~u) ≤ Σ
c(oS c(~t)) since Σc is
monotone. Therefore, o
S B
(c~t) = Σc(oS c(~t)). 
Finally, we are going to prove that, if→ is locally confluent, hence confluent on strongly
normalizing terms (Newman, 1942), then the size of a term is equal to the size of its normal
form when its type is a strictly positive sort:
Definition 9 (Strictly positive sorts) A sort B is strictly positive if, for every constructor
c : ~T ⇒ B and argument k ∈ {1, . . . ,qc}, Tk is positive wrt. B and either Tk is a strictly
positive sort4 C<S B or Tk is of the form ~U ⇒ B with Pos(B, ~U) = /0.
Examples of strictly positive sorts are Peano numbers and Howard constructive ordinals.
Lemma 12 Assume that→ is locally confluent and, for every constructor c, Σc is mono-
tone wrt. every argument, strictly extensive wrt. recursive arguments and never returns an
infinite limit ordinal. Then, for every strictly positive sort B and term t ∈ B, o
S B
(t) =
o
S B
(t↓), where t↓ is the normal form of t.
Proof. First note that o
S B
(t↓)≤ o
S B
(t) since t→∗ t↓. We now prove that, for all strictly
positive B, for all t ∈ B, o
S B
(t) ≤ o
S B
(t↓), hence that o
S B
(t) = o
S B
(t↓), by induction
on (B,o
S B
(t), t) with (<S,<,←)lex as well-founded relation. By Lemma 11, oS B(t) =
δ sup(R∪ S∪ T ). Since Σc is strictly extensive, o
S B
(t) = δ sup(R∪ T ). Since o
S B
(t↓)
cannot be an infinite limit ordinal, it is sufficient to prove that sup(R∪T )≤ o
S B
(t↓).
Assume that t→ u. Then, o
S B
(u)≤ o
S B
(t). Hence, by induction hypothesis on the 2nd
or 3rd component, oS B(u)≤ oS B(u↓) = oS B(t↓).
4 This is a restriction wrt. the definition given in (Coquand & Paulin-Mohring, 1988) where Tk can
be any type where B does not occur.
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Assume now that (c,~t,~T ) ∈ CB and t = c~t. By Corollary 2, o
S B
(t) = Σc(oS c(~t)) and
o
S B
(t↓)=Σc(oS c(~t↓)). Since Σc is monotone, it suffices to prove that, for all k∈{1, . . . ,qc},
oS c,k(tk)≤ oS c,k(tk↓). Since B is strictly positive, there are two cases:
• Tk is a strictly positive sort C<S B. Then, by induction hypothesis on the 1st compo-
nent, oS c,k(tk) = oS C(tk)≤ oS C(tk↓) = oS c,k(tk↓).
• There is ~U such that Tk = ~U⇒B and Pos(B, ~U) = /0. Then, by Lemma 4, oS c,k(tk) =
sup{o
S B
(tk~u) |~u ∈ ~U} and oS c,k(tk↓) = sup{oS B(tk↓~u) |~u ∈ ~U}. Let ~u ∈ ~U . Since
o
S B
(tk↓~u) ≤ oS B(tk~u) < oS B(t), by induction hypothesis on the 2nd component,
o
S B
(tk~u) = oS B(tk↓~u). Therefore, oS c,k(tk) = oS c,k(tk↓). 
We end this section by introducing the reflexive and transitive closure of the notion of
accessible argument (Definition 4) and prove some properties about it. In order to keep
track of the sort with respect to which the size is measured, we consider a relation on
triples (t,T,B) made of a term t, its type T and the sort B used to measure the size of t in
[B : S B]T .
Definition 10 (Accessible subterm) We say that (u,U,C) is accessible in (t,T,B), written
(u,U,C)✂a (t,T,B), if (u,U,C) = (t,T,B) or there are (c,~t,~T ) ∈ CB and k ∈ {1, . . . ,qc}
such that t = c~t, T =B and (u,U,C)✂a (tk,Tk,Bck), where B
c
k =B if k≤ p
c, and Bck is given
by the size function of c if k > pc (see Definition 7).
For example:
• (x,N,N) is accessible in (sx,N,N) if s : N⇒ N;
• ( f ,N⇒ O,O) is accessible in (lim f ,O,O) if lim : (N⇒O)⇒ O;
• (x,N,N) is accessible in (pair (sx)y,P,P) if pair : N⇒ N⇒ P and s : N⇒ N.
• (x,B⇒ C,B) is not accessible in (cx,B,B) if c : (B⇒ C)⇒ B, because B occurs
negatively in B⇒ C and thus qc = 0.
Note that ✂a is stable by substitution, and that C occurs only positively in U whenever
(u,U,C)✁a (t,T,B), where ✁a is the strict part of ✂a.
Lemma 13 If (u,U,C)✂a (t,T,B) and t ∈ T , then u ∈U .
Proof. We proceed by induction on ✂a. If (u,U,C) = (t,T,B), this is immediate. Oth-
erwise, there are (c,~t,~T ) ∈CB and k ∈ {1, . . . ,qc} such that t = c~t, T = B and (u,U,C)✂a
(tk,Tk,B
c
k). By definition of I˜(B), we have tk ∈ Tk. So, by induction hypothesis, u ∈U . 
4 Termination criterion
In this section, we describe a termination criterion that capitalizes on the fact that some
terms can be assigned an ordinal size. The idea is simple: if for every rewrite step fl → r
and every function call gm in r, the size of m is strictly smaller than the size of l, then there
cannot be any infinite reduction.
The idea, dating back to Hughes, Pareto and Sabry (Hughes et al., 1996), consists of
introducing symbolic expressions representing ordinals and logical rules for deducing in-
formation about the size of terms, namely, that it is bounded by some expression. Hence,
termination is reduced to checking the decreasingness of symbolic size expressions.
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Following these authors, we replace every sort B by a pair (B,a), written Ba, where a is
a symbolic expression from an algebra interpretable in ordinals, so that a term is of size-
annotated type Ba if it is of type B and of size smaller than or equal to the interpretation
of a. The typing rules of Figure 2 are then easily turned into valid deduction rules on
size annotations. Moreover, the monotony of stratifications naturally induces a notion of
subtyping on size-annotated types: a term of type Ba is also of type Bb if a≤ b.
4.1 Size-annotated types
In the previously mentioned works, only two particular algebras have been considered so
far. First, the successor algebra (Definition 12). Second, when h is restricted toω (e.g.when
inductive types are restricted to first-order data types), the algebra of Presburger arithmetic
generated from the symbols 0, s and + interpreted by zero, the successor function and
the addition on natural numbers respectively, the first-order theory of which is decidable
(Presburger, 1929).
Other algebras are however interesting as we shall see in some examples. For instance,
the max-successor algebra, that is, the successor algebra extended by a max operator, and
the max-plus algebra, that is, the algebra generated by the symbols 0, 1, + and max.
So, in the following, we consider an arbitrary size algebra and prove general results
under some conditions on it. Then, in Section 9, we prove that these conditions are in
particular satisfied by the successor algebra.
Definition 11 (Size algebra) A size algebra is given by:
• a first-order term algebra A built from a set V of size variables α,β , . . . and a set F of
size function symbols f,g, . . . of fixed arity, disjoint from V;
• a quasi-order≤A on A stable by substitution: aϕ ≤A bϕ whenever a≤A b and ϕ :V→A;
• a strict order<A ⊆≤A also stable: aϕ <A bϕ whenever a<A b and ϕ :V→A;
• for each size function symbol f ∈ F of arity n, a function fh : hn → h so that, for
every valuation µ : V→ h, aµ ≤ bµ (aµ < bµ resp.) whenever a≤A b (a<A b resp.)
where, as usual, αµ = µ(α) and (fa1 . . .an)µ = fh(a1µ , . . . ,anµ).
A size algebra is monotone if every size function symbol is monotone wrt ≤A in every
argument, that is, f~a≤A f~b whenever~a(≤A)prod~b. Given a size substitution ϕ and a set V
of variables, let ϕ |V = {(α,αϕ) | α ∈V}.
Let a≤ext b (a<ext b resp.) iff, for all µ , aµ ≤ bµ (aµ < bµ resp.). Note that (≤ext,<ext)
satisfies the above conditions and, for every pair of relations (≤A,<A) satisfying the above
conditions, we have ≤A ⊆ ≤ext and <A ⊆ <ext. So, one can always take ≤ext (<ext resp.)
for≤A (<A resp.).
As remarked in (Giesl et al., 2002), the strict part of a stable quasi-order ≤A, that is
A = ≤A −≥A, is not necessarily stable. On the other hand, its stable-strict part <A is
stable, where a<A b iff, for all closed substitution ϕ , aϕ A bϕ .
The simplest size algebra is:
Definition 12 (Successor algebra) The successor size algebra is obtained by taking:
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• F = C∪{s} where C is an infinite set of constants and s a unary symbol interpreted
by the successor function5;
• <A is the smallest strict ordering on A such that, for all a, a<A sa;
• ≤A is the reflexive closure of <A.
Although this algebra may seem overly simple, it is already sufficient to overtake the
Coq termination checker (see Section 6 for various examples using it). We will study the
properties of this algebra in Section 9.
Definition 13 (Size-annotated types) The set TA of annotated types is defined as follows:
• if T is a type, then T ∈ TA;
• if B is a sort and a a size expression, then Ba ∈ TA;
• ifU and V belong to TA, thenU ⇒V ∈ TA.
Let Var(T ) be the set of size variables occurring in T .
Given an annotated type T , let |T | be the type obtained by removing every annotation.
Given a sort B, a size expression a and a type T , let Annot(T,B,a) be the annotated type
obtained by annotating in T every occurrence of B by a.
The definition of positive (s=+) and negative (s=−) positions in a type (Definition 3)
is extended to annotated types as follows:
• Poss(Bb) = {1p | p ∈ Pos
s(b)};
• Poss(α) = {ε | s=+};
• Poss(f) = {ε | s=+} if f is of arity 0;
• Poss(fb1 . . .bn) = {ip | i∈Mon+(f), p∈Poss(bi)}∪{ip | i∈Mon−(f), p∈Pos−s(bi)}
if f is of arity n> 0,
where Mon+(f) (Mon−(f) resp.) is the set of arguments in which f is monotone (anti-
monotone resp.) wrt. ≤A.
In order to combine terms with annotated and unannotated types, we extend A by a
greatest element ∞ and identify B∞ with B:
Definition 14 (Top-extension of a size algebra) The top-extension of a size algebra A is
a set A = A∪{∞} with ∞ /∈ A. Given B ∈ S, let B∞ = B (we identify B∞ and B). Given
size expressions a,b ∈ A, let a ≤∞
A
b if a ≤A b or b = ∞. Given ϕ : V→ A, let aϕ = ∞ if
a contains a variable α such that ϕ(α) = ∞, and aϕ be the usual substitution otherwise.
Terms distinct from ∞ are called finite.
We now propose to users a syntactic way to specify their own notions of size through
the annotation of constructor types. We assume that every constructor type is annotated in
a way that allows us to define a size function, hence a stratification for every sort, and thus
an interpretation of every annotated type in computability predicates. To this end, we use
notations similar to the ones of Definition 7:
5 h is closed by successor since it is a limit ordinal.
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Definition 15 (Annotated types of constructors) We assume that every c∈Cwith Θ(c)=
T1⇒ . . .⇒ Trc ⇒B is equippedwith an annotated type Θ(c) = T1⇒ . . .⇒ Trc ⇒Bσc with:
• for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,qc}, Ti = Annot(Ti,Bci ,α
c
i );
• for all i ∈ {qc+ 1, . . . , rc}, Ti = Ti;
• αc1 , . . . ,α
c
pc ∈ V;
• αcpc+1, . . . ,α
c
qc ∈ V∪{∞};
• the variables of {αc1 , . . . ,α
c
qc} are either pairwise equal or pairwise distinct;
• for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,pc}, Bci = B;
• for all i ∈ {pc+ 1, . . . ,qc} with αci ∈ V, B
c
i occurs in Ti;
• for all i ∈ {pc+ 1, . . . ,qc} with αci ∈ V, Pos(B
c
i ,Ti)⊆ Pos
+(Ti);
• σ c ∈ A;
• for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,qc}, Pos(αci ,σ
c)⊆ Pos+(σ c) (σ c is monotone wrt. every αci );
• for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,pc}, αci <A σ
c (σ c is strictly extensive wrt. recursive arguments).
The semantics of these annotations is given by the next definition. The intuition is that
the size of a term of the form c~t will be given by the interpretation in ordinals of σ c with
each αci , the abstract size of the i-th argument of c, interpreted by the actual size of ti in
[Bci : S
Bci ]Ti.
We now extend the interpretation of types in computability predicates to annotated types,
by defining a size function Σc for each constructor c:
Definition 16 (Interpretation of size-annotated types) First, for each constructor c with
Θ(c) as in Definition 15, we define a size function Σc (see Definition 7) as follows:
Σc(~a)=


0 if σ c = ∞
σ cν otherwise where ν(α) =
{
ai if α = αci and all the α
c
i ∈ V are distinct
sup{ai | i ∈ {1, . . . ,qc},αci ∈ V} otherwise
Then, given a valuation µ : V→ h, we interpret annotated types as follows:
• Bµ = B,
• Baµ = S
B
aµ if a ∈ A, where S is the stratification defined by Σ (see Definition 8),
• (U ⇒V )µ =Uµ ⇒Vµ .
Note that Σc is monotone wrt. every argument and strictly extensive wrt. recursive
arguments since σ c so is.
Note also that, by definition of sup, if α is distinct from every αci , then ν(α) = 0.
In the successor algebra, a constructor c can always be annotated as in Definition 15
above by taking:
Example 2 (Canonical annotations in the successor algebra) The canonical type of a
constructor c in the successor algebra is obtained by taking:
• αc1 = . . .= α
c
pc ,
• αcpc+1 = . . .= α
c
qc = ∞,
• σ c ∈ V if pc = 0,
• σ c = sαc1 otherwise.
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In this case, we get Σc(a1, . . . ,aqc) = sup{a1 + 1, . . . ,apc + 1}, that is, the size is the
constructor height, the size of a constant being 0.
For the constructors of the sort O of Howard’s constructive ordinals, we get:
• zero :Oα , σ zero = α and Σzero = 0;
• succ :Oα ⇒Osα , Bsucc1 = O, α
succ
1 = α , σ
succ = sα and Σsucc(a) = a+ 1;
• lim : (N⇒Oα)⇒Osα , Blim1 = O, α
lim
1 = α , σ
lim = sα and Σlim(a) = a+ 1.
Remark that we could have zero of size 2 by simply taking zero : Ns(sα) instead.
For the constructors of the sort T of binary trees with labels in a sort B<S T, we get:
• leaf : B⇒ Tα , Bleaf1 = B, α
leaf
1 = ∞, σ
leaf = α , and Σleaf(a) = 0;
• node : Tα ⇒ Tα ⇒ B⇒ Tsα , Bnode1 = B
node
2 = T, α
node
1 = α
node
2 = α , σ
node = sα
and Σnode(a,b,c) = sup{a+ 1,b+ 1}.
Note that, in the successor algebra, constructors with at least two accessible arguments
(e.g. node) cannot have functional annotated types (because there is only one non-nullary
symbol, namely s).
4.2 Termination conditions
An important ingredient of the termination criterion is the way the sizes of function ar-
guments are compared. In frameworks where functions are defined by fixpoint and case
analysis, exactly one argument must decrease at a time. Here, we allow the comparison of
various arguments simultaneously, possibly through some interpretation functions ζ .
Since not every term can be assigned a notion of size, and since two function calls can
have different numbers of arguments, we first need to specify what arguments have to be
taken into account and how their sizes are compared:
Definition 17 (Order on function calls) We assume given:
• a well-founded quasi-ordering ≤F on F (precedence) that we extend into a well-
founded quasi-ordering on V∪C∪F by taking s<F f whenever s ∈V∪C and f ∈ F;
• for every f : T1 ⇒ . . .⇒ Trf ⇒ B:
— a number qf such that, for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,qf}, Ti is a sort Bfi (the first q
f arguments
of f are the arguments that will be taken into account for proving termination);
— an annotated type Θ(f) = T1 ⇒ . . .⇒ Trf ⇒ Bσ f such that:
– for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,qf}, Ti = Annot(Bfi ,B
f
i ,α
f
i );
– for all i ∈ {qf + 1, . . . , rf}, Ti = Ti;
– ~α f are distinct variables;
– σ f ∈ A;
– Var(σ f)⊆ {~α f};
— for each X ∈ {A,h}, a set DfX , a quasi-order ≤
f
X on D
f
X , a well-founded relation
<fX ⊆≤
f
X and a map ζX : X
qf →DfX such that:
– (DfX ,≤
f
X ,<
f
X ) = (D
g
X ,≤
g
X ,<
g
X) whenever f ≃F g;
– ~aµ <g,f
h
~bµ whenever~a<g,f
A
~b and µ : V→ h;
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– ~a<g,f
A
~c whenever~a(≤∞
A
)prod~b and~b<
g,f
A
~c, that is, (≤∞
A
)prod◦<
g,f
A
⊆<g,f
A
;
– ~a<g,fh ~c whenever~a<
g,f
h
~b and~b≤prod~c, that is, <
g,f
h ◦ ≤prod ⊆<
g,f
h ;
where (x1, . . . ,xqg)<
g,f
X (y1, . . . ,yqf ) iff g≃F f and ζ
g
X(x1, . . . ,xqg)<
f
X ζ
f
X (y1, . . . ,yqf ).
The condition <g,fh ◦ ≤prod ⊆ <
g,f
h is used in Theorem 1 (in the case (app-decr)). On
the other hand, the condition (≤∞
A
)prod◦<
g,f
A
⊆ <g,f
A
is only used in Lemma 22. Note that,
because<g,f
A
is only defined on terms of A, if~a(≤∞
A
)prod~b and~b<
g,f
A
~c, then~a must be in A
too since, by definition, a≤∞
A
b iff a≤A b or b= ∞.
In the following, we may drop the exponent f when there is no ambiguity.
In the coming termination criterion, a function call f~t will give rise to a pair (f,ϕ) where
ϕ : {~α f}→ A maps α fi to the size of ti.
We therefore define a quasi-ordering on pairs (f,ϕ) as follows. Given h ∈ V∪C∪F,
ψ : {~αh}→ A (with {~αh}= /0 if h ∈ V∪C), f ∈ F, ϕ : {~α f}→ A, let
(h,ψ)<A (f,ϕ) if h<F f or ~αhψ <
h,f
A
~α fϕ .
Its counterpart on pairs (f,µ) is defined similarly as follows. Given h ∈ V ∪C∪ F,
ν : {~αh}→ h, f ∈ F, µ : {~α f}→ h, let (h,ν)<h (f,µ) if h<F f or ~αhν <
h,f
h
~α fµ .
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that termination arguments come first. This is not
a real restriction since arguments can always be permuted if needed.
For ζ fX , one can often take the identity (assuming that q
f = qg whenever f ≃F g). In Ex-
ample 7, we use a different function. When ζ fX is the identity, one can for instance take for
≤f
A
(≤fh resp.) the lexicographic or multiset extension (Dershowitz & Manna, 1979) of ≤A
(≤ resp.), or some combination thereof, for which one can easily prove the compatibility
of ≤f
A
(≤fh resp.) with ≤
∞
A
(≤ resp.). Indeed, we have (≤∞
A
)prod ◦ (<A)lex ⊆ (<A)lex since
≤∞
A
◦ ≤A ⊆≤A, and <lex ◦ ≤prod ⊆<lex.
We can now state our general termination theorem. In Section 6, we will provide many
examples of rewrite systems whose termination is implied by it.
Theorem 1 (Termination criterion) Assume that constructor types are annotated as in
Definition 15. By Definition 16 and 8, this provides us with a size function Σ and a strati-
fication S . Assume moreover that→R is finitely branching and no σ c can be interpreted
by an infinite limit ordinal.
Then, the relation → =→β ∪→R terminates on the set T of well-typed terms if, for
each rule l→ r ∈R ⊆ T2, l is of the form f~l, the type of f is annotated as in Definition 17,
|~l| ≥ qf and there are:
– a typing environment Γ : FV(r)→ TA with, for every (x,U) ∈ Γ, an integer kx such
that x occurs in lkx , a sort Bx occurring only positively in |U | and a size variable αx
such thatU = Annot(|U |,Bx,αx), indicating how to measure the size of x;6
– finite symbolic size upper bounds ϕ : {~α f}→ A for l1, . . . , lq;
such that:
6 Note that, if we do not care about the size of x, or if no sort occurs only positively in U , then we
can always take for Bx any sort not occurring inU .
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Fig. 3. Computability closure of (f,ϕ)
(app-decr)
(h,~V ⇒V ) ∈ Γ∪Θ h<F f ∨ (h≃F f ∧|~V | ≥ qh)
ψ : {~αh}→ A (h,ψ)<A (f,ϕ) (∀i)Γ ⊢fϕ wi :Viψ
Γ ⊢fϕ h~w :Vψ
(lam)
Γ,x :U ⊢fϕ w :V
Γ ⊢fϕ λx
Uw :U ⇒V
(sub)
Γ ⊢fϕ t :U U ≤V
Γ ⊢fϕ t :V
Fig. 4. Subtyping rules
(size)
a≤∞
A
b
Ba ≤ Bb
(prod)
U ′ ≤U V ≤V ′
U ⇒V ≤U ′⇒V ′
(refl)
T ≤ T
(trans)
T ≤U U ≤V
T ≤V
• Monotony. For all i ∈ {1, . . . ,qf}, Pos(α fi ,σ
f)⊆ Pos+(σ f);
• Accessibility. For every (x,U) ∈ Γ, one of the following holds:
— x= lkx andU = Tkxϕ ,
— Tkx is a sort and (x, |U |,Bx)✂a (lkx ,Tkx ,Tkx);
• Minimality.7 For all substitutions θ with~lθ ∈ ~T , there exists a valuation ν such that:
— for all (x,U) ∈ Γ, o[Bx:S Bx ]|U|(xθ )≤ α
xν ,
— for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,qf}, α fi ϕν = oS Bi (liθ );
• Subject-reduction and decreasingness.
Γ ⊢fϕ r : T|~l|+1 ⇒ . . .⇒ Trf ⇒ Bσ f ϕ , where ⊢
f
ϕ is defined in Figures 3 and 4.
Proof. Computability of constructors.We first prove that, for all (c,µ ,~t) with Θ(c) =
T1 ⇒ . . .⇒ Tr ⇒ B, Θ(c) = T1 ⇒ . . .⇒ Tr ⇒ Bσ as in Definition 15 (we drop the c’s in
exponents), |~t|= r and (∀i)ti ∈ Tiµ , we have c~t ∈ Bσ µ . First, we have c~t ∈ SN since~t ∈ SN
and there is no rule of the form c~l→ r. Second, by Proposition 1, for every i ∈ {1, . . . ,q},
we have Tiµ ⊆ Ti since Ti=Annot(Ti,Bi,αi) and Pos(Bi,Ti)⊆ Pos+(Ti). Therefore, c~t ∈B.
7 Lemma 17 provides a syntactic condition for checking minimality in the successor algebra.
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Now, if σ = ∞, then we are done. Otherwise, we are left to prove that o
S B
(c~t) ≤ σ µ . By
Corollary 2, o
S B
(c~t) = Σ(oS (~t)). By definition, Σ(oS (~t)) = σν where ν is defined in
Definition 16. Since σ is monotone and Var(σ) ⊆ {~α}, it suffices to prove that, for all i
such that αi ∈ V, αiν ≤ αiµ . If all the αi ∈ V are distinct, then αiν = oS i(ti) ≤ αiµ since
ti ∈ Tiµ and αi occurs only positively in Ti. Otherwise, all the αi ∈ V are equal. If there
is no αi ∈ V, then the property holds trivially. Otherwise, all the αi ∈ V are equal to some
variable α and αν = sup{oS i(ti) | αi = α} ≤ αµ since, for all i such that αi = α , ti ∈ Tiµ
and α occurs only positively in Ti.
Computability of function symbols.We now prove that, for all ((f,µ),~t) with Θ(f) =
T1 ⇒ . . .⇒ Tr ⇒ B and Θ(f) = T1 ⇒ . . .⇒ Tr ⇒ Bσ as in Definition 17 (we drop the f’s
in exponents), |~t| = r and (∀i)ti ∈ Tiµ , we have f~t ∈ Bσ µ , by induction on ((f,µ),~t) with
(<h,←prod)lex as well-founded relation (1). Since f~t is neutral, it suffices to prove that, for
all u such that f~t→ u, we have u ∈ Bσ µ . There are two cases:
(a) u = f~u and~t →prod ~u. Since computability is preserved by reduction, (∀i)ui ∈ Tiµ .
Therefore, by induction hypothesis (1), u ∈ Bσ µ .
(b) ~t =~lθ~u, f~l→ r ∈R and u= rθ~u. Let ν be the valuation given by minimality. For all
i≤ q, αiϕν = oS Bi (liθ ). Since liθ ∈ Tiµ and Ti = Biαi , we have ϕν ≤ µ (*).
(i) Correctness of the computability closure. We prove that, for all (Γ, t,T,θ ), if
Γ ⊢fϕ t : T and xθ ∈Uν when (x,U) ∈ Γ, then tθ ∈ Tν , by induction on ⊢
f
ϕ (2).
– (app-decr) By induction hypothesis (2), wiθ ∈Viψν . There are 3 cases:
· h ∈ V. Then, hθ~wθ ∈Vψν since ψ = /0 and hθ ∈ (~V ⇒V )ν by assumption.
· h ∈ C and V = ~U ⇒ Cσ . For all ~u ∈ ~Uψν , we have h~wθ~u ∈ Cσ ψν by com-
putability of constructors. Therefore, by Definition 2, h~wθ ∈Vψν .
· h ∈ F and V = ~U ⇒ Cσ . Since (h,ψ) <A (f,ϕ) and ~aν <
h,f
h
~bν whenever
~a<h,f
A
~b, we have (h,ψν)<h (f,ϕν). Since ϕν ≤ µ and <
h,f
h ◦ ≤prod ⊆<
h,f
h ,
we have (h,ψν) <h (f,µ). Hence, for all ~u ∈ ~Uψν , we have h~wθ~u ∈ Cσ ψν
by induction hypothesis (1). Therefore, by Definition 2, h~wθ ∈Vψν .
– (lam) Wlog. we can assume that x /∈ dom(θ )∪ FV(θ ). We have (λxUw)θ =
λxU(wθ ) ∈Uν ⇒Vν because, for all u ∈Uν , (wθ ){(x,u)} ∈Vν (cf. remarks
after Definition 1) since (wθ ){(x,u)}= wθ ′ where θ ′ = θ ∪{(x,u)} and wθ ′ ∈
Vν by induction hypothesis (2).
– (sub) We prove thatUν ⊆Vν wheneverU ≤V by induction on ≤ (3):
· (size) If b = ∞, then Baν ⊆ B by definition. Otherwise, aν ≤ bν and Baν =
S Baν ⊆S
B
bν = Bbν since S
B is monotone.
· (prod) Let t ∈Uν →Vν and u′ ∈U ′ν . By induction hypothesis (3),U ′ν ⊆Uν .
Hence, u ∈Uν and tu ∈ Vν . By induction hypothesis (3), Vν ⊆ Vν ′. Thus,
tu′ ∈V ′ν .
· (refl) Immediate.
· (trans) By induction hypothesis (3) and transitivity of ⊆.
(ii) Computability of the matching substitution: for all (x,U) ∈ Γ, xθ ∈ Uν . By
assumption, there is k such that x occurs in lk, and lkθ ∈ Tkµ . After the accessibility
condition, there are two cases:
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– x= lk andU = Tkϕ . If k > q, then Tk = Tk and Tkµ =Uν . Therefore, xθ ∈Uν
since lkθ ∈ Tkµ . If k≤ q, then Tk =Bαk for some sort B. By minimality, αkϕν =
o
S B
(lkθ ). Therefore, xθ ∈Uν sinceU = Bαkϕ .
– Tk is a sort and (x, |U |,Bx)✂a (lk,Tk,Tk). By Lemma 13, xθ ∈ |U | since, by as-
sumption, lkθ ∈ Tk. By assumption,U = Annot(|U |,Bx,αx) and Pos(Bx, |U |)⊆
Pos+(|U |). By minimality, o[Bx:S Bx ]|U|(xθ )≤ α
xν . Therefore, xθ ∈Uν .
(iii) We can now end the proof that u ∈ Bσ µ . Since Γ ⊢fϕ r : Vϕ with V = T|~l|+1 ⇒
. . .⇒ Tr ⇒ Bσ , and xθ ∈ Uν whenever (x,U) ∈ Γ by (ii), we have rθ ∈ Vϕν
by (i). Hence, u= rθ~u ∈ Bσ ϕν . We now prove that Bσ ϕν ⊆ Bσ µ . If σ = ∞, then
Bσ ϕν =Bσ µ . Otherwise, we have ϕσ 6=∞ since ϕ : {~α}→ A. Moreover, we have
seen in (ii) that, for all k ≤ q, Tk = Bαk for some sort B and αkϕν = oS B(lkθ ).
Since lkθ ∈ Tkµ , αkϕν ≤ αkµ . Now, by monotony, Pos(αk,σ)⊆ Pos
+(σ). There-
fore, by Proposition 1, Bσ ϕν ⊆ Bσ µ .
Computability of well-typed terms. Now, it is easy to prove that every well-typed term
is computable by proceeding as for the correctness of the computability closure: if Γ ⊢ t : T
and xθ ∈U whenever (x,U) ∈ Γ, then tθ ∈ T . We just detail the case of a function symbol
f with Θ(f) = T1 ⇒ . . .⇒ Tr ⇒ B and Θ(f) = T1 ⇒ . . .⇒ Tr ⇒ Bσ . After Definition 2,
f ∈Θ(f) iff, for all~t ∈ ~T such that |~t|= r, f~t ∈ B. By assumption, for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,q}, Ti is
a sort Bi. Let µ be the valuation mapping, for every i∈ {1, . . . ,q}, αi to the smallest ordinal
hi < h such that S
Bi
hi
= Bi. Then, ti ∈ Biµ and, by computability of function symbols,
f~t ∈ Bσ µ ⊆ B. Finally, we conclude by noting that the identity substitution is computable
(cf. remark after Definition 1). 
It is worth remarking that this criterion is modular since the above conditions are for
each rule. Hence, if both R1 and R2 satisfy the criterion with the same parameters, then
R1∪R2 satisfies the criterion too.
We now discuss each condition in turn.
Accessibility. The accessibility is easy to check. As explained in Section 2.5, not every
subterm of a computable term is computable. The definition of computability ensures that
all accessible subterms so are (Lemma 13). The accessibility condition ensures that each
free variable x of the right hand-side is accessible in some li. Hence, every instance of x
is computable if the arguments of f so are. Now, when x is accessible in a termination
argument (kx ≤ qf), there must be a sort Bx with respect to which the size of the instances
of x are measured. Since x can be instantiated by terms of any size, the type of x should
be of the form Annot(|U |,Bx,αx), that is, every occurrence of Bx should be annotated by
some size variable αx, and no other sort should be annotated.
Subject-reduction and decreasingness. This condition enforces two properties at once.
First, the right hand-side has the same type as the left hand-side. This subject-reduction
property is required since the interpretation of a type has to be stable by reduction. So,
there should be no rule f~l→ r such that the size of r is strictly bigger than the size of f~l.
Second, by (app-decr), in every function call h~t, the symbolic upper boundsψ of the actual
sizes of the termination arguments of h are strictly smaller than those of f~l given by ϕ .
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In (app-decr), ψ is any size substitution of the size variables of ~V . This rule works like
the rule for type instantiation in Hindley-Milner type system (Hindley, 1969; Milner, 1978)
except that, here, ψ is not a type substitution but a size substitution. Hence, if s is declared
of type Nα ⇒ Nsα then, by (app-decr), ⊢fϕ s : Na ⇒ Nsa for any size expression a. This
means that, in annotated types, size variables are implicitly universally quantified.
The rule (app-decr) is a compact formulation that subsumes in a single rule the usual
rules of simply-typed λ -calculus for variables (Γ ⊢fϕ x : T if (x,T ) ∈ Γ), constructors and
function symbols (Γ ⊢fϕ c : Tψ if (c,T )∈Θ and ψ is any size substitution), and application
(Γ⊢fϕ tu :V if Γ⊢
f
ϕ t :U⇒V and Γ⊢
f
ϕ u :U), with the following restrictions on application
and function symbols. First, the head of an application cannot be an abstraction: ⊢fϕ only
accepts terms in β -normal form since rule right-hand sides usually so are. Second, if an
application is headed by a function symbol g, then g <F f (note that h <F f whenever
h ∈ V∪C), or we have: g ≃F f, g applied to at least qg arguments, and the sizes of the
arguments of g, represented by ψ , are smaller than ϕ in <A.
Hence, in (app-decr), h is either a variable of Γ, in which case ~V ⇒ V is the type
of h declared in Γ, or a constructor or function symbol, in which case ~V ⇒ V is the
annotated type of h declared in Θ. In addition, if h is a variable, a constructor symbol or a
function symbol strictly smaller than f, then h can be applied to any number of arguments
compatible with its type. On the other hand, if h is a function symbol equivalent to f, then
it must be applied to at least qh arguments, and the abstract sizes of these arguments, given
by the size substitution ψ , must be strictly smaller than ϕ in <A.
In the examples below, we will however use (var), (cons) and (prec) to denote the
rule (app-decr) when h is variable, a constructor or a function symbol smaller than f
respectively.
Note that the typability of r may require two variables x and y to have the same size
over-approximation, that is, to have αx = αy. This will always be the case in the successor
algebra when x and y are two recursive arguments of a constructor because, in this algebra,
the types of constructor arguments are annotated by the same variable. For instance, if x
and y are the first two arguments of node : Tα ⇒ Tα ⇒ B⇒ Tsα , we must have αx = αy.
Note also that the termination conditions do not require l itself to be typable in ⊢fϕ .
Hence, for instance, assuming that B has two constructors c : Bα ⇒ Bsα and b : Bα ⇒
Bα ⇒Bsα , we can handle the rule f (bx1 (cx2))→ f x2 by taking Γ = [x2 :Bαx2 ] and α
f
1ϕ =
sαx2 . On the other hand, we cannot handle the rule f (bx1 (cx2))→ f (bx1 x2). Indeed, in
this case, we can have oS B(bx1θ x2θ ) = oS B(bx1θ (cx2θ )) if o(x2θ )< o(x1θ ): the height
is not a decreasing measure in this case.
The relation⊢fϕ is similar to the notion of computability closure introduced in (Blanqui et al., 2002;
Blanqui, 2016) except that, when comparing function arguments, it uses the sizes given by
the type system instead of the structure of terms. As already mentioned in the introduc-
tion, using the size information instead of the structure of terms relates our termination
technique to well-founded monotone algebras (Manna & Ness, 1970; van de Pol, 1996;
Hamana, 2006), semantic labeling (Zantema, 1995; Hamana, 2007) or the notion of size-
change principle (Lee et al., 2001; Hyvernat, 2014). Now, as remarked in (Blanqui, 2006a;
Kusakari & Sakai, 2007), the notion of computability closure itself has strong connections
with the notion of dependency pair (Arts & Giesl, 2000). It is also a tool for defining and
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strengthening the higher-order recursive path ordering (Blanqui, 2006b; Jouannaud & Rubio, 2007;
Blanqui et al., 2015). Finally, some relations between these notions have been formally
established: size-change principle and dependency pairs (Thiemann & Giesl, 2005), se-
mantic labeling and recursive path ordering (Kamin & Lévy, 1980), dependency pairs and
recursive path ordering (Dershowitz, 2013), and size-based termination and semantic la-
beling (Blanqui & Roux, 2009).
The decidability of ⊢fϕ will be studied in Section 7 and following.
Monotony. The monotony condition is easy to check. It requires the size of terms
generated by f to be monotone wrt. the sizes of its termination arguments. It can always
be satisfied by taking σ f = ∞. It is also satisfied if A is monotone. This condition also
appears in (Abel, 2004; Barthe et al., 2004). It is necessary because, in the rule (app-decr),
ψ is not necessarily minimal: it may be set to a strict upper bound by using the rule
(sub) beforehand. This could lead to invalid deductions wrt. sizes. Take for instance the
subtraction on natural numbers defined by the rules of Figure 1 and assume that sub :
Nα ⇒ Nβ ⇒ Nα−β in the size algebra with ≤A = ≤ext and 0, s and − interpreted by
0, successor and minus respectively. Then, given f : Nα ⇒ N with sub <F f, the rule
f (s x) → f (sub (s x) x) satisfies the other conditions. Indeed, take Γ = [x : Nx] and
ϕ = {(α,sx)}. By (var), ⊢fϕ x :Nx. By (cons), ⊢
f
ϕ s x :Nsx. By (sub), ⊢
f
ϕ x :Nsx. By (prec),
Γ ⊢fϕ sub (s x) x : Nsx−sx. By (sub), Γ ⊢
f
ϕ sub (s x) x : N0 (while oDN(sub (s x) x) > 0!).
Therefore, Γ ⊢fϕ f (sub (s x) x) : N since 0 <A sx, but the system does not terminate since
f (s x)→ f (sub (s x) x)→ f (s x).
Minimality. Since ϕ provides symbolic upper bounds only, this does not suffice for
getting termination. We also need ϕ to be minimal. Indeed, consider the rule f x→ f x with
f : Nα ⇒ N and Γ = [x : Nx]. By taking αϕ = sx, one has Γ ⊢fϕ f x : N since Γ ⊢
f
ϕ x : Nx
and x<A s x.
In Theorem 1, minimality is expressed in the most general way by using the interpreta-
tion of annotated types in computability predicates. With some acquaintance, it is not too
difficult to check this condition by hand on simple systems as shown in Example 3. In fact,
we think that it is always possible to find a minimal ϕ when the type of every constructor
c is annotated in the max-successor algebra (extension of the successor algebra with a max
operator) in the canonical way, that is, by taking σ c ∈ V if pc = 0 and σ c = s(maxαc1 . . .α
c
pc)
with distinct variables for αc1 , . . . ,αpc otherwise. However, in this paper, we want to focus
on the successor algebra and, in this case, minimality may not be satisfiable whatever ϕ
is. This is due to the fact that, in the successor algebra, one often needs to approximate
the sizes of two distinct term variables by the same size variable. Indeed, in the successor
algebra, there is no function symbol of arity ≥ 2. Hence, the annotated type of a binary
constructor can only be of the form Bα ⇒Bα ⇒ Bσ with the same size variable α for both
arguments.
In the following section, we study in more details the size of constructor terms when the
size is defined as the height like it is the case with the canonical annotations of constructor
types in the successor and max-successor algebras. Then, we give a syntactic condition for
minimality to be satisfied in the successor algebra.
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5 Minimality property when the size is defined as the height
In this section, we provide sufficient conditions for the minimality condition of Theorem
1 to be satisfied when the notion of size is the height and the size of constants is 0, that is,
when, for every constructor c, we have:
Σc(a1, . . . ,aqc) = sup{a1+ 1, . . . ,apc + 1}.
After Definition 16, this can be achieved in the successor algebra by taking the canonical
annotation for constructor types (cf. Example 2).
To check the minimality condition, we need to know how the size of a term of the form
tθ depends on the sizes of the subterms xθ where x is a variable of t. To this end, we
introduce a number of definitions to express what are the subterms that contribute to the
size of a term and how they contribute to it:
Definition 18 (Recursive subterms) LetD be the set of triples (u,U,k) made of a term u,
a typeU and a number k ∈N. Given a sort B and (u,U,k) ∈ D, let
Sub1B(u,U,k) =


{(ui,Ui,k+ 1) | i ∈ {1, . . . ,pc}}
if there is (c,~u, ~U) ∈CB such that u= c~u andU = B
/0 otherwise
Then, let→B be the relation on finite sets of triples such that S→B S′ if there is d ∈ S such
that Sub1B(d) 6= /0 and S
′ = (S−{d})∪Sub1B(d) (we replace d by Sub
1
B(d)). We say that a
set S⊆ D is a set of B-recursive subterms of a term t if {(t,B,0)}→∗B S.
For instance, if a : B, c : B⇒ B, pc = 1, b : B⇒ B⇒ B, pb = 2 and t = b(c(ca))x, then
{(t,B,0)}→B {(c(ca),B,1),(x,B,1)} →B {(ca,B,2),(x,B,1)} →B {(a,B,3),(x,B,1)}.
Lemma 14 If S is a set of B-recursive subterms of t ∈ B, then
oS B(t) = sup{o[B:S B]U(u)+ k | (u,U,k) ∈ S}.
Proof. Let M(S) = {o[B:S B]U(u)+ k | (u,U,k) ∈ S}. The lemma trivially holds for S =
{(t,B,0)}. Hence, if suffices to check that, if it holds for S and S→B S′, then it holds for
S′ too. So, assume that there is (c~u,B,k) ∈ S such that Sub1B(c~u,B,k) 6= /0. Then,M(S
′) =
(M(S)−{o[B:SB]U (u)+ k})∪{o[B:SB]Ui(ui)+ k+1 | i ∈ I} where I = {1, . . . ,p
c}. But, by
Corollary 2, o[B:S B]B(c~u) = oS B(c~u) = Σ
c(oS c,1(u1), . . . ,oS c,pc (upc)) = sup{oS c,i(ui)+
1 | i ∈ I}= sup{o[B:S B]Ui(ui)+ 1 | i ∈ I}. Therefore, supM(S) = supM(S
′). 
Lemma 15 If S is a set of B-recursive subterms of t and θ is a substitution, then Sθ =
{(uθ ,U,k) | (u,U,k) ∈ S} is a set of B-recursive subterms of tθ .
Proof. The lemma holds for S = {(t,B,0)}. Hence, if suffices to check that, if it holds
for S and S→B S′, then it holds for S′ too. But Sub1B(uθ ,U,k) = Sub
1
B(u,U,k)θ . 
Note that→B terminates (it acts on finite sets and replaces a term by smaller subterms)
and is confluent (it is orthogonal). Hence, every finite set has a→B-normal form.
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Definition 19 (Simple terms) Given a sort B and a term t, let SubB(t) be the→B-normal
form of {(t,B,0)}. A term t of sort B is simple if, for all (u,U,k)∈ SubB(t), either u∈V or
there is (c,~u, ~U) ∈CB such that u= c~u,U = B and pc = 0 (c has no recursive argument).
Lemma 16 If t is a simple term of sort B and tθ ∈ B then:
o
S B
(tθ ) = sup({dB(t)}∪{o[B:SB]V (xθ )+ d
x
B(t) | (x,V ) ∈ VarB(t)})
where:
• VarB(t) = {(x,U) | ∃k,(x,U,k) ∈ SubB(t)},
• dxB(t) = sup{k | ∃U,(x,U,k) ∈ SubB(t)},
• dB(t) = sup{k | ∃u,∃U,(u,U,k) ∈ SubB(t)}.
Proof. By Lemma 15, SubB(t)θ is a set of B-recursive subterms of tθ . Hence, by
Lemma 14, o
S B
(tθ )= sup{o[B:S B]U(u)+k | (u,U,k)∈ SubB(t)θ}= sup{o[B:S B]U(uθ )+
k | (u,U,k)∈ SubB(t)}. Let (x,V )∈VarB(t). Since t is well-typed, for all (x,V ′)∈VarB(t),
we haveV ′=V . Hence, sup{o[B:S B]U(uθ )+k | (u,U,k)∈SubB(t),u= x}= o[B:SB]V (xθ )+
dxB(t). Let now (u,U,k) ∈ SubB(t) with u /∈ V. Since t is simple, there is (c,~u, ~U) ∈ C
B
such that u = c~u, U = B and pc = 0. By Corollary 2, o[B:S B]U(c~uθ ) = oS B(c~uθ ) =
Σc(oS c,1(u1θ ), . . . ,oS c,pc (upcθ )) = sup{oS c,i(uiθ )+ 1 | i ∈ {1, . . . ,p
c}} = 0. Therefore,
sup{o[B:S B]U (uθ )+ k | (u,U,k) ∈ SubB(t),u /∈V}= dB(t) and oS B(tθ ) = sup({dB(t)}∪
{o[B:S B]V (xθ )+ d
x
B(t) | (x,V ) ∈VarB(t)}. 
To carry on with the previous example, t = b(c(ca))x is simple and we have o
S B
(tθ ) =
sup{o
S B
(c(ca))+1,o
S B
(xθ )+1}= sup{3,o
S B
(xθ )+1}= sup{dB(t),oS B(xθ )+d
x
B(t)}.
Assume now that we are under the conditions of Theorem 1 for some rule f~l→ r ∈R,
typing environment Γ = [x1 :U1, . . . ,xn :Un] and substitution ϕ : {~α}→ A. In particular:
Θ(f) = B1α1 ⇒ . . .⇒ Bqαq ⇒ Tq+1⇒ . . .⇒ Tr ⇒ Bσ
with ~α distinct variables, σ ∈ A and Var(σ)⊆ {~α}.
Assume moreover that, for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,q}, l j is a simple term of sort B j and there are
n j ∈ N and γ j ∈ V such that α jϕ = sn jγ j.
Then, after Lemma 16, the minimality property is equivalent to the following purely
numerical problem on ordinals: for all a1, . . . ,an (for the sizes of x1θ , . . . ,xnθ respectively),
there are b1, . . . ,bn (for αx1ν, . . . ,αxnν respectively) and c1, . . . ,cq (for γ1ν, . . . ,γqν respec-
tively) such that:
1. (∀ j)(∀k) b j = bk if αx j = αxk ,
2. (∀ j)(∀k) c j = ck if γ j = γk,
3. (∀ j)(∀k) b j = ck if αx j = γk,
4. (∀ j) a j ≤ b j,
5. (∀ j) c j+ n j = sup({dB j (l j)}∪{am+ d
xm
B j
(l j) | xm ∈ dom(SubB j (l j))}.
The first three constraints are coherence conditions for ν to be well defined. The last two
correspond to the first and second conditions of the minimality property respectively.
One of the problems for these inequations to be satisfied is when two arguments of
f, say l1 and l2, share some variable but have distinct sets of variables, or when shared
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variables occur at different depths. Take for instance l1 = x1 and l2 = b(cx1)(cx2) with
constructors annotated in the canonical way in the successor algebra, that is, c : Bα ⇒ Bsα
and b : Bα ⇒ Bα ⇒ Bsα . Then, for having bx1 x2 in the right hand-side, we need to take
αx1 =αx2 = γ1 = γ2. In this case, the minimality condition says that, for all a1,a2, there is b
such that a1≤ b, a2≤ b, a1 = b+n1 and sup{a1+2,a2+2}= b+n2, which is not possible.
Take now l1 = b(cx1)(cx2) and l2 = b(c(cx1))(cx2). Again, for having bx1 x2 in the right
hand-side, we need to take αx1 = αx2 = γ1 = γ2. In this case, the minimality condition says
that, for all a1,a2, there is b such that a1 ≤ b, a2 ≤ b, sup{a1+ 2,a2 + 2} = b+ n1 and
sup{a1+ 3,a2+ 2}= b+ n2, which is not possible either.
We now give sufficient conditions for the above set of inequations to be satisfied:
Lemma 17 Under the conditions of Theorem 1, assume that constructor types are anno-
tated in the canonical way in the successor algebra (cf. Example 2). Then, the minimality
property is satisfied if, for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,q}:
(a) l j is a simple term of sort B j;
(b) there are n j ∈ N and γ j ∈ V such that α jϕ = sn jγ j;
(c) n j ≤ inf(range(D j));
(d) for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,q}, if γ j = γk, then n j = nk, dB j (l j) = dBk(lk) and D j = Dk;
(e) for all x ∈ dom(Γ), if γ j = αx then x ∈ dom(D j);
whereD j = {(x,dxB j (l j)) | x∈ dom(SubB j (l j))}, SubB(l) is introduced in Definition 19, dB
and dxB are defined in Lemma 16.
Proof. Let ci = sup({dBi(li)}∪ {ap+ d | (xp,d) ∈ Di})− ni. It is well defined since
ni ≤ inf(range(Di)) ≤ dBi(li). Now, let bi = cm if α
xi = γm for some m, and bi = sup{ap |
αxp = αxi} otherwise. It is well-defined since, if γ j = γk, then c j = ck because n j = nk,
dB j(l j) = dBk(lk) andD j =Dk. We now prove that the five numerical constraints equivalent
to minimality are satisfied:
1. Assume that αx j = αxk . If αx j = γm, then b j = cm = bk.
Otherwise, b j = sup{am | αxm = αx j}= bk.
2. Assume that γ j = γk. Then, c j = ck.
3. Assume that αx j = γk. Then, b j = ck.
4. For all j, a j ≤ b j. Indeed, if αx j = γm, then b j = cm ≥ a j since x j ∈ dom(Dm).
Otherwise, b j = sup{ap | αxp = αx j} ≥ a j.
5. For all j, c j+n j = sup({dB j(l j)}∪{am+d
xm
B j
(l j) | xm ∈ dom(SubB j (l j))}) by defini-
tion of c j. 
For instance, with the last rule of Figure 1, div (s x) (s y)→ s (div (sub x y) (s y)), if we
take div : Nα ⇒ N⇒ Nα , Γ = [x : Nx,y : Ny], αx = x, αy = y and ϕ = {(α,sx)}, we have
n1 = 1, γ1 = x= αx and D1 = {(x,1)}. So, the conditions above are satisfied.
On the contrary, if l1 = cx1, l2 = b(cx1)(cx2), αx1 = αx2 = γ1 = γ2, n1 = 1 and n2 = 2,
then (d) is not satisfied because γ1 = γ2 but D1 = {(x1,1)} and D2 = {(x1,2),(x2,2)}.
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6 Examples
In this section, we show various examples whose termination can be established by using
Theorem 1. In proofs of ⊢fϕ judgments, (var), (cons) and (prec) will refer to the spe-
cialization of (app-decr) to variables, constructors and function symbols smaller than f
respectively.
We will use the following sorts and constructors with N<S L and N<S O:
• B: the sort of booleans with the constructors true : B and false : B;
• N: the sort of natural numbers with the constructors 0 : N and s : N⇒ N;
• O: the sort of Howard’s constructive ordinals with the constructors
zero :O, succ : O⇒ O and lim : (N⇒ O)⇒ O;
• L: the sort of lists with the constructors nil : L and cons : L⇒ N⇒ L8;
Unless stated otherwise, we always use the successor algebra (Definition 12) and, for
constructor types, the canonical annotations (Example 2).
Example 3 (Division) Consider the function symbols sub (substraction) and div (division)
both of type N⇒ N⇒ N defined by the rules of Figure 1.
We take sub<F div. For annotated types, we take, for each f ∈ {sub,div}, Θ( f ) =Nα ⇒
N⇒ Nα , q f = 1, B
f
1 = N, α
f
1 = α , which expresses the fact that these functions are not
size-increasing. And, for ζ subX and ζ
div
X , we take the identity.
We now detail the conditions of Theorem 1 for each rule in turn (monotony is trivial).
1. sub x 0→ x. Take Γ = [x : Nx], kx = 1, Bx = N, αx = x and ϕ = {(α,x)}. Then,
Nx = Annot(N,Bx,αx) and:
• Accessibility. x is accessible since x= lkx and Nx = Nα ϕ .
• Minimality. One could use Lemma 17. We give a direct proof instead. Let θ be
such that xθ ∈ N. We have to prove that there exists ν such that oSN(xθ ) ≤ α
xν
and αϕν = oSN(xθ ). It suffices to take ν(x) = oS N(xθ ).
• Subject-reduction. By (var), ⊢subϕ x : Nx = Nα ϕ .
2. sub 0 y→ 0. Take Γ = ϕ = /0. Then:
• Minimality. Let θ be such that yθ ∈ N. We have to prove that there exists ν such
that αϕν = o
SN
(0). It suffices to take ν(α) = o
SN
(0).
• Subject-reduction. By (cons), ⊢subϕ 0 : Nα = Nα ϕ .
3. sub (s x) (s y)→ sub x y. Take Γ= [x :Nx,y :Ny], kx = 1,Bx =N, αx = x, ky = 2,By =
N, αy = y, ϕ = {(α,sx)}. Then,Nx =Annot(N,Bx,αx),Ny =Annot(N,By,αy) and:
• Accessibility. x is accessible since (x,N,N)✂a (lkx ,N,N). y is accessible since
(y,N,N)✂a (lky ,N,N).
• Minimality. Let θ be such that sxθ ∈ N and syθ ∈ N. We have to prove that there
exists ν such that o
SN
(xθ ) ≤ αxν , o
S N
(yθ ) ≤ αyν and αϕν = o
S N
(sxθ ) =
o
S N
(xθ )+ 1. It suffices to take ν(x) = o
S N
(xθ ) and ν(y) = o
SN
(yθ ).
• Subject-reduction. Let ⊢ = ⊢subϕ . By (var), ⊢ x : Nx and ⊢ y : Ny. By (app-decr),
⊢ subxy : Nx since x<A sx. Therefore, by (sub), ⊢ subxy : Nsx = Nαϕ .
8 We permuted the usual order of the arguments of cons so that its type conforms to Definition 4.
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4. div 0 (s y)→ 0. Like for rule (2).
5. div (s x) (s y)→ s (div (sub x y) (s y)). Take Γ = [x : Nx,y : Ny], kx = 1, Bx = N,
αx = x, ky = 2, By = N, αy = y and ϕ = {(α,sx)}. Then, Nx = Annot(N,Bx,αx),
Ny = Annot(N,By,αy) and:
• Accessibility and minimality like for rule (3).
• Subject-reduction. Let ⊢ = ⊢divϕ . By (var), Γ ⊢ x : Nx and Γ ⊢ y : Ny. By (prec),
Γ ⊢ sub x y :Nx. By (cons), Γ ⊢ s y :Nsy. By (app-decr), Γ ⊢ div (sub x y) (s y) :Nx
since x<A sx. Finally, by (cons), Γ ⊢ s (div (sub x y) (s y)) : Nsx = Nαϕ . 
Example 4 (Map and filter) Consider the function symbols map : L⇒ (N⇒ N)⇒ L,9
if : L⇒ L⇒ B⇒ L and filter : L⇒ (N⇒ B)⇒ L defined by the rules:
map nil f → nil
map (cons l x) f → cons (map l f ) ( f x)
if x y true → x
if x y false → y
filter nil f → nil
filter (cons l x) f → if (cons (filter l f ) x) (filter l f ) ( f x)
For annotated types, we could take in the successor algebra,map : Lα ⇒ (N⇒N)⇒ Lα ,
qmap = 1, Bmap1 = L, α
map
1 = α , if : Lα ⇒ Lα ⇒ B⇒ Lα , q
if = 2, Bif1 =B
if
2 = L, α
f
1 = α
f
2 =
α , filter : Lα ⇒ (N⇒ B)⇒ Lα and qfilter = 1, expressing the fact that these functions are
not size-increasing.
Unfortunately, the annotated type of if does not satisfy the conditions of Definition 17
because α if1 = α
if
2 (the variables α
if
i should be distinct). There are however two solutions
to get around this problem:
1. Annotate if in the max-successor algebra by taking if : Lα ⇒ Lβ ⇒ B⇒ Lmaxαβ .
2. Introduce a new type C >S L with constructor cond : Lα ⇒ Lα ⇒ B⇒ Cα , a new
function symbol newif : Cα ⇒ Lα with qnewif = 1, and define newif and filter by the
following rules instead:
newif (cond x y true) → x
newif (cond x y false) → y
filter nil f → nil
filter (cons l x) f → newif (cond (cons (filter l f ) x) (filter l f ) ( f x))
One can easily check the conditions on annotated types and the monotony condition.
For the other conditions, we only detail the case of the last rule of filter by taking Γ =
[ f : N⇒ B,x : N, l : Ll ], ϕ = {(α,s l)}, k f = 2, any sort distinct from N and B for B f (we
do not care about the size of f ), α f = f , kx = 1, any sort distinct from N for Bx (we do not
care about the size of x), αx = x, kl = 1, Bl = L, α l = l, newif <F filter, cond<F filter and
the identity for ζ filter.
One can easily check the accessibility and minimality conditions.
9 We permuted the usual order of the arguments of map so that its type conforms to Definition 17.
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We now check subject-reduction. Let ⊢ = ⊢filterϕ . By (var), Γ ⊢ x : N and Γ ⊢ l : Ll .
By (var), Γ ⊢ f x : B. By (app-decr), Γ ⊢ filter l f : Ll since l <A s l. By (cons), Γ ⊢
cons (filter l f ) x : Ls l . By (sub), Γ ⊢ filter l f : Ls l since l ≤∞A s l. By (cons),
Γ ⊢ cond (cons (filter l f ) x) (filter l f ) ( f x) : Ls l . Therefore, by (prec),
Γ ⊢ newif (cond (cons (filter l f ) x) (filter l f ) ( f x)) : Ls l = Lα ϕ . 
Example 5 (Gödel’ system T and Howard’ system V) Consider the recursor on natural
numbers recNT :N⇒ T ⇒ (N⇒ T ⇒ T )⇒ T fromGödel’ system T (Gödel, 1958), and the
recursor on ordinals recOT :O⇒ T ⇒ (O⇒ T ⇒ T )⇒ ((N⇒ O)⇒ (N⇒ T )⇒ T )⇒ T
from Howard’ system V (Howard, 1972) defined by the following rules:
recNT 0 u v → u
recNT (s x) u v → v x (rec
N
T x u v)
recOT 0 u v w → u
recOT (succ x) u v w → v x (rec
O
T x u v w)
recOT (lim f ) u v w → w f (λn
N.recOT ( f n) u v w)
For the annotated types of function symbols, take recNT : Nα ⇒ T ⇒ (N⇒ T ⇒ T )⇒ T
and recOT : Oα ⇒ T ⇒ (O⇒ T ⇒ T )⇒ ((N⇒O)⇒ (N⇒ T )⇒ T )⇒ T .
We now detail the subject-reduction condition for the last rule of f = recOT with Γ =
[ f : N⇒Oβ ,u : T,v :O⇒ T ⇒ T,w : (N⇒O)⇒ (N⇒ T )⇒ T ], ϕ = {(α,sβ )} and the
identity for ζ f . Let ⊢= ⊢fϕ and ∆= [n :N]Γ. By (var), Γ ⊢ f :N⇒Oβ and ∆⊢ f :N⇒Oβ ,
∆ ⊢ u : T , ∆ ⊢ v :O⇒ T ⇒ T , Γ ⊢ w : (N⇒O)⇒ (N⇒ T )⇒ T and ∆ ⊢ w : (N⇒O)⇒
(N ⇒ T ) ⇒ T . By (var), ∆ ⊢ f n : Oβ . By (app-decr), ∆ ⊢ rec
O
T ( f n) u v w : T since
β <A sβ . By (lam), Γ ⊢ λnN.recOT ( f n) u v w : N⇒ T . By (sub), Γ ⊢ f : N ⇒ O since
N⇒Oβ ≤ N⇒ O. Finally, by (var), Γ ⊢ w f (λn
N.recOT ( f n) u v w) : T . 
Example 6 (Quicksort) Let P be the sort of pairs of lists with the constructor pair : L⇒
L ⇒ P, and C be the sort with the constructor cond : P ⇒ P ⇒ B ⇒ C. Then, let the
functions fst,snd : P⇒ L, le :N⇒N⇒ B, if : C⇒ P, pivot : L⇒N⇒ P, qs : L⇒ L⇒ L
and qsort : L⇒ L be defined by the rules:
fst (pair l m) → l
snd (pair l m) → m
if (cond true p q) → p
if (cond false p q) → q
le 0 y → true
le (s x) 0 → false
le (s x) (s y) → le x y
pivot nil y → pair nil nil
pivot (cons l x) y → if (cond (pair (cons p1 x) p2) (pair p1 (cons p2 x)) (le x y))
where p1 = fst p, p2 = snd p, p= pivot l y
qs nil m → m
qs (cons l x) m → qs p1 (cons (qs p2 m) x)
where p1 = fst p, p2 = snd p, p= pivot l x
qsort l → qs l nil
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For the annotated types of constructors, we take the canonical annotations except for
pair : Lα ⇒ Lα ⇒ Pα and cond : Pα ⇒ Pα ⇒ B⇒ Cα . Hence, a term of type Pα is a pair
of lists of length smaller than or equal to α .
Now, for function symbols, we take fst,snd : Pα ⇒ Lα , if : Cα ⇒ Pα , pivot : Lα ⇒N⇒
Pα , which expresses the fact that these functions are not size-increasing, and le : Nα ⇒
N⇒ B, qs : Lα ⇒ L⇒ L and qsort : Lα ⇒ L.
We now detail the subject-reduction condition for the case of the last rule of qs by taking
Γ = [x : N, l : Ll ,m : L], ϕ = {(α,s l)}, fst,snd,pivot <F qs and the identity for ζ qs. Let
⊢= ⊢qsϕ . By (var), Γ ⊢ x : N, Γ ⊢ l : Ll and Γ ⊢ m : L. By (prec), Γ ⊢ p : Pl , Γ ⊢ p1 : Ll and
Γ⊢ p2 : Ll . Since l<A s l, by (app-decr),Γ⊢ qs p2 m : L. By (cons), Γ⊢ cons (qs p2 m) x : L.
Finally, since l <A s l, by (app-decr) again, Γ ⊢ qs p1 (cons (qs p2 m) x) : L.
We proved the termination of this system. However, we cannot express that qsort is not
size-increasing, that is, take qsort : Lα ⇒ Lα . To do so, we need a more precise type system
with existential quantifiers and constraints on size variables where pivot can be given the
type:
(∀α)Lα ⇒ N⇒ (∃β )(∃γ)(α = β + γ)Lβ ×Lγ (Blanqui & Riba, 2006). 
We now give an example using interpretation functions ζ fX different from the identity:
Example 7 (Reverse) List reversal can be defined as follows (Huet & Hullot, 1982):
last nil x → x
last (cons l y) x → last l y
revremlast nil x → nil
revremlast (cons l y) x → rev (cons (rev (revremlast l y)) x)
rev nil → nil
rev (cons l x) → cons (revremlast l x) (last l x)
where rev : L⇒ L, revremlast : L⇒ N⇒ L and last : L⇒ N⇒ N.
Since we have a first-order data type, we can assume that h=ω . Let A be the size algebra
with the constant 1 interpreted by 1 and the binary function symbol + interpreted by the
addition. Let ≤A and <A be ≤ext and <ext respectively (cf. remark after Definition 11).
Consider the 4th rule. Take cons : Lα ⇒ N⇒ Lα+1, rev : Lα ⇒ Lα , revremlast : Lα ⇒
N⇒ Lα , Γ = [x : N,y : Ny, l : Ll ] and ϕ = {(α, l+ 1)}. One can easily check monotony,
accessibility and minimality. We now check subject-reduction. Let ⊢ = ⊢revremlastϕ . For
comparing termination arguments, take rev ≃F revremlast, ζ rev(a) = 2a (formally a+ a)
and ζ revremlast(a) = 2a+ 1. By (var), Γ ⊢ x : N, Γ ⊢ y : N and Γ ⊢ l : Ll . By (app-decr),
Γ ⊢ revremlast l y : Nl since ζ revremlast(l) = 2l+ 1 <A ζ revremlast(l+ 1) = 2(l+ 1)+ 1 =
2l+ 3. By (app-decr), Γ ⊢ rev (revremlast l y) : Nl since ζ rev(l) = 2l < 2l+ 3. By (cons),
Γ ⊢ cons (rev (revremlast l y)) x : Ll+1. Finally, by (app-decr), we get Γ ⊢ r : Ll+1, where
r = rev (cons (rev (revremlast l y)) x), since ζ rev(l+ 1) = 2l+ 2< 2l+ 3. 
We end this series of exampleswith one using non-standard constructor size annotations:
Example 8 (Normalization of conditionals) Let C be the sort of conditional expressions
with the constructors at : C and if : C3 ⇒ C. Following (Boyer & Moore, 1979), one can
define a normalization function nm : C⇒ C as follows:
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nm at → at
nm (if at y z) → if at (nm y) (nm z)
nm (if (if u v w) y z) → nm (if u (nm (if v y z)) (nm (if w y z)))
In (Paulson, 1986) is given a measure on terms due to Shostak that is decreasing in re-
cursive calls. Hence, we can prove the termination of nm by using the following annotated
types: at : Cα , if : Cα ⇒ Cβ ⇒ Cγ ⇒ C(α+1)(β+γ+3) and nm : Cα ⇒ Cα . One can easily
check the monotony condition.
Now, for the 3rd rule, let Γ = [u : Cu,v : Cv,w : Cw,y : Cy,z : Cz], ϕ = {(α,a)} where
a=((u+1)(v+w+3)+1)(y+z+3))= uvy+uvz+uwy+uwz+3uv+3uw+3uy+3uz+
vy+wy+ vz+wz+ 9u+ 3v+ 3w+ 4y+ 4z+ 12, ζ nm be the identity, and ⊢ = ⊢nmϕ . One
can easily check monotony, accessibility and minimality. We now check subject-reduction.
By (cons), Γ ⊢ if vyz : C(v+1)(y+z+3) and Γ ⊢ ifwyz : C(w+1)(y+z+3). By (app-decr), Γ ⊢
nm (if vyz) : C(v+1)(y+z+3) since (v+ 1)(y+ z+ 3) = vy+ vz+ y+ z+ 3 <A a, and Γ ⊢
nm (ifwyz) : C(w+1)(y+z+3) since (w+1)(y+ z+3) =wy+wz+y+ z+3<A a. Finally, by
(app-decr), Γ ⊢ nm(if u(nm(if vyz))(nm (ifwyz))) : Cb where b= (u+1)((v+1)(y+ z+
3)+(w+1)(y+ z+3)+3) since b= uvy+uvz+uwy+uwz+2uy+2uz+ vy+ vz+wy+
wz+ 9u+ 2y+ 2z+ 9<A a. So, by (sub), Γ ⊢ nm(if u(nm(if vyz))(nm (ifwy))) : Ca. 
7 Decidability of ⊢fϕ
In this section, we provide an algorithm for deciding the relation ⊢fϕ used in Theorem 1
and defined in Figures 3 and 4, under general conditions on the size algebra A. We will
prove in Section 9 that these conditions are satisfied by the successor algebra.
The differences between ⊢fϕ and the usual typing relation for simply-typed λ -calculus
are the following. First, the set of typable symbols is restricted to those smaller than or
equivalent to f. Second, the application of t to u is restricted to the terms t whose head is
not an abstraction. Moreover, when the head of t is a symbol equivalent to f, the number
of arguments must be bigger than qf and the size of the arguments must be decreasing.
If we remove the decreasingness condition, we get the relation ⊢f defined by the same
rules as those of ⊢fϕ except (app-decr) replaced by:
(app)
(h,~V ⇒V ) ∈ Γ∪Θ h<F f ∨ (h≃F f ∧|~V | ≥ qh)
ψ : {~αh}→ A (∀i)Γ ⊢f wi :Viψ
Γ ⊢f h~w :Vψ
that is (app-decr) without the decreasingness condition (h,ψ) <A (f,ϕ). Hence, deciding
Γ ⊢fϕ t : T can be reduced to finding a derivation of Γ ⊢
f t : T where, at each (app) node,
the decreasingness condition is satisfied.
In Section 7.1, we provide an algorithm for deciding ⊢f . Then, in Section 7.2, we show
how to use this algorithm to decide ⊢fϕ .
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7.1 Decidability of ⊢f
First note that, in a given typing environmentΓ, a typable term t may have several and even
infinitely many types for two reasons. First, in (app), the size variables of function types
can be instantiated arbitrarily. Second, subtyping is generally not bounded. For instance, in
the successor algebra, Nα ≤ Nsα ≤ . . .
The relation ⊢f differs from Curry and Feys’ typing relation with functional characters
or type-schemes (a type with type variables) (Curry & Feys, 1958) in two points. First,
our type-schemes are not built from type variables but from size variables. Second, we
have a subtyping relation. We will however see that some techniques developed for Curry
and Feys’ type system or, more generally, Milner’s type system (Milner, 1978) and its
extensions, can be adapted to our framework.
The decidability of type-checking in Curry and Feys’ system has been proved by Hindley
in (Hindley, 1969). Hindley’s algorithm is based on the fact the set of types of a typable
term has a smallest element wrt some ordering ⊑. Hence, to decide whether Γ ⊢ t : T , the
algorithm proceeds in two steps. First, it computes the smallest type of t, say U , and then
checks whetherU ⊑ T .
In Curry and Feys’ system, ⊑ is the instantiation ordering: a type-scheme U is an
instance of a type-scheme T , or T is more general than U , written T ⊑ U , if Tθ = U
for some substitution θ . In (Huet, 1976), Huet proved that every non-empty set of terms
has a greatest lower bound wrt. ⊑. So, in particular, {T | Γ ⊢ t : T} has a greatest lower
bound if t is typable in Γ.
For computing the most general type, Hindley uses an algorithm based on unification
(Herbrand, 1930; Robinson, 1965). Unifying two terms T and U consists in solving the
equation T =U , that is, in finding a substitution θ such that Tθ =Uθ . In (Huet, 1976),
Huet proved that solving T =U is equivalent to finding an ⊑-upper bound to both T and
U . He also showed that every non-empty bounded set of terms has a least upper bound wrt.
⊑. Hence, every solvable unification problem has a most general solution.
Hindley’s work was later extended in many directions by considering richer types, more
complex constructions or by improving the algorithm computing the most general type-
scheme. One of the most advanced generalizations seems to be Sulzmann’s HM(X) system
(Sulzmann, 2001), where the type variables of a type-scheme are required to satisfy a
formula of an abstract constraint system X . For his system, Sulzmann provides a generic
constrained-type inference algorithm assuming a procedure for solving constraints in X .
It would be interesting to study whether our framework can fit in this general setting.
However, in this paper, we will simply follow Hindley’s approach.
But, since we also have subtyping, we define ⊑ as follows:
Definition 20 (More general type) We say that an annotated type T is more general than
another annotated type U , written T ⊑ U , if there is a substitution θ such that Tθ is a
subtype ofU , i.e. Tθ ≤U .
One can easily check that ⊑ is a quasi-ordering.
Definition 21 (Subtyping problem) A subtyping problem P is either ⊥ or a finite set of
subtyping constraints, a subtyping constraint being a pair of types (T,U) written T ≤? U .
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Fig. 5. Type inference algorithm
(inf-lam)
Γ,x :U ⊢f v ↑V
Γ ⊢f λxUv ↑U ⇒V
(inf-app)
(h,~V ⇒V ) ∈ Γ∪Θ h<F f ∨ (h≃F f ∧|~V | ≥ qh)
(∀i)Γ ⊢f wi ↑Ui
ρ1, . . . ,ρn permutations on V (n = |~V |= |~w|)
(∀i)Var(Uiρi)∩Var(~V ⇒V ) = /0
(∀i)(∀ j)i 6= j⇒Var(Uiρi)∩Var(U jρ j) = /0
η =mgs({U1ρ1 ≤? V1, . . . ,Unρn ≤? Vn})
Γ ⊢f h~w ↑Vη
It has a solution ϕ : V→ A if P 6=⊥, dom(ϕ)⊆Var(P) and, for all T ≤?U ∈ P, Tϕ ≤Uϕ .
Let Sol
A
(P) be the set of all the solutions of P. A solution ϕ is more general than another
solution ψ , written ϕ ⊑ ψ , if there is θ such that ϕθ ≤∞
A
ψ , i.e. there is θ such that, for all
α , αϕθ ≤∞
A
αψ . Finally, let ≡ be the equivalence relation ⊑∩ ⊒.
Again, one can easily check that the ordering⊑ on substitutions is a quasi-ordering.
In order to compute the most general type of a term, we make the following assumptions:
• every solvable subtyping problem P has a most general solution mgs(P);
• there is an algorithm for deciding whether a subtyping problem is solvable and, if so,
computing its most general solution.
We will see in Section 9 that these assumptions are satisfied when types are annotated
in the successor algebra. On the other hand, they are not generally satisfied in an algebra
with addition.
Now, following (Hindley, 1969), the computation of the most general type is defined by
the rules of Figure 5 where Γ ⊢f t ↑U means that, in the typing environment Γ, the most
general type of t isU . In the case of an application h~w, the algorithm proceeds as follows:
1. Check that h is declared. Let T be its declared type.
2. Check that h can take n= |~w| arguments, i.e. T is of the form~V ⇒V with |~V |= n.
3. If h is a function symbol equivalent to f, check that |~V | ≥ qh.
4. Try to infer the types of every wi.
5. If this succeeds withUi for the type of wi, then rename the variables of everyUi using
a permutation ρi, so that, for all i,Uiρi has no variable in common with T and, for all
i 6= j,Uiρi andU jρ j have no variable in common.
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6. Finally, try to compute the most general solution η of the problem {U1ρ1 ≤? V1, . . . ,
Unρn ≤
? Vn} and return Vη in case of success.
Example 9 To carry on with Example 3, let r = s (div (sub x y) (s y)) be the right hand-
side of the last rule of Figure 1. We would like to infer the type of r in Γ = [x : Nx,y : N]
when s :Nα ⇒Nsα , sub :Nα ⇒N⇒Nα and div :Nα ⇒N⇒Nα . Let ⊢= ⊢div and assume
wlog that x is a constant of the successor algebra.
By (inf-app), we get (1) Γ ⊢ x ↑Nx and (2) Γ ⊢ y ↑N. From (1) and (2), by (inf-app), we
get (3) Γ ⊢ sub x y ↑ Nx since, as we shall see in Section 9.2, mgs{Nx ≤? Nα ,N ≤? N} =
{(α,x)}. From (2), by (inf-app), we get (4) Γ ⊢ s y ↑ N since mgs{N≤? Nα} = {(α,∞)}.
From (3) and (4), we get (5) Γ ⊢ div (sub x y) (s y) ↑ Nx since mgs{Nx ≤? Nα ,N≤? N}=
{(α,x)}. From (5), by (inf-app), we get Γ ⊢ r ↑ Nsx since mgs{Nx ≤? Nα}= {(α,x)}. 
We now prove that this algorithm is correct and complete wrt ⊢f , when the size algebra
is monotone and the algorithm is applied to an environment Γ having no size variables. To
extend in the next section this result to ⊢fϕ , we need to make derivations explicit:
Definition 22 (Derivation) Derivations of Γ ⊢f t : T are defined as follows:
• If (h,~V ⇒V )∈Γ∪Θ and, for all i, pii is a derivation of Γ⊢f wi :Viψ , written pii✄Γ⊢f
wi :Viψ , then a(Γ,h~w,ψ ,~pi) is the derivation of Γ⊢f h~w :Vψ whose last rule is (app).
• If pi ✄Γ,x :U ⊢f v : V , then l(pi) is the derivation of Γ ⊢f λxUv :U ⇒V whose last
rule is (lam).
• If pi ✄Γ ⊢f t :U and U ≤ V , then s(pi ,V ) is the derivation of Γ ⊢f t : V whose last
rule is (sub).
Simarly, derivations of Γ ⊢f t ↑ T are defined as follows:
• If (h,~V ⇒V ) ∈ Γ∪Θ, ~ρ are permutations satisfying the conditions of (inf-app) and,
for all i, pii✄Γ ⊢f wi ↑Ui, then i(Γ,h~w,~ρ ,~pi) is the derivation of Γ ⊢f h~w ↑Vη whose
last rule is (inf-app).
• If pi✄Γ,x :U ⊢f v ↑V , then l(pi) is the derivation of Γ ⊢f λxUv ↑U ⇒V whose last
rule is (inf-lam).
Given a derivation pi for pi✄Γ ⊢f t : T , we write pi✄Γ ⊢fϕ t : T if, at every (app) node in
pi , the decreasingness condition of (app-decr) is satisfied, that is, if Γ ⊢fϕ t : T .
Note that Γ ⊢f t ↑ T has at most one derivation.
Lemma 18 If pi✄Γ ⊢f t : T then, for every size substitution ϕ , piϕ✄Γϕ ⊢f t : Tϕ .
Proof. Straightforward induction using the fact that ≤A and thus ≤∞A and ≤ are stable
by substitution. In the case of (app), by induction hypothesis, we have Γϕ ⊢f wi :Viψ ′ with
ψ ′ = ψϕ . Therefore, by (app), Γϕ ⊢f h~w :Vψ ′ = (Vψ)ϕ . 
Lemma 19 (Correctness wrt. ⊢f) If pi✄Γ ⊢f t ↑ T and Var(Γ) = /0, then there is |pi | such
that |pi |✄ Γ ⊢f t : T . In particular, for (inf-app), |i(Γ,h~w,~ρ ,~pi)| = a(Γ,h~w,η ,~υ) where
υi = s(|pii|ρiη ,Viη).
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Proof. By induction on Γ ⊢f t ↑ T . We only detail the case (inf-app). By induction
hypothesis, Γ ⊢f wi :Ui. By Lemma 18, Γ ⊢f wi :Uiρiη since Var(Γ) = /0. Since Uiρiη ≤
Viη , by (sub), Γ ⊢f wi :Viη . Therefore, by (app), Γ ⊢f h~w :Vη . 
Lemma 20 If ϕ ≤∞
A
ψ and, for all α , Pos(α,T )⊆ Pos+(T ), then Tϕ ≤ Tψ .
Proof. We say that T ∈ TA∪A is δ ∈ {+,−} if, for all α , Pos(α,T )⊆ Posδ (T ). We first
prove that (*) if a is δ then aϕ(≤∞
A
)δaψ where, for any relation R, R+ = R and R− = R−1.
We proceed by induction on a:
• a is a variable α . Then, δ =+ and αϕ ≤∞
A
αψ since ϕ ≤∞
A
ψ .
• a= fa1 . . .an. Let i∈ {1, . . . ,n}. If i∈Monε(f) (cf. Definition 13), then ai is δε and,
by induction hypothesis, aiϕ(≤∞A )
δεaiψ . If i /∈Mon+(f)∪Mon−(f) then ai contains
no variable and aiϕ = aiψ . Therefore, by monotony of f in every i ∈Mon+(f), anti-
monotony of f in every i ∈Mon−(f), and transitivity, we get aϕ(≤∞
A
)δaψ .
We now prove that, if T is δ , then Tϕ ≤δ Tψ , by induction on T .
• T =U ⇒ V . Then, U is −δ and V is δ . So, by induction hypothesis,Uϕ ≤−δ Uψ
and Vϕ ≤δ Vψ . Therefore, by (prod), (U →V )ϕ ≤δ (U ⇒V )ψ .
• T = Ba. Then, a is δ and, by (*), aϕ ≤∞A aψ . Therefore, by (size), Tϕ ≤ Tψ . 
Lemma 21 (Completeness wrt. ⊢f) In monotone algebras, if pi✄Γ⊢f t : T and Var(Γ)= /0,
then there areU and pi ↑ such that pi ↑✄Γ⊢f t ↑U andU ⊑ T . In particular, a(Γ,h~w,ψ ,~pi)↑
= i(Γ,h~w,~ρ ,~pi ↑) where ~ρ are permutations satisfying the conditions of rule (inf-app).
Proof. We proceed by induction on Γ ⊢f t : T . We only detail the case (app) when
h∈C∪F. By induction hypothesis, Γ⊢f wi ↑Ui and there is χi such thatUiχi≤Viψ . Wlog.
we can assume that dom(χi) ⊆ Var(Ui). Let now ρ1, . . . ,ρn be permutations satisfying
the conditions of (inf-app), and ξ = {(α,αψ) | α ∈ Var(~V ⇒ V )}∪{(α,αρ−1i χi) | α ∈
Var(Uiρi),1≤ i≤ n}. Then, for all i,Uiρiξ =Uiχi ≤Viψ =Viξ . Therefore, P= {U1ρ1 ≤?
V1, . . . ,Unρn ≤
? Vn} is solvable, η = mgs(P) exists and there is χ such that ηχ ≤∞A ξ .
Hence, by (inf-app), Γ ⊢f h~w ↑ Vη . By the monotony condition, variables occur only
positively in V . Therefore, by Lemma 20, Vηχ ≤Vξ =Vψ . Hence, Vη ⊑Vψ . 
7.2 Decidability of ⊢fϕ
We now prove that, when the size algebra is monotone, for checking Γ ⊢fϕ t : T , it is
sufficient to check whether there are U and χ such that Γ ⊢f t ↑ U , Uχ ≤ T and also
that, if one denotes by υ the (unique) derivation of Γ ⊢f t ↑U , then |υ |χ✄Γ ⊢fϕ t :Uχ , that
is, at every (app) node in |υ |χ , the decreasingness condition is satisfied.
Lemma 22 In monotone algebras, if pi✄Γ ⊢f t : T , piξ ′✄Γ ⊢fϕ t : Tξ
′ and ξ ≤∞
A
ξ ′, then
piξ ✄Γ ⊢fϕ t : Tξ .
Proof. By induction on pi ✄Γ ⊢f t : T . We only detail the case (app) when h ≃F f. We
have (h,~V ⇒ V ) ∈ Θ, pii✄ Γ ⊢f wi : Viψ , piiξ ′✄ Γ ⊢fϕ wi : Viψξ
′ and ~αhψξ ′ <h,f
A
~α fϕ .
By induction hypothesis, piiξ ✄ Γ ⊢fϕ wi : Viψξ . Since ξ ≤
∞
A
ξ ′ and the size algebra is
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Fig. 6. Algorithm for deciding whether Γ ⊢fϕ t : T .
1. Check whether there is U such that Γγ ⊢f t ↑U , where γ is an injection from the set
of size variables of Γ, T and ϕ to the set of constants C not occurring in Γ, T and ϕ .
If it fails, then t is not typable in Γ.
2. If it succeeds, try to compute χ =mgs{U ≤? Tγ}. If it fails, Γ ⊢f t : T does not hold.
3. If it succeeds, then check whether |υ |χ ✄ Γγ ⊢fϕγ t : Uχ where υ is the unique
derivation of Γγ ⊢f t ↑U .
If it succeeds, then Γ ⊢fϕ t : T holds. Otherwise, Γ ⊢
f
ϕ t : T does not hold.
monotone, we have ψξ ≤∞
A
ψξ ′. Since (≤∞
A
)prod◦<
h,f
A
⊆<h,f
A
(cf. Definition 17), we have
~αhψξ <h,f
A
~α fϕ . Therefore, piξ ✄Γ ⊢fϕ h~w :Vψξ . 
Lemma 23 (Completeness wrt. ⊢fϕ ) Let A be a monotone algebra. Assume that pi✄Γ ⊢
f
ϕ
t : T and Var(Γ) = /0. By lemma 21, there areU and χ such that pi ↑ Γ ⊢f t ↑U andUχ ≤ T .
Then, |pi ↑ |χ✄Γ ⊢fϕ t :Uχ .
Proof. We prove that if pi✄Γ ⊢fϕ t : T , Var(Γ) = /0, pi ↑✄Γ ⊢
f t ↑U andUχ ≤ T , then
s(|pi ↑|χ ,T )✄Γ ⊢fϕ t : T , by induction on pi✄Γ ⊢
f
ϕ t : T . We only detail the case (app-decr)
when t = h~w, (h,~V ⇒V ) ∈ Θ, T =Vψ , ~αhψ <h,f
A
~α fϕ andU = Vη where η is given by
the rule (inf-app).We have pi = a(Γ,h~w,ψ ,~pi), pi ↑= i(Γ,h~w,~ρ ,~pi ↑), |pi ↑|= a(Γ,h~w,η ,~υ)
where υi = s(|pii ↑|ρiη ,Viη), |pi ↑|χ = a(Γ,h~w,ηχ ,~υχ) and, for all i, pii✄Γ ⊢fϕ wi : Viψ ,
pii ↑✄Γ ⊢
f wi ↑Ui andUiχi ≤Viψ for some χi. By induction hypothesis, s(|pii ↑|χi,Viψ)✄
Γ ⊢fϕ wi : Viψ . In particular, |pii ↑|χi✄Γ ⊢
f
ϕ wi :Uiχi, that is, |pii ↑|ρiξ ✄Γ ⊢
f
ϕ wi :Uiρiξ ,
where ξ is defined in the proof of Lemma 21. Since ηχ ≤∞
A
ξ , by Lemma 22, we get
|pii ↑|ρiηχ ✄Γ ⊢
f
ϕ wi :Uiρiηχ . Hence, υiχ ✄Γ ⊢
f
ϕ wi : Viηχ . Moreover, since ~α
hηχ ≤∞
A
~αhξ =~αhψ and ~αhψ <h,f
A
~α fϕ , we get ~αhηχ <h,f
A
~α fϕ by assumption on <h,f
A
. Therefore,
s(|pi ↑|χ ,T )✄Γ ⊢fϕ t : T . 
The previous lemmas assume that there are no size variables in Γ. So, to use these
lemmas, we need to be able to replace size variables by constants (aka eigenvariables).
Under this assumption, we can conclude:
Theorem 2 (Decidability of ⊢fϕ ) Assume that A is an algebra such that:
• A is monotone;
• A contains an infinite set of constants C such that, if a ≤A b (~a <
g,f
A
~b resp.) then, for
all c ∈ C and e ∈ A, aδ ≤A bδ (~aδ <
g,f
A
~bδ resp.), where δ replaces every c by e;
• <F is decidable and, for all g ≃F f, <
g,f
A
is decidable;
• the satisfiability of a subtyping problem is decidable;
• every satisfiable problem P has a most general solution mgs(P) that is computable.
Given Γ, t and T , one can decide whether Γ ⊢fϕ t : T by using the algorithm of Figure 6.
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Proof.
• Correctness. Assume that the algorithm succeeds. Then, Γγ ⊢fϕγ t :Uχ andUχ ≤ Tγ .
By (sub), Γγ ⊢fϕγ t : T γ . Then, by applying δ = γ
−1, we get Γ ⊢fϕ t : T .
• Completeness. Assume that the algorithm fails in step 1 or 2 then, by Lemma 21, t
is not typable in Γγ . Therefore, it is not typable in Γ either. Finally, if the algorithm
fails in step 3 then, by Lemma 23, there is no derivation of Γγ ⊢fϕγ t : Tγ . Therefore,
there is no derivation of Γ ⊢fϕ t : T either. 
That the successor algebra satisfies the first two conditions follows from Lemma 25.
Example 10 To carry on with Example 9, we now would like to check whether Γ ⊢
r : Nα ϕ where ⊢ = ⊢divϕ and ϕ = {(α,sx)}. We have seen that Γ ⊢
div r ↑ Nsx. Hence,
χ is the identity and we are left to check that, in every (app) node with h ≃F div, the
decreasingness condition is satisfied. Here, it amounts to check that, in the (app) node for
(div (sub x y) (s y)), the size annotation for the type of sub x y, that is x, is smaller than
αϕ = sx, which is indeed the case. 
8 Reducing subtyping problems to size problems
For the type inference algorithm we just saw, we assumed the existence of an algorithm
to compute the most general solution of a subtyping problem. In this section, we show
how a subtyping problem can be reduced to solving constraints in A. As subtyping is not
syntax-directed, we first prove that it is equivalent to a syntax-directed relation. To this
end, we prove that the rules (refl) and (trans) are redundant, that is, they can be eliminated,
following a proof technique used by Curien and Ghelli in (Curien & Ghelli, 1992):
Theorem 3 T ≤U iff T ≤aU , where ≤a is defined by the rules (size) and (prod) only.
Proof. We first prove that (refl) can be eliminated, hence that ≤ = ≤′ where ≤′ is the
relation defined by (size), (prod) and (trans) only. Indeed, using the reflexivity of ≤∞
A
, one
can easily prove that T ≤a T , by induction on T .
We now prove that, in turn, (trans) can be eliminated, hence that≤=≤a. More precisely,
we prove that, if pi is a derivation of A ≤′ B of height n, then A ≤a B, by induction on n.
We proceed by case on the last rule:
(size) Immediate.
(prod) Assume thatU ⇒V ≤′U ′⇒V ′ ends with (prod). By induction hypothesis,U ′ ≤aU
and V ≤a V ′. Hence, by (prod),U ⇒V ≤a U ′⇒V ′.
(trans) Assume that T ≤′ U and U ≤′ V . By induction hypothesis, T ≤a U and U ≤a V . If
T ≤a U ends with (size), then T = Ba,U = Bb and a≤∞A b. Therefore,U ≤a V ends
with (size) too, V = Bc and b ≤∞A c. Hence, by transitivity of ≤
∞
A
, T ≤a V . Similarly,
ifU ≤a V ends with (size), then T ≤aU ends with (size) and T ≤a V . So, we are left
with the case where both T ≤aU andU ≤a V ends with (prod):
pi11
A′ ≤a A
pi12
B≤a B
′
(prod)
A⇒ B≤a A
′⇒ B′
pi21
A′′ ≤a A
′
pi22
B′ ≤a B
′′
(prod)
A′⇒ B′ ≤a A
′′⇒ B′′
(trans)
A⇒ B≤′ A′′⇒ B′′
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But A⇒ B≤′ A′′⇒ B′′ can also be proved as follows:
pi21
A′′ ≤a A
′
pi11
A′ ≤a A
(trans)
A′′ ≤′ A
pi12
B≤a B
′
pi22
B′ ≤a B
′′
(trans)
B≤′ B′′
(prod)
A⇒ B≤′ A′′⇒ B′′
The derivation heights of A′′ ≤′ A and B≤′ B′′ are strictly smaller than the derivation
height of A⇒ B≤′ A′′⇒ B′′. Therefore, by induction hypothesis, A′′ ≤a A and B≤a
B′′. Hence, by (prod), A⇒ B≤a A′′⇒ B′′. 
As a consequence, we can prove that a subtyping problem can be reduced to an equiva-
lent size problem as follows:
Definition 23 (Size problem) A size constraint is a pair of size expressions (a,b), written
a ≤? b. A size problem P is either ⊥ or a finite set of size constraints. It has a solution
ϕ : V→ A if P 6= ⊥, dom(ϕ) ⊆ Var(P) and, for all a≤? b ∈ P, aϕ ≤∞
A
bϕ . A solution ϕ is
finite if ϕ : V→ A. Let Sol
A
(P) (SolA(P) resp.) be the set of the (finite resp.) solutions of P.
We define the size problem associated to a subtyping problem as follows:
• | /0|= /0,
• |P∪Q|= |P| ∪ |Q| if |P| 6=⊥ and |Q| 6=⊥,
• |{Ba ≤
? Bb}|= {a≤
? b},
• |{U ⇒V ≤? U ′⇒V ′}|= |{U ′ ≤?U,V ≤? V ′}|,
• |P|=⊥ otherwise.
Lemma 24 Sol(P) = Sol
A
(|P|).
Proof. We proceed by induction on P. We only detail the case where P= {T ≤? T ′}:
• Let ϕ ∈ Sol(P). Then, Tϕ ≤a T ′ϕ . If T =Ba, then T ′=Bb and ϕ ∈SolA({a≤
? b})=
Sol
A
(|P|). Otherwise, T =U ⇒V , T ′ =U ′⇒V ′ and ϕ ∈ Sol({U ′ ≤?U,V ≤? V ′}).
By induction hypothesis, ϕ ∈ Sol
A
(|U ′ ≤? U |)∩Sol
A
(|V ≤? V ′|) = Sol
A
(|P|).
• Let ϕ ∈ Sol
A
(|P|). If T = Ba, then T ′ = Bb and ϕ ∈ Sol(P). Otherwise, T =U ⇒V ,
T ′ =U ′⇒V ′, ϕ ∈ Sol
A
(|U ′ ≤?U |)∩Sol
A
(|V ≤? V ′|). By induction hypothesis, ϕ ∈
Sol(U ′ ≤?U)∩Sol(V ≤? V ′) = Sol(P). 
To go further, we need to make more assumptions on the size algebra.
9 Solving size problems in the successor algebra
We have seen in the previous section that solving a subtyping problem can be reduced to
solving inequalities in A. In this section, we consider a specific size algebra A, the successor
algebra, and prove that, in this algebra, the solvability of a size problem is decidable in
polynomial time, and that solvable size problems have a most general solution that can be
computed in polynomial time too.
The relations≤A and<A of the successor algebra (Definition 12) are equivalently defined
by the rules of Figure 7. We start by proving basic properties of ≤A, the quasi-ordering ⊑
and its associated equivalence relation ≡ on size substitutions introduced in Definition 21.
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Fig. 7. Ordering in the successor algebra
a≤A a
a<A b
a≤A b a<A sa
a<A b b<A c
a<A c
Lemma 25
• a≤A b (a<A b resp.) iff there is k ≥ 0 (k> 0 resp.) such that b= ska.
• sa<A sb iff a<A b.
Proof.
• One can easily check a≤A ska by induction on k ≥ 0. We have a≤A a by definition.
Assume now that a ≤A ska. Since ska <A sk+1a holds by definition, we get a ≤A
sk+1a by transitivity.
Similarly, once can easily check a <A ska by induction on k ≥ 1. We have a <A sa
by definition. Assume now that a <A ska. Since ska <A sk+1a by definition, we get
a<A s
k+1a by transitivity.
We now prove that, if a <A b, then there is b′ such that b = sb′ and a ≤A b′, by
induction on the derivation height of a <A b. If b = sa, then this is immediate.
Otherwise, there is c such that a <A c and c <A b. By induction hypothesis, there is
b′ such that b= sb′ and c≤A b′. Therefore, a ≤A b′ since ≤A is the reflexive closure
of <A and <A is transitive.
We finally prove that there is k≥ 0 whenever a≤A b, by induction on b. If a= b, this
is immediate. If a <A b, then there is b′ such that b = sb′ and a ≤A b′. By induction
hypothesis, b′ = ska for some k≥ 0. Therefore, b= sk+1a.
• If sa <A sb, then sb = sk+1sa for some k. Therefore, b = sk+1a. Conversely, if
a<A b, then b= sk+1a for some k. Therefore, sb= sk+1sa. 
It follows that the successor algebra is monotone and also that≤A and≤∞A are orderings,
as well as their pointwise extensions to substitutions.
Definition 24 (Successor and head parts of a substitution) To a substitution ϕ : V→ A,
we associate two unique maps ϕs : V→ N and ϕh : V→ V∪C∪{∞} such that, for all α ,
αϕ = sαϕsαϕh with αϕs = 0 if αϕh = ∞.
Lemma 26 ϕ ⊑ ψ iff there is ρ : V→ V∪C∪{∞} such that ϕρ ≤∞
A
ψ .
Proof. The “if” part is immediate. We now prove the “only if” part. Assume that there is
θ such that ϕθ ≤∞
A
ψ . Let ρ = θh|Var(ϕh), where Var(ϕh) =
⋃
{Var(αϕh) | α ∈ dom(ϕh)}.
We now check that ϕρ ≤∞
A
ψ . If αϕh /∈ V, then αϕρ = αϕθ ≤∞A αψ . Otherwise, αϕρ =
sαϕsαϕhθh ≤
∞
A
sαϕs+αϕhθsαϕhθh = αϕθ ≤
∞
A
αψ . 
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Lemma 27 Let V be a set, and V1 and V2 be subsets of V . If ρ1 :V1→V2 and ρ2 :V2→V1
are injections, then there is a permutation ξ :V →V such that ξ |V1 = ρ1.
Proof. By Cantor-Bernstein theorem, V1 and V2 are equipotent. Hence, V1−V2 and
V2−V1 are equipotent as well. Let ν be any bijection from V2−V1 to V1−V2, and ξ =
{(α,αρ1) | α ∈V1}∪{(α,αν) | α ∈V2−V1}. The function ξ is a bijection onV1∪V2 and
ξ |V1 = ρ1. 
Lemma 28 ϕ2 ≡ ϕ1 iff ϕ2 = ϕ1ξ for some permutation ξ : V→ V.
Proof. If “if” part is immediate. We now prove the “only if” part. In (Huet, 1976), Huet
proved this result when ≤∞
A
is the equality. His proof can be adapted to our more general
situation since α ≤∞
A
β iff α = β . By assumption and Lemma 26, there are ρ1,ρ2 : V→
V∪C∪{∞} such that ϕ1ρ1 ≤∞A ϕ2 and ϕ2ρ2 ≤
∞
A
ϕ1. By stability, we have ϕ1ρ1ρ2 ≤∞A ϕ2ρ2.
Hence, by transitivity, ϕ1ρ1ρ2 ≤∞A ϕ1. Similarly, ϕ2ρ2ρ1 ≤
∞
A
ϕ2.
We now prove that ρ1 is an injection from V1 to V2, where Vi =
⋃
{Var(β ϕi) | β ∈ V}
and V = dom(ϕ1)∪ dom(ϕ2). Let α ∈ V1. Then, there is β ∈ V such that α ∈ Var(β ϕ1).
Hence, β ϕ1 = skα for some k∈N. Since ϕ1ρ1ρ2≤∞A ϕ1, we have β ϕ1ρ1ρ2 = s
kαρ1ρ2≤
∞
A
β ϕ1 = s
kα . Therefore, αρ1ρ2 = α and ρ1 is an injection on V1. We now prove that γ =
αρ1 ∈ V2. Since ϕ1ρ1 ≤∞A ϕ2, we have β ϕ1ρ1 = s
kγ ≤∞
A
β ϕ2. We now prove (*) for all
δ ∈ V, if δϕ1 6= ∞, then δϕ2 6= ∞. Indeed, if δϕ2 = ∞ then, since ϕ2ρ2 ≤∞A ϕ1, we have
δϕ2ρ2 = ∞≤
∞
A
δϕ1 which is not possible since δϕ1 6= ∞. Applying (*) with δ = β , we get
β ϕ2 = s
k+lγ for some l, and γ ∈V2.
Similarly, ρ2 is an injection from V2 to V1. So, by Lemma 27, there is a permutation
ξ : V → V with ξ |V1 = ρ1. We now prove that, for all α , αϕ1ξ = αϕ2. If α /∈ V , this is
immediate. Otherwise, we proceed by case on αϕ1:
• αϕ1 = ∞. Since αϕ1ρ1 ≤∞A αϕ2, we have αϕ1ξ = αϕ2 = ∞.
• αϕ1 = s
kβ . Then, β ∈V1 and αϕ1ξ = skβ ρ1. Since ϕ1ρ1≤∞A ϕ2, we have s
kβ ρ1≤
∞
A
αϕ2. By (*), we have αϕ2 6= ∞ since αϕ1 6=∞. So, αϕ2 = sk+lβ ρ1 for some l. Since
ϕ2ρ2 ≤
∞
A
ϕ1, we have αϕ2ρ2 = sk+lβ ρ1ρ2 ≤∞A s
kβ . Thus, l = 0 and αϕ1ξ = αϕ2.
• αϕ1 = s
kc. Since ϕ1ρ1 ≤∞A ϕ2, we have s
kc≤∞
A
αϕ2. By (*), we have αϕ2 6= ∞ since
αϕ1 6=∞. Hence, αϕ2 = sk+lc for some l. Since ϕ2ρ2≤∞A ϕ1, we have s
k+lc≤∞
A
skc.
Therefore, l = 0 and αϕ1ξ = αϕ2. 
9.1 Satisfiability
To check whether a problem is satisfiable, we are going to introduce a terminating rewrite
system that will put the problem into some normal form whose satisfiability is easy to
establish. To do so, we first need to extend the successor algebra as follows:
Definition 25 (Successor-iterator algebra) Let B be the following multi-sorted algebra:
• Sorts: A interpreted by h, and N interpreted by ω .
• Function symbols: 0 : N interpreted by 0, sN : N→ N and s : A→ A interpreted by
the successor function, c : A for every c ∈ C, s : N×A→ A, with s(a,b) written sab,
interpreted as the iteration of the successor function: (sab)µ = bµ + aµ .
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• Variables: the variables α,β , . . . ∈ V are of sort A. In addition, we assume given a set
VN, disjoint from V∪C, of variables x,y, . . . of sort N, and an injection x : V→ VN.
• <B =<A.
• ≤B =<A∪≃A where ≃A is the smallest congruence satisfying the following seman-
tically valid equations on terms of sort A:
s0α ≃A α
ssNxα ≃A s(s
xα)
sx(sα) ≃A s(s
xα)
In the top-extension of B, B, the symbol ∞ is of sort A. Let Vars(a) be the variables of sort
s occurring in a. A problem is constant-free if it contains no constants c ∈ C.
Note that, in a multi-sorted algebra, substitutions map a variable of sort s to a term of
sort s (hence a substitution cannot map a variable of sort N to ∞), and constraints are pairs
of terms of the same sort. A problem is of sort s if all its constraints are of sort s.
One can easily check that, when oriented from left to right, the equations defining ≃A
form a confluent and terminating rewrite system. Hence, every term has a unique normal
form and two equivalent terms have the same normal form. So, wlog, we can always
assume that terms are in normal form, in which case ≃A is the equality and ≤B is ≤A.
In the following, we use the letters e and f (k and l resp.) to denote arbitrary (closed
resp.) terms of sort N. Closed terms of sort N are isomorphic to natural numbers. Hence,
we identify sN . . .sN0 (k times sN) with k, denote sN . . .sNx (k times sN) by x+ k, and call a
problem of sort N an integer problem. However, skα will not denote ssN...sN0α (k times sN)
but its normal form s . . .sα (k times s).
Given a problem P in A, since Sol
B
(P) may contain solutions not expressible in A, we
consider the following subset instead:
Definition 26 (N-closed solutions) A term a ∈ B is N-closed if VarN(a) = /0. A solution
to a problem P is N-closed if it maps every α ∈ Var(P) to an N-closed term. Let Sol /0
B
(P)
(Sol /0
B
(P) resp.) be the set of all the N-closed (finite resp.) solutions of P.
Lemma 29
• A term of sort A belongs to A iff it is N-closed.
• Given a problem P in A, Sol
A
(P) = Sol /0
B
(P).
Proof.
• This is immediate if a= ∞. Otherwise, a= s . . .ssx1 . . .sxnb with b ∈ V∪C. If a ∈ A,
then n= 0 and a is N-closed. Conversely, if a is N-closed, then n= 0 and a ∈ A.
• Immediate consequence of the previous property. 
Note that a N-closed solution maps every variable of sort N to an integer. Hence, for an
integer problem P, Sol /0
B
(P) = Sol /0
B
(P) (solutions to integer problems are always finite) and,
given ϕ ,ψ ∈ Sol /0
B
(P), ϕ ⊑ ψ iff ϕ ≤N ψ , i.e. for all x ∈ Var(P), xϕ ≤N xψ .
Now, to a problem in B, we associate a graph as follows:
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Definition 27 (Graph associated to a problem in B) Let H= V∪VN∪C∪{0}. To a prob-
lem P in B, we associate a directed graph G(P) on H∪ {∞} with the following labeled
edges:
• x
k−l
−→ y for each constraint x+ k≤? y+ l ∈ P with x,y ∈ VN∪{0};
• 0
0
−→ y for each variable y ∈ VarN(P);
• α
k−l
−→ β for each constraint skα ≤? slβ ∈ P;
• α
∞
−→ ∞ for each α ∈ VarA(P);
• ∞
0
−→ β for each constraint ∞≤? slβ ∈ P;
• c
0
−→ β for each constraint sec≤? slβ ∈ P.
The weight of a path a1
k1−→ . . .
kn−→ an+1 is Σni=1ki, where k+∞ = ∞. A cycle (i.e. when
an+1 = a1) is positive if its weight is > 0.
Let ≤P be the smallest quasi-ordering on H (we exclude ∞) such that a ≤P b iff there is
a path from a to b in G(P).
A triple (α,c,d) such that c≤P α , d≤P α and c 6= d, is called incompatible.
For instance, the graph of the problem P= {c≤? α,sα ≤? β ,β ≤? α} is:
c α β ∞
0 1
∞
0
∞
If we replace α by xα ∈ VN, β by xβ ∈ VN and c by 0, we get the integer problem
I(P) = {0≤? xα ,xα + 1≤? xβ ,xβ ≤
? xα} whose graph is:
0 xα xβ
0
0
1
0
Following Pratt (Pratt, 1977), an integer problem P has an integer solution iff G(P) has
no positive cycles, which can be decided in polynomial time “e.g., by forming the max/+
transitive closure of the graph and searching for a self-edge with a positive label”.
In the graph of I(P), the cycle xα
1
→ xβ
0
→ xα has weight 1 and thus is positive. So, I(P)
has no integer solution. On the other hand, P can be solved by taking α = β = ∞.
Next, we introduce a data structure used to transform an arbitrary problem into a problem
in normal form using the rules of Figure 8:
Definition 28 (Configuration) A term is admissible if it contains at most one variable. A
constraint a≤? b is admissible if both a and b are admissible.
A configurationC is ⊥ or a tuple (C0,C1,C2,C3,C4) with:
• C0 ⊆ V,
• C1 ⊆ V,
• C2 is a finite map from V to C,
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• C3 is a set of admissible constraints of sort N,
• C4 is a set of admissible constraints of sort A,
• C0,C1, dom(C2) and Var(C4) are pairwise disjoint,
• VarN(C3) = {xα | α ∈ dom(C2)},
• VarN(C4)⊆ {xα | α ∈ dom(C2)}.
Let Sol /0
B
(C) = Sol /0
B
(pi(C)) and Var(C) = Var(pi(C)), where pi(⊥) = ⊥ and pi(C0, . . . ,C4)
is the union of:
• {α ≤? ∞ | α ∈C0},
• {∞≤? α | α ∈C1},
• {α ≤? sxαc | (α,c) ∈C2}∪{s
xαc≤? α | (α,c) ∈C2},
• C3∪C4.
C is normal if there is no D such thatC❀ D where❀ is defined in Figure 8.
Finally, givenC and ψ , let:
• σ0(C,ψ) = {(α,αψ) | α ∈C0},
• σ1(C) = {(α,∞) | α ∈C1},
• σ2(C,ψ) = {(α,s
xα ψc) | (α,c) ∈C2},
• σ3,4(C,ψ) = {(α,αψ) | α ∈ Var(C3∪C4)},
• σ4A(C,ψ) = {(α,αψ) | α ∈ VarA(C4)}.
C0 records the variables with no constraints, C1 records the variables that must be set
of ∞, C2 records the variables that must be set to a value of the form skc, C3 contains the
constraints on integer variables, andC4 contains all the other constraints.
Note that Figure 8 describes an infinite set of rules since a stands for an arbitrary size
expression of sort A, e and f for arbitrary size expressions of sort N, k for an arbitrary
natural number, α for an arbitrary size variable of sort A, c and d for arbitrary constants,
and P⊎Q for an arbitrary set with two disjoint parts, P and Q.
(_∞) removes the constraints of the form a ≤? ∞ that are always satisfied, and records in
C0 variables not occurring elsewhere.
(∞α1) detects variables that must be set to ∞ because they belong to a positive cycle.
(∞α2) detects variablesα that must be set to ∞ because some constraints imply that it should
otherwise be set to a term of the form skc and some other constraints that it should
be set to a term of the form sld with c 6= d.
(∞c) detects an unsatisfiable constraint of the form ∞≤? sec.
(cd) detects an unsatisfiable constraint of the form sec≤? s fd with c 6= d.
(cc) replaces a constraint of the form sec≤? s fc by the integer constraint e≤? f .
(αc) replaces a constraint of the form skα ≤? sec by recording inC2 that α must be set to
a term of the form sxαc, propagating it in other constraints, and recording in integer
constraints the fact that xα + k≤? e.
The rule (∞α2) is not necessary for deciding the satisfiability of a problem. It is included
here because it is useful to compute a most general solution in next section.
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Fig. 8. Rules for computing the normal form of a problem
(_∞) C0,C1,C2,C3,C4⊎{a≤? ∞} ❀ C0∪ (VarA(a)−Var(C4)),C1,C2,C3,C4
(∞α1) C0,C1,C2,C3,C4⊎Q ❀ C0,C1∪Var(Q),C2,
C3,C4{(α,∞) | α ∈ Var(Q)}
if Q is constant-free and G(Q) is a positive cycle
(∞α2) C0,C1,C2,C3,C4 ❀ C0,C1∪{α},C2,C3,C4{(α,∞)}
if c≤C4 α,d≤C4 α,c 6= d
(∞c) C0,C1,C2,C3,C4⊎{∞≤
? sec} ❀ ⊥
(cd) C0,C1,C2,C3,C4⊎{s
ec≤? s fd} ❀ ⊥ if c 6= d
(cc) C0,C1,C2,C3,C4⊎{s
ec≤? s fc} ❀ C0,C1,C2,C3∪{e≤
? f},C4
(αc) C0,C1,C2,C3,C4⊎{s
kα ≤? sec} ❀ C0,C1,C2∪{(α,c)},
C3∪{xα + k≤? e},C4{(α,sxαc)}
Lemma 30
1. Sol /0
B
(C)={σ0(C,ϕ)∪σ1(C)∪σ2(C,ψ)∪σ3,4(C,ψ) |ϕ N-closed,ψ ∈ Sol
/0
B
(C3∪C4)}.
2. For all problemsP in A, ( /0, /0, /0, /0,P) is a configuration and Sol
A
(P)= Sol /0
B
( /0, /0, /0, /0,P).
3. In a configuration, every term of sort A is of the form ∞, sα or sec.
4. IfC is a configuration andC❀D, then:
(a) D is a configuration.
(b) If D 6=⊥, then Var(C)⊆ Var(D).
(c) Correctness: if ϕ ∈ Sol /0
B
(D), then ϕ |Var(C) ∈ Sol
/0
B
(C).
(d) Completeness: if ψ ∈ Sol /0
B
(C), then ψ = ϕ |Var(C) for some ϕ ∈ Sol
/0
B
(D).
5. The relation❀ terminates.
6. If ( /0, /0, /0, /0,P)❀∗ C 6=⊥, then Var(C) = Var(P)∪Var(C3).
Proof.
1. Let S(C)={σ0(C,ϕ)∪σ1(C)∪σ2(C,ψ)∪σ3,4(C,ψ) |ϕ N-closed,ψ ∈ Sol
/0
B
(C3∪C4)}.
One can easily check that S(C) ⊆ Sol /0
B
(C). Assume now that ϕ ∈ Sol /0
B
(C). Then,
ϕ = σ0(C,ϕ) ∪ σ1(C) ∪ σ2(C,ψ) ∪ σ3,4(C,ψ) where ψ = ϕ |Var(C3∪C4). Indeed, if
α ∈C1, then ∞≤? α ∈ pi(C). Hence, αϕ =∞. Now, if(α,c)∈C2, then pi(C) contains
α ≤? sxαc and sxαc ≤? α . Hence, αϕ = sxα ϕc and xα ϕ = xα ψ since {xα | α ∈
dom(C2)} ⊆ VarN(C3).
2. One can easily check that ( /0, /0, /0, /0,P) is a configuration. The fact that Sol
A
(P) =
Sol /0
B
( /0, /0, /0, /0,P) directly follows from the previous property.
3. Straightforward.
4.(a) One can easily check that all the conditions defining what is a configuration are
preserved by each rule. In particular, (αc) replaces α by sxαc, hence every term
of D is admissible if every term ofC so is.
(b) Straightforward.
(c) Straightforward.
(d) We only detail the following cases:
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• Rule (αc). We have (skα)ψ ≤∞
A
(sec)ψ = seψc. So, αψ 6= ∞ and (skα)ψ =
sk(αψ) ≤A s
eψc. By Lemma 25, there is l such that seψc = slsk(αψ). Hence,
there is m such that αψ = smc and eψ = l+ k+m. Let now ϕ = ψ ∪{(xα ,m)}.
We have αϕ = αψ = smc = (sxαc)ϕ and (xα + k)ϕ = m+ k ≤ l + k+m =
eψ = eϕ . Therefore, ϕ ∈ Sol /0
B
(D) and ϕ |Var(C) = ψ .
• Rule (∞α1). We first prove that, if α1
k1−→ . . .
kn−→ αn+1 is a path in G(Q),
ψ ∈ Sol /0
B
(Q) and k = Σni=1ki ≥ 0 (k< 0 resp.), then s
kα1ψ ≤
∞
A
αn+1ψ (α1ψ ≤∞A
s−kαn+1ψ resp.) (*), by induction on n. If n = 1, this is immediate. We now
prove it for n+ 1.
— Case k ≥ 0. By induction hypothesis, skα1ψ ≤∞A αn+1ψ .
– Case kn+1 ≥ 0. Then, skn+1αn+1ψ ≤∞A αn+2ψ .
· Case k+kn+1≥ 0. By monotony and transitivity, sk+kn+1α1ψ ≤∞A αn+2ψ .
· Case k+ kn+1 < 0. Impossible.
– Case kn+1 < 0. Then,αn+1ψ ≤∞A s
−kn+1αn+2ψ and, by transitivity, skα1ψ ≤∞A
s−kn+1αn+2ψ .
· Case k+ kn+1 ≥ 0. Since −kn+1 ≤ k, sk+kn+1α1ψ ≤∞A αn+2ψ .
· Case k+ kn+1 < 0. Since k <−kn+1, α1ψ ≤∞A s
−k−kn+1αn+2ψ .
— Case k < 0. Symmetric to previous case.
Assume now that Q is constant-free and G(Q) is a positive cycle. If G(Q) con-
tains ∞, then αψ = ∞ for all α ∈ Var(Q). Otherwise, G(Q) is α1
k1−→ . . .
kn−→
αn+1 = α1. Hence, skα1ψ ≤∞A α1ψ with k = Σ
n
i=1ki > 0. Therefore, α1ψ = ∞
and αψ = ∞ for all α ∈ Var(Q).
• Rule (∞α2). We first prove that (a) for any problem P, if β ≤P α by a path of
length n, ϕ ∈ Sol /0
B
(P) and β ϕ = ∞, then αϕ = ∞, by induction on n. If n = 0,
this is immediate. Otherwise, there is spβ ≤? sqγ ∈ P with γ ≤P α by a path of
length n− 1. Since ϕ ∈ Sol /0
B
(P) and β ϕ = ∞, we have ∞ ≤∞
A
sqγϕ . Therefore
γϕ = ∞ and, by induction hypothesis, αϕ = ∞.
We now prove that (b) if β ≤P α by a path of length n, ϕ ∈ Sol /0B(P) and β ϕ = s
kc
for some k, then either αϕ = ∞ or αϕ = sic for some i, by induction on n. If n=
0, this is immediate. Otherwise, there is spβ ≤? sqγ ∈ P with γ ≤P α by a path
of length n− 1. Since ϕ ∈ Sol /0
B
(P) and β ϕ = skc, we have sp+kc ≤∞
A
sqγϕ . If
γϕ = ∞ then, by (a), αϕ = ∞. Otherwise, γϕ = slc for some l and, by induction
hypothesis, either αϕ = ∞ or αϕ = sic for some i.
Hence, if (α,c,d) is incompatible inC4 and ϕ ∈ Sol
/0
B
(C4), then αϕ = ∞.
5. Every rule decreases the number of constraints in C4 except rule (∞α2). In (∞α2),
this number is unchanged but the number of variables decreases. Since the number
of variables inC4 never increases, the system terminates.
6. Straightforward. 
The properties 4(c) and 4(d) give Sol /0
B
(C) = {ϕ |Var(C) | ϕ ∈ Sol
/0
B
(D)} wheneverC❀D.
Definition 29 (Affine problem) A constraint is affine if it is of sort N, of the form skα ≤?
slβ or of the form sec≤? slβ . A problem is affine if all its constraints are affine.
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Lemma 31 In any normal configuration C 6= ⊥, C4 is an affine problem with no positive
cycles and no incompatible triples.
Proof. By Lemma 30, every term of sort A occurring in C is of the form ∞, skα or sec.
Now,C4 cannot contain a constraint of the form:
• a≤? ∞ because of rule (_∞),
• ∞≤? slβ because of rule (∞α1),
• ∞≤? s fd because of rule (∞c),
• skα ≤? s fd because of rule (αc),
• sec≤? s fd because of rules (cc) and (cd).
Therefore, a constraint in C4 can only be either of the form skα ≤? slβ or of the form
sec ≤? slβ . Moreover, G(C4) cannot have positive cycles because of rule (∞α1), and
cannot have incompatible triples because of rule (∞α2). 
Since affine problems of sort A are always satisfiable (by setting their variables to ∞),
we can conclude:
Theorem 4 (Satisfiability) The satisfiability of a size problem in the successor algebra is
decidable in polynomial time wrt. the number of symbols by the algorithm of Figure 9.
Proof. Let |P| be the number of symbols in P. Constructing G(P) requires at most
♯Var(P) + ♯P steps, where ♯X is the cardinal of X . But Var(P) ≤ 2♯P since there are at
most 2 variables per constraint, and 2♯P ≤ |P| since every constraint is of size 2 at least.
Therefore, constructing G(P) requires at most 3|P|/2 steps.
Whether there is a positive cycle in a graph is decidable in polynomial time (Pratt, 1977).
Whether there is an incompatible triple in a graph can be done in polynomial time too.
Hence, whether a rule can be applied is decidable in polynomial time. Now, since ❀
terminates, the algorithm describes a computable function.
We now prove that it is correct and complete. If C = ⊥ then, by completeness, P is
unsatisfiable. Otherwise, C = (C0,C1,C2,C3,C4). If G(C3) has a positive cycle then, by
completeness, P is unsatisfiable. Otherwise, let ϕ3 ∈ Sol
/0
B
(C3). Then, one can easily check
that ϕ = ϕ3 ∪{(α,∞) | α ∈ Var(C1)∪Var(C4)}∪{(α,sxα ϕ3c) | (α,c) ∈ C2} ∈ Sol
/0
B
(C).
Therefore, by correctness, ϕ |Var(P) ∈ SolB(P) = SolA(P) and P is satisfiable.
Finally, to prove that the complexity for computingC is polynomial, it suffices to show
that the number of rewrite steps and the size |C|= |pi(C)| of intermediate configurationsC
are polynomially bounded by |P|.
By definition of ❀, Var(C) ⊆ Var(P)∪{xα | α ∈ Var(P)} and ♯Var(C) ≤ 2♯Var(P) ≤
2|P|. So, after the termination proof, the number of rewrite steps is ≤ ♯P× 2|P| ≤ |P|2.
Let ‖C‖∞ be the maximum size of a constraint in pi(C). No rule but (αc) can make
‖C‖∞ increase. ‖C‖∞ can be increased by at most 2 for each replacement of a variable α
by sxαc. However, there cannot be more than two such replacements in a constraint since,
after two such replacements, there is no variable of sort A anymore. Therefore, ‖C‖∞ ≤
‖P‖∞+4≤ |P|+4. Now, ♯pi(C)≤ 5♯P≤ 5|P|/2 since ♯C0+ ♯C1+ ♯C2 ≤ 2♯Var(P)≤ 4♯P
and ♯C3+ ♯C4 ≤ ♯P. Therefore, |C| ≤ ‖C‖∞× ♯C ≤ (|P|+ 4)× 5|P|/2. 
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Fig. 9. Algorithm for deciding the satisfiability of a problem P in the successor algebra.
1. Compute a normal formC of ( /0, /0, /0, /0,P) wrt the rules of Figure 8.
2. IfC =⊥, then P is not satisfiable. Otherwise,C = (C0,C1,C2,C3,C4).
3. IfC3 has a positive cycle, then P is not satisfiable. Otherwise, P is satisfiable.
Our procedure can be related to the one described in (Barthe et al., 2005) where, like
many works on type inference, the authors consider constrained types. But they do not
bring out the properties of the size algebra and, in particular that, in the successor algebra,
satisfiable sets of constraints have a most general solution as we shall see in next section.
Example 11 Let P= {c≤? α,sα ≤? β ,β ≤? α,d≤? β}. We have ( /0, /0, /0, /0,P)
❀ ( /0,{α}, /0, /0,{c≤? ∞,∞≤? β ,β ≤? ∞,d≤? β}), by (∞α2) since c ≤P α and d≤P α;
❀ ( /0,{α,β}, /0, /0,{c≤? ∞,∞≤? d}), by (∞α1) since ∞
0
→ β
∞
→ ∞ is positive;
❀⊥, by (∞c). 
Example 12 Let P= {α ≤? sc,β ≤? α}. We have ( /0, /0, /0, /0,P)
❀ ( /0, /0,{(α,c)},{xα ≤? 1},{β ≤? sxαc}), by (αc);
❀ ( /0, /0,{(α,c),(β ,c)},{xα ≤? 1,xβ ≤
? xα}, /0), by (αc) again. This is a normal form and
the graph of {xα ≤? 1,xβ ≤
? xα} has no positive cycle, so it is satisfiable (the solutions for
(xα ,xβ ) are (0,0), (1,0) and (1,1)). 
9.2 Computing the most general solution
We now turn to the problem of whether, in the successor algebra A, a satisfiable problem P
has a most general solution and, if so, how to compute it.
Let mgs
A
(P) (mgs
A
(P) resp.) be the set of most general (finite resp.) solutions of P, and
mgs /0
B
(C) (mgs /0
B
(C) resp.) be the set of most general (finite resp.) N-closed solutions ofC.
We first prove a refinement of Lemma 26 to N-closed solutions of a configuration:
Lemma 32 Given ϕ ,ψ ∈ Sol /0
B
(C), ϕ ⊑ ψ iff there is ρ : V → V ∪ C ∪ {∞} such that
dom(ρ)⊆ VarA(C) and, for all α ∈C0∪Var(C3)∪VarA(C4), αϕρ ≤∞A αψ .
Proof.
⇒ By Lemma 26, there is ρ : V∪VN → V∪VN∪C∪{0,∞} such that ϕρ ≤∞A ψ . Since ϕ
and ψ are N-closed, we also have ϕ(ρ |V) ≤∞A ψ . Indeed, if α ∈ VN, then αϕ(ρ |V) =
αϕ = αϕρ ≤∞
A
αψ . Let now α /∈ Var(C). Then, α(ρ |V) = αϕ(ρ |V) ≤∞A αψ = α .
Therefore, α(ρ |V) = α and dom(ρ |V)⊆ VarA(C).
⇐ After Lemma 26, it is enough to prove that, for all α ∈ V∪ VN, αϕρ ≤∞A αψ . By
assumption, the property holds if α ∈C0∪Var(C3)∪VarA(C4). If α ∈C1, then αϕ =
∞ = αψ and αϕρ ≤∞
A
αψ . If (α,c) ∈ C2, then αϕ = sxα ϕc, αψ = sxα ψc. Since
xα ∈Var(C3) and ϕ is N-closed, we have xαϕ = xαϕρ ≤∞A xα ψ . Therefore,αϕρ ≤
∞
A
αψ . Since VarN(C4)⊆ Var(C3), we are left with the case where α /∈ Var(C). But, in
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this case, αϕ = αψ = αρ = α since dom(ϕ), dom(ψ) and dom(ρ) are all included
in Var(C). 
We now prove that the most general solutions of a problem P in A can be obtained from
the most general N-closed solutions of the normal form of ( /0, /0, /0, /0,P).
Lemma 33 Assume that ( /0, /0, /0, /0,P)❀∗ C.
• Correctness: if ϕ ∈mgs /0
B
(C), then ϕ |Var(P) ∈mgsA(P).
• Completeness: if ψ ∈mgs
A
(P), then there is ϕ ∈mgs /0
B
(C) such that ϕ |Var(P) = ψ .
Proof. Note that Var(C) = Var(P)∪Var(C3).
• Let ϕ ∈ mgs /0
B
(C). By correctness of ❀, ϕ |Var(P) ∈ SolA(P). Let now ψ ∈ SolA(P).
By completeness of ❀, there is ϕ ′ ∈ Sol /0
B
(C) such that ψ = ϕ ′|Var(P). Since ϕ =
mgs(C), ϕ ⊑ ϕ ′. By Lemma 32, ϕρ ≤∞
A
ϕ ′ for some ρ : V→ V∪C∪{∞} such that
dom(ρ)⊆VarA(C) =Var(P). Therefore, for all α ∈ V∪VN, αϕ |Var(P)ρ ≤
∞
A
αϕ ′|Var(P)
and ϕ |Var(P) ⊑ ϕ
′|Var(P) = ψ .
• Let ψ ∈mgs
A
(P). By completeness of❀, there is ϕ ∈ Sol /0
B
(C) such that ψ =ϕ |Var(P).
Assume now that there is ϕ ′ ∈ Sol /0
B
(C) such that ϕ 6⊑ ϕ ′. By correctness of ❀,
ϕ ′|Var(P) ∈ SolA(P). Since ψ = mgs(P), ψ = ϕ |Var(P) ⊑ ϕ
′|Var(P), that is, there is ρ
such that, ϕ |Var(P)ρ ≤
∞
A
ϕ ′|Var(P). Since ϕ 6⊑ϕ
′, there is x such that xϕρ 6≤∞
A
xϕ ′. Since
ϕ |Var(P)ρ ≤
∞
A
ϕ ′|Var(P), x= xβ for some β ∈ Var(P). By definition of Sol
/0
B
(C), there
is c such that β ϕ = sxϕc and β ϕ ′ = sxϕ
′
c. Hence, sxϕc ≤∞
A
sxϕ
′
c and xϕ 6≤∞
A
xϕ ′.
Contradiction. 
We now prove that the most general N-closed solutions of (C0,C1,C2,C3,C4) can be
obtained from the most general N-closed solutions ofC3∪C4.
Lemma 34 Let C = (C0,C1,C2,C3,C4) be a configuration.
• Correctness: if ψ ∈ mgs /0
B
(C3 ∪C4) and, for all α ∈ VarA(C4), Var(αψ)∩C0 = /0,10
then σ1(C)∪σ2(C,ψ)∪σ3,4(C,ψ) ∈mgs /0
B
(C).
• Completeness: if ϕ ∈mgs /0
B
(C), then ϕ |Var(C3∪C4) ∈mgs
/0
B
(C3∪C4).
Proof.
• Let ψ ′=σ1(C)∪σ2(C,ψ)∪σ3,4(C,ψ) and ϕ ∈ Sol
/0
B
(C). We have ϕ3,4 =ϕ |Var(C3∪C4)
∈ Sol /0
B
(C3 ∪C4). Since ψ ∈ mgs /0B(C3 ∪C4), ψ ⊑ ϕ3,4. By applying Lemma 32 on
( /0, /0, /0,C3,C4), there is ρ : V→ V∪C∪{∞} such that dom(ρ) ⊆ VarA(C4) and, for
all α ∈ Var(C3)∪VarA(C4), αψρ ≤∞A αϕ3,4. Then, let ρ
′ = {(α,αϕ) | α ∈ C0}∪
{(α,αρ) | α ∈ VarA(C4)}. We prove that ψ ′ ⊑ ϕ by using Lemma 32. We have
dom(ρ ′)⊆ VarA(C) by definition. If α ∈C0, then αψ ′ρ ′ = αρ ′ = αϕ by definition.
If α ∈ Var(C3), then αψ ′ρ ′ = αψρ ′ = αψρ because ψ is N-closed, and αψρ ≤∞A
αϕ3,4 = αϕ . If α ∈VarA(C4), then αψ ′ρ ′ = αψρ ′ = αψρ since Var(αψ)∩C0 = /0
by assumption, and αψρ ≤∞
A
αϕ3,4 = αϕ .
10 Thanks to Lemma 28, this condition can always be satisfied by applying some permutation to ψ .
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• We first check that ϕ |C0 maps variables to variables and is injective. Let α ∈ C0
and ϕ ′ = ϕ |Var(C)−{α}. Then, ϕ
′ ∈ Sol
B
(C) too since, by definition of configuration,
α /∈ Var(Ci) for every i > 0. Hence, ϕ ⊑ ϕ ′, that is, there is ρ such that αϕρ ≤∞A
αϕ ′ = α . Therefore, αϕ is a variable γ . Assume now that γ = β ϕ for some β ∈C0.
Then, ϕ ′′ = ϕ |Var(C)−{α ,β} ∈ SolB(C) too. Hence, ϕ ⊑ ϕ
′, that is, there is ρ ′ such that
γρ ′ ≤∞
A
αϕ ′ = α and γρ ′ ≤∞
A
β ϕ ′ = β . Therefore, α = γρ ′ = β .
So, by taking in Lemma 27 V = V, V1 =C0, V2 = ϕ(C0), ρ1 = {(α,αϕ) | α ∈ C0}
and ρ2 = {(αϕ ,α) | α ∈ C0} (the inverse of ρ1), there is a permutation ξ : V→ V
such that ξ |C0 = ϕ |C0 . By Lemma 28, ϕξ
−1 is a mgs of C too. So, wlog, we can
assume that ϕ |C0 is the identity.
We now prove that ϕ3,4 = ϕ |Var(C3∪C4) ∈ mgs
/0
B
(C3 ∪C4). Let ψ ∈ SolB(C3 ∪C4). By
Lemma 30 (1), ψ ′ = σ1(C)∪σ2(C,ψ)∪σ3,4(C,ψ) ∈ Sol
/0
B
(C). Hence, ϕ ⊑ ψ ′. By
Lemma 32, there is ρ : V → V∪ C∪ {∞} such that dom(ρ) ⊆ VarA(C4) and, for
all α ∈ C0 ∪Var(C3) ∪VarA(C4), αϕρ ≤∞A αψ
′. For all α ∈ Var(C3) ∪VarA(C4),
αϕ3,4ρ = αϕρ ≤
∞
A
αψ ′ = αψ . Therefore, by Lemma 32, ϕ3,4 ⊑ ψ . 
Next, we prove that, for all affine problems P with no incompatible triples (likeC3∪C4
in a normal configuration C), the set of finite N-closed solutions of P is in bijection with
the set of finite N-closed solutions of:
Definition 30 (Integer problem associated to an affine problem) Given an affine prob-
lem P, let I(P) be the integer problem obtained by replacing in P every constraint skα ≤?
slβ by xα + k≤? xβ + l, and every constraint s
ec≤? slβ by e≤? xβ + l.
Lemma 35 If P is an affine problem with no incompatible triples, then:
1. there is a strictly monotone map ψ 7→ ψ´ from (Sol /0
B
(I(P)),⊑) to (Sol /0
B
(P),⊑);
2. there is a monotone map ϕ 7→ ϕ` from (Sol /0
B
(P),⊑) to (Sol /0
B
(I(P)),⊑);
3. for all ψ ∈ Sol /0
B
(I(P)), ψˇ = ψ ;
4. for all ϕ ∈ Sol /0
B
(P), there is ρ : V→ V∪C such that ϕ = ϕ̂ρ , hence ϕ̂ ⊑ ϕ ;
5. correctness: if ψ ∈mgs /0
B
(I(P)), then ψ´ ∈mgs /0
B
(P);
6. completeness: if ϕ ∈mgs /0
B
(P), then ϕ` ∈mgs /0
B
(I(P)).
Proof. Let ≃P be the symmetric and transitive closure of ≤P and η : H/≃P→ H be any
function such that, for all equivalence classes X , η(X) ∈ X (H and ≤P are introduced in
Definition 27). Such a function always exists because equivalence classes are non-empty.
Because P has no incompatible triples, an equivalence class modulo ≃P cannot contain
two different constants. Hence, we can assume that η(X) = c iff c ∈ X .
Given ψ ∈ Sol /0
B
(I(P)), let ψ´ = {(x,xψ) | x ∈ VarN(P)}∪{(α,sxα ψα∗) | α ∈ VarA(P)}
where α∗ = η([α]P) and [α]P is the equivalence class of α modulo≃P.
Given ϕ ∈ Sol /0
B
(P), let ϕ` = {(x,xϕ) | x ∈ VarN(P)}∪{(xα ,αϕs) | α ∈ VarA(P)} (ϕs is
introduced in Definition 24).
1. We first check that ψ´ ∈ Sol /0
B
(P) whenever ψ ∈ Sol /0
B
(P), that is, ψ´ satisfies every
constraint of P. This is immediate for constraints of sort N. Otherwise, since P is
affine, there are two cases. If skα ≤? slβ ∈ P, then α∗= β ∗ and xα ψ+k≤A xβ ψ + l.
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Hence, (skα)ψ´ = sk+αψα∗ ≤A sl+β ψβ ∗ = (slα)ψ´ . If sec≤? slβ ∈ P, then β ∗ = c
and eψ ≤A xβ ψ + l. Therefore, (s
ec)ψ´ = seψc≤A s
β ψ+lβ ∗ = (slβ )ψ´ .
Next, one can easily check that ψ 7→ ψ´ is injective (ψ1 = ψ2 whenever ψ´1 = ψ´2) and
monotone wrt. ≤A (ϕ´ ≤A ψ´ whenever ϕ ≤A ψ) and thus wrt. ⊑. Therefore, ψ 7→ ψ´
is strictly monotone wrt. ⊑.
2. We first check that ϕ` ∈ Sol /0
B
(I(P)) whenever ϕ ∈ Sol /0
B
(P). If skα ≤? slβ ∈ P, then
(skα)ϕ = sαϕs+kαϕh ≤A (s
lβ )ϕ = sβ ϕs+lβ ϕh. So, αϕh = β ϕh and xα ϕ` + k ≤A
xβ ϕ` + l. Assume now that s
ec ≤? slβ ∈ P. Then, (sex)ϕ = seϕsc ≤A (slβ )ϕ =
sβ ϕs+lβ ϕh. So, c= β ϕh and eϕ` ≤A xβ ϕ` + l.
We now check that ϕ 7→ ϕ` is monotone. Let ϕ1,φ2 ∈ Sol
/0
B
(P) such that ϕ1 ⊑ ϕ2.
Hence, there is ρ : V→ C∪V such that ϕρ ≤A ψ . Therefore, ϕ` ≤A ψ` .
3. Immediate.
4. Let ρ the map from V to V∪C such that, if α∗ ∈ V, then α∗ρ = αϕh. The map ρ is
well defined since ϕh is invariant by ≃P: if α ≃P β , then αϕh = β ϕh. Now, one can
easily check that ϕ = ϕ̂ρ . If α∗ = c, then there is a constraint skc≤? slα ∈ P. Since
ϕ ∈ Sol /0
B
(P), αϕh = c and αϕ̂ρ = sαϕsα∗ρ = αϕ . Otherwise, αϕ̂ρ = sαϕsα∗ρ =
sαϕsαϕh = αϕ .
5. Let ϕ ∈ Sol /0
B
(P). By 2, ϕ` ∈ Sol /0
B
(I(P)) and ψ ⊑ ϕ` . By 1, ψ´ ⊑ ϕ̂ . By 4, ϕ̂ ⊑ ϕ .
Therefore, ψ´ ⊑ ϕ .
6. Let ψ ∈ Sol /0
B
(I(P)). By 1, ψ´ ∈ Sol /0
B
(P) and ϕ ⊑ ψ´ . By 2, ϕ` ⊑ ψˇ . By 3, ψˇ = ψ .
Therefore, ϕ` ⊑ ψ . 
Lemma 36 Every satisfiable integer problem has a smallest N-closed solution that can be
computed in polynomial time.
Proof. Let P be a satisfiable integer problem whose variables are x1, . . . ,xn. We first
prove that P is equivalent to a problem in the dioid (Z
n×n
max ,⊕,⊗) where Zmax = Z∪{±∞},
⊕=max and ⊗=+ both applied component wise (Baccelli et al., 1992).
Wlog. we can assume that P contains no constraints of the form 0+ k ≤ 0 (since P
is satisfiable, these constraints are always satisfied and thus can be removed). Hence, P
contains only constraints of the form xi+ k≤? x j, 0+ k≤? x j or xi+ k≤? 0, that is, in the
syntax of (Zmax,⊕,⊗), k⊗ xi ≤ x j, k≤ x j or xi ≤−k.
Given a problem P, let ai j = sup{k ∈ Zmax | x j + k ≤? xi ∈ P}, bi j = sup({0}∪ {k ∈
Zmax | 0+ k ≤? xi ∈ P}) (we add 0 because solutions must be non-negative) and ci j =
inf{−k ∈ Zmax|xi+ k ≤? 0 ∈ P} with, as usual, sup /0 = −∞ and inf /0 = +∞. Note that, in
b and c, every column is the same (bi j and ci j do not depend on j).
We now prove that, if ψ ∈ Sol /0
B
(P), then there is x ∈ Z
n×n
max such that (a⊗ x)⊕ b≤ x≤ c
and, for all j, xi j = xiψ (the columns of x are equal). For all i and j, the set of inequations
{k⊗ xi ≤ x j | xi + k ≤
? x j ∈ P} is equivalent to a ji⊗ xi ≤ x j since k ≤ a ji and (−∞)⊗
xi = −∞ ≤ x j. Hence, {a ji⊗ xi ≤ x j | i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}} is equivalent to
⊕n
i=1 a ji⊗ xi ≤ x j.
By taking xil = xi for all l, we therefore get (a⊗ x) jl ≤ x jl . Similarly, for all j and l,
{k ≤ x j | 0+ k ≤
? x j ∈ P}∪{0 ≤ x j} (implicit in P) is equivalent to b jl ≤ x jl . Therefore,
(a⊗ x)⊕ b≤ x. Finally, for all i, {xi ≤ −k | xi+ k ≤? 0 ∈ P} is equivalent to xil ≤ cil for
all l, that is, x≤ c.
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Fig. 10. Algorithm computing a most general solution in the successor algebra.
1. Apply the algorithm of Figure 9.
2. Compute the most general N-closed solution ψ ofC3∪ I(C4) using Lemma 36.
3. Compute ψ´ defined in Lemma 35.
4. Return σ1(C)∪σ2(C, ψ´)∪σ4A(C, ψ´).
Because we proceeded by equivalence, we also have the converse: if (a⊗x)⊕b≤ x≤ c,
then ψl ∈ Sol
/0
B
(P) where ψl is the substitution such that xiψl = xil (l-th column of x).
By Theorem 4.75 in (Baccelli et al., 1992), (a⊗ x)⊕ b ≤ x has a∗⊗ b as smallest so-
lution, where a∗ =
⊕
k∈N a
k, ak+1 = ak⊗ a, and a0 is the matrix with 0 on the diagonal
and −∞ everywhere else. Since P is satisfiable, G(P) has no positive cycles. Hence, a∗ =⊕n
k=0 a
k (Cuninghame-Green, 1979) (Theorem 3.20 in (Baccelli et al., 1992)). Therefore,
ψ ∈ Sol /0
B
(P) iff a∗⊗ b ≤ c, and the smallest solution of P is the function ψ such that
xiψ =
⊕n
k=1 a
∗
ik⊗ bk1, which can be computed in polynomial time. 
Therefore, we can now conclude:
Theorem 5 In the successor algebra, any satisfiable size problem has a most general
solution that can be computed in polynomial time following the algorithm of Figure 10.
Proof. Correctness. By Lemma 36, ψ ∈ mgs /0
B
(I(C3 ∪C4)). By Lemma 35 (5), ψ´ ∈
mgs /0
B
(C3∪C4)⊆mgs /0
B
(C3∪C4). By Lemma 34 (1), ϕ = σ1(C)∪σ2(C, ψ´)∪σ3,4(C, ψ´) ∈
mgs /0
B
(C). By Lemma 33 (1), ϕ |Var(P) = σ1(C)∪σ2(C, ψ´)∪σ4A(C, ψ´) ∈mgsA(P).
Complexity. After Theorem 4, C3 ∪C4 is of polynomial size wrt. the size of P. The
computation of I(C3∪C4) is linear. After Lemma 36, the computation of ψ is polynomial.
After Lemma 35 (1), the computation of ψ´ is polynomial. Therefore, the algorithm of
Figure 10 is polynomial. 
Example 13 In Example 12, we have seen that the normal form of ( /0, /0, /0, /0,P) where
P = {α ≤? sc,β ≤? α} is ( /0, /0,{(α,c),(β ,c)},C3, /0) with C3 = {xα ≤? 1,xβ ≤
? xα}.
Following Lemma 36, by taking x1 = xα and x2 = xβ , the correspondingmax-linear system
is (a⊗ x)⊕ b ≤ x ≤ c where a11 = sup{k | xα + k ≤? xα ∈ C3} = sup /0 = −∞, a12 =
sup{xβ + k ≤
? xα ∈C3} = sup{0}= 0, a21 = sup{k | xα + k ≤? xβ ∈C3}= sup /0 = −∞,
a22 = sup{k | xβ + k ≤
? xβ ∈ C3} = sup /0 = −∞, b1 = sup({0}∪ {k | k ≤
? xα ∈ C3}) =
sup{0} = 0, b2 = sup({0}∪ {k | k ≤? xα ∈ C3}) = sup{0} = 0, c1 = inf{k | xα ≤? k ∈
C3} = inf{1}= 1 and c2 = inf{k | xβ ≤
? k ∈C3} = inf /0 = +∞. To summarize, we have:
a =
(
−∞ 0
−∞ −∞
)
, b =
(
0
0
)
and c =
(
1
+∞
)
. One can easily check that, if x =(
xα
xβ
)
, then (a⊗ x)⊕ b =
(
xβ ⊕ 0
0
)
, hence that (a⊗ x)⊕ b ≤ x ≤ c is equivalent
to xβ ⊕ 0 ≤ xα ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ xβ ≤ +∞, which is C3. Now, a
0 =
(
0 −∞
−∞ 0
)
and a2 =
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(
−∞ −∞
−∞ −∞
)
. Hence, a∗= a0⊕a=
(
0 0
−∞ 0
)
and a∗⊗b=
(
0
0
)
. So, the smallest
solution ofC3 is ψ´ = {(xα ,0),(xβ ,0)} and the smallest solution of P is σ1(C)∪σ2(C, ψ´)∪
σ4A(C, ψ´) = {(α,c),(β ,c)}. 
10 Conclusion
We have presented a general and modular termination criterion for the combination of
β -reduction and user-defined rewrite rules, based on the use of type-checking with size-
annotated types approximating a semantic notion of size defined by the annotations given to
constructor symbols. This extends to rewriting-based function definitions and more general
notions of size, an approach initiated by Hughes, Pareto and Sabry for function definitions
based on a fixpoint combinator and case analysis (Hughes et al., 1996).
First, we have shown that these termination conditions can be reduced to solving prob-
lems in the quasi-ordered algebra used for size annotations. Then, we have shown that the
successor algebra (successor symbol with arbitrary constants) enjoys nice properties: de-
cidability of the satisfiability of sets of inequalities (in polynomial time), and existence and
computability of a most general solution for satisfiable problems (in polynomial time too).
As a consequence, we have a complete algorithm for checking the termination conditions
in the successor algebra.
We have implemented a simple heuristic that turns this termination criterion into a fully
automated termination prover for higher-order rewriting called HOT (HOT, 2012), which
tries to detect size-preserving functions and, following (Abel & Altenkirch, 2002), to find
a lexicographic ordering on arguments. Combined with other (non-)termination techniques
(Jouannaud & Okada, 1991; Blanqui, 2000; Blanqui et al., 2002), HOT won the 2012 in-
ternational competition of termination provers (Termination competition, 2017) for higher-
order rewriting against THOR (THOR, 2014) andWANDA (Wanda, 2015). It could be im-
proved by replacing the lexicographic ordering by the size-change principle (Lee et al., 2001;
Hyvernat, 2014), and using abstract interpretation techniques for annotating function sym-
bols (Telford & Turner, 2000; Chin & Khoo, 2001). A more complete (and perhaps more
efficient) implementation would be obtained by encoding constraints into a SAT problem
and send it to state-of-art SAT solvers (Fuhs et al., 2007; Ben-Amram & Codish, 2008;
Codish et al., 2011).
A natural following is to study other size algebras like the max-successor algebra (i.e.
the successor algebra extended with a max operator), the plus algebra (i.e. the successor
algebra extended with addition) or their combination, the max-plus algebra. Indeed, the
richer the size algebra is, the more precise the typing of function symbols is, and the more
functions can be proved terminating.
Following (Blanqui & Riba, 2006), it is also possible to consider full Presburger arith-
metic (Presburger, 1929) and handle conditional rewrite rules, by extending the system
with explicit quantifiers and constraints on size variables, in the spirit of HM(X) (Sulzmann, 2001).
Simplification of constraints is then an important issue in practice (Pottier, 2001).
We have presented this criterion in Church’ simply typed λ -terms but, following (Blanqui, 2005b),
it should be possible to extend it to richer type systems with polymorphic and depen-
dent types. Similarly, we considered matching modulo α-congruence only but, following
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(Blanqui, 2016), it should be possible to extend it to rewriting modulo some equational
theory and to rewriting on β -normal forms with matching modulo β η as used in Klop’s
combinatory reduction systems (Klop et al., 1993) or Nipkow’s higher-order rewrite sys-
tems (Mayr & Nipkow, 1998).
Another interesting extension would be to consider size-annotated types in the com-
putability path ordering (Blanqui et al., 2015), following Kamin and Lévy’s extension of
Dershowitz’ recursive path ordering (Dershowitz, 1979b; Kamin & Lévy, 1980), and Bor-
ralleras and Rubio’s extension of Jouannaud and Okada’s higher-order recursive path or-
dering (Jouannaud & Rubio, 1999; Borralleras & Rubio, 2001).
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